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Abstract

Within the nearshore zone and shallow continental shelf the (i) hydrodynamic forcing, (ii) 
seabed and (iii) sediment suspensions form a dynamic and interacting sediment transport triad 
that operates over a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. The study of these flow-deposit- 
suspension interactions in a field environment is complicated. This work examines the triad 
over a variety of timescales under irregular free surface waves, typical of the natural environ
ment, generated in a large field scale flume. A series of experiments were conducted over a bed 
composed of fine-medium-grained sand and a bed composed of upper-medium-grained sand. 
The significant wave height was systematically stepped up and down to simulate the passing 
of a storm event and to enable the sediment transport triad to be observed during a number 
of sediment transport regimes. The acoustic technology used, enabled high resolution mea
surements to be made of the oscillatory wave induced flow, bedforms and suspended sediments 
simultaneously in a nonintrusive manner.

The initial entrainment of sediment from the bed is largely an intra-wave process {<10 sec
onds) depending on the characteristics of individual waves and the bedforms. Intra-wave mea
surements of the suspended sediment concentration (SSC) field above steep ripples were made in 
order to examine the coherence and repeatability of sediment entrainment via vortices beneath 
irregular waves. The results demonstrate the existence of a clear suspended sediment structure 
consistent with vortex entrainment, previously observed under regular waves. This process was 
found to be intermittent, however, with vortex entrainment occurring when the orbital diame
ter was >1.2 times the ripple wavelength. The SSC close to the bed, entrained via intra-wave 
processes, was found to vary with the wave forcing and bedforms and at intra-wave timescales.

This near bed SSC influenced the SSC at higher elevations at wave group timescales {< 
2 minutes). During the passage of wave groups suspended sediments typically confined to the 
near bed layer were transported vertically due to the continual injection of turbulence. The 
character of wave groups is considered to control this vertical sediment transport, and those 
groups with abrupt terminations were found to strongly influence this process.

The sediment transport regimes that emerged during the course of the experiments (each 
lasting 25 minutes) included (i) quiescent wave forcing above plane beds and ripples with 
low steepness, (ii) vortex entrainment above steep ripples and (iii) strong wave forcing above 
large bedforms with three-dimensional plan-form geometries, hummocks and plane beds. The 
vertical decay of time mean SSC above bedforms was exponential within a near bed layer 
approximately equal in thickness to two times the exponential decay length scale, the mixing 
length. The mixing length was found to be strongly controlled by the hydraulic roughness 
and the presence of inherited bedforms, with contributions from vortex ripple and sheet flow 
processes. This offers a simplified framework to unite a number of sediment transport processes. 
Such an integrated approach is necessary in order to improve understanding and modelling of 
sediment transport across different timescales in the coastal zone.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The coastal zone is dynamic with changes occurring at different timescales both naturally and 

because of human interference. With the human population living in coastal regions growing, 

the coastlines and nearshore zones are becoming increasingly influenced by both industry and 

leisure activities. These activities are not necessarily confined to the nearshore, with the energy 

industry looking to deeper waters for oil and gas exploration, as well as the development of 

offshore renewable energy schemes. Any development of the coastal zone and continental shelf 

relies on the assessment of local sediment transport mechanisms, and can often lead to changes 

in such mechanisms. There is therefore an increasing need to make reliable predictions of the 

movement of coastal sediments over a number of temporal and spatial scales. In order to do 

this, sediment transport processes can be split into the (i) hydrodynamic forcing, (ii) bedforms 

and (iii) sediment suspensions which together form a sediment transport triad.

1.2 Thesis layout

This thesis includes three independent manuscripts as three core chapters that have been, or 

are intended to be, submitted to peer-reviewed journals. These three papers examine the sed

iment transport triad in the Deltaflume over different timescales. Chapter 5, the first paper, 

examines intra-wave sediment entrainment processes above ripples and under irregular waves, 

the shortest of the timescales considered (<10 seconds). Chapter 6 then examines the character 

of sediment suspensions on intra-wave^ wave and wave group timescales (<2 minutes) under a 

variety of wave forcing conditions and over a variety of bedfonn types. The last of the three 

papers, Chapter 7, examines the sediment transport triad during the simulated passing of a 

storm. In this last paper, each measurement burst during the storm is considered in a time 

average sense (25 minutes).

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to this study including thesis layout, research objectives

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

and the author contribution to paper manuscripts.

Chapter 2 presents a concise background to the topic of sand transport processes and bedforms 

under oscillatory flow. Together, the hydrodynamic forcing, bed and suspended sediments form 

a dynamic and interacting process triad (Thorne and Hanes, 2002). This chapter reviews these 

three components in the context of oscillatory flow, and highlights some of the interactions 
between them.

Chapter 3 describes the Deltaflume facility, the experiments conducted and details the analy

sis of the bed sediments and the instruments deployed in the flume. Apart from the analysis of 

the bed sediments, there are no data analysis details given as these are included in the following 
chapters.

Chapter 4 provides details of the methodology employed to gain reliable measurements of the 

suspended sediments. Measurements of the suspended sediments were made using a pumped 

sampling technique and acoustically using the acoustic backscatter system. These two measure

ment techniques are compared in order to validate the methods used and to determine their 
accuracy.

Chapter 5 - Intra-wave observations of sediment entrainment processes above sand ripples 

under irregular waves - is a paper published in the Journal of Geophysical Research-Oceans. 

This paper focuses on the intra-wave process of sediment suspension over rippled beds and 

under irregular waves, the shortest timescales considered in the three papers. Such small scale 

processes heavily influence the initial entrainment of sediment which can lead to substantial 

near bed sediment concentrations. These processes have received a considerable amount of 

attention, due to their influence on net suspended sediment transport, under regular oscillatory 

flow. This work is novel because it studies the intra-wave ensemble average suspended sediment 

field under irregular free surface waves, more typical than regular waves in the field. Whether 

sediment entrainment occurs repeatedly, as is the case beneath regular waves, under irregular 
waves is investigated.

Chapter 6 - Wave groups and the character of sediment resuspension over an evolving sandy 

bed - is a manuscript intended for submission to Continental Shelf Research and studies the 

suspension of sediment on intra-wave, wave and wave group time-scales over a number of fine 

and medium-grained bedform types. This is done by examining high resolution time-series of 

water velocity and suspended sediment concentration in both the time and frequency domain. 

This chapter studies the character of the wave groups and ends by considering the implications 

of wave groups rather than individual waves in the modelling of coastal sediment transport.

Chapter 7 - A stormy inheritance: the interaction of irregular wave forcing, bedforms and sus-
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pended sediment concentrations in an experimental waxing and waning hydrodynamic regime - 

is a manuscript intended for submission to the Journal of Geophysical Research-Earth Surface 

- and studies the evolution of bedforms and changes in the time average suspended sediment 

concentrations during the simulated passing of a storm event in the Deltaflume. The emphasis 

of this work is on the interaction between the wave forcing, bedforms and suspended sediment 

concentrations at each stage of the storm sequence. An expression was found relating sediment 

suspensions to the bed roughness. Crucially this bed roughness was not only due to the bed 

morphology, but was enhanced by contributions from a moving sand layer at high flow veloci

ties. The questions of bedform inheritance and their influence on sediment suspensions are also 

addressed.

Chapter 8 is an extended discussion drawing together the work in the previous chapters. The 

research questions laid out below form the basis of this discussion.

1.3 Research questions

The major questions that have framed this research of sediment suspensions over sandy bed- 
forms in the Deltaflume under irregular waves are presented below with their rationale. These 

questions are addressed in the final chapter using results and interpretations from core chapters 

where applicable.

Question 1. Can the sediment entrainment process of vortex formation and shed

ding be identified under irregular waves and how does it contribute to the intra-wave 

sediment suspension field?

Rationale: The suspension of sediment via vortices generated through flow separation above 

steep sided ripples is well documented (e.g. Bagnold, 1946; Bijker et al., 1976; Nakato et ah, 

1977; Davies and Thorne, 2005; Van der Werf et al., 2007). This can have a significant effect on 

net cross-shore sediment transport as vortices generated in the first wave half cycle are vertically- 

advected and transported in the second wave half cycle (Bijker et ah, 1976). Most quantitative 

work is based on observations made under regular oscillatory flow in the laboratory. Whilst 

observations have been made in the field and under irregular waves (Osborne and Vincent, 

1996; Villard and Osborne, 2002), there is little quantitative information regarding the extent 

to which this process occurs in the field. The theoretical work of Malarkey and Davies (2002, 

2004) suggests that for vortex shedding to occur, the ripples must be steep sided and the orbital 

excursion diameter must be at least as long as the ripple wavelength. One hypothesis therefore 

is that vortices form only under a fraction of irregular waves.
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Question 2. What is the character of the sediment suspensions under wave groups?

Rationale: The initial entrainment of sediment is largely an intra-wave process dependant on 

the properties of individual incident waves (Vincent and Hanes, 2002) and of the bedforms 

(Ribberink and Al-Salem, 1994). Fluctuations in the suspended sediment concentrations have, 

however, been observed not only to occur at these intra-wave frequencies but also at lower 

frequencies associated with wave groups (Hanes, 1991; Villard et al., 2000; Vincent and Hanes, 

2002). The height to which sediment can be entrained by intra-wave processes is generally 

limited to the near bed mixing layer, but wave-groups enable a continual injection of turbu

lence, with turbulence production being greater than dissipation, and allows for the further 

entrainment of sediment beyond the intra-wave near bed mixing layer. There are often time 

lags between peaks in sediment concentration close to and far away from the bed (Vincent and 

Hanes, 2002). Models based purely on intra-wave entrainment, and under regular waves, are 

therefore unlikely to predict high sediment concentrations high up from the bed. It is therefore 

important to characterise the suspension patterns under wave groups in differing hydrodynamic 

and bedform conditions.

Question 3. How do sandy beds respond to changes in wave forcing and what is 
the influence of inherited bedforms ?

Rationale: There are many parameters that influence the development of ripples in oscillatory 

flow. One dominant control is the orbital excursion diameter, and ripples are often described 

by how their cross-sectional wavelength compares with the orbital diameter (Clifton, 1976; 

Wiberg and Harris, 1994). As the wave steepness increases the orbital diameter increases and 

influences bedform development. There are a number of schemes that can be used to predict the 

cross-sectional dimensions of ripples depending on the orbital diameter (e.g. Wiberg and Harris, 

1994; Soulsby and Whitehouse, 2005). Many of these schemes are based on a large number of 

different field and laboratory studies, together covering a large range of dynamic parameters. 

In the field there are many parameters influencing bedform development and it is difficult to 

select, and systematically vary, a suitable dynamic variable. Laboratory experiments, however, 

offer more control over the dynamic variable but are often simplified in many ways. One such 

simplification is that sediment beds are often laid out smooth with no relict structures from, 

for example, bioturbation or previous flow regimes. In recent years there have been a number 

of studies conducted in large scale flumes (Williams et al., 2005) or oscillatory flow tunnels 

(O’Donoghue and Clubb, 2001; O’Donoghue et al., 2006). Many of these studies have however 

focused on regular oscillatory flow and there are knowledge gaps concerning the development 

of ripples beneath irregular field scale free-surface waves and in a variety of different sediment 
transport regimes.
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Question 4. How do time average suspended sediment concentration profiles re

spond to changes in the wave forcing and bed conditions?

Rationale: The intra-wave suspension of sediment is strongly dependant on the strength of the 

oscillatory flow and the type of bedforms present (Ribberink and Al-Salem, 1994; Vincent et ah, 

1999; Grasmeijer and Kleinhans, 2004). This is reflected in time average suspended sediment 

concentration profiles. It is important to predict the wave related contribution to sediment 

suspensions in a time average sense as it can contribute greatly to net transport in many 

coastal settings (Nielsen, 1992). Therefore it is important to parameterise such suspensions over 

a variety of bedform and flow conditions for use in simplified time average numerical modelling. 

The presents of relict bedforms can influence sediment suspensions in ways that are not normally 

associated with certain hydraulic regimes. It is important therefore to consider when relicts 

may be present and what influence they have on suspended sediment concentrations.

Question 5. Over what timescales do sediment suspension processes operate under 

irregular waves and what implications does this have for future observations and 

modelling?

Rationale: The previous questions address sediment transport process acting (i) at high fre

quency intra-wave timescales, (ii) at lower frequency ‘wave-group’ timescales and (iii) in a time 

average sense. It is important to consider the relative importance of the different timescales and 

how they interact to influence sediment transport. Understanding the character of sediment 

transport over different timescales could have an impact on experimental design, observations, 

measurements and modelling.
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Res., 116, C01001, doi: 10.1029/2010JC006216.
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author and performed all the processing and data analysis, (ii) Thorne, P. D. was involved 

with the design of the Deltaflume experiments and with the collection of data. He instigated 

many discussions regarding the ABS data analysis, and its validation, and the interpretation 
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Hodgson, D. M. was involved with in depth discussions regarding the results and reviewed 

the manuscript.
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data analysis and interpretation of results as well as providing detailed manuscript review, (iv) 

Davies, A. G. has been involved in a number of discussions and reviewed the manuscript.



Chapter 2

Sand transport processes in 

oscillatory flow

Sediment transport processes can broadly be considered to include three components: (i) the 

hydrodynamic forcing of the waves and tides, (ii) the seabed characteristics and bed morphology 

and (iii) the sediments suspended in the water. These three components interplay with one 

another and commonly there are complicated and dynamic feedbacks (Thorne and Hanes, 2002). 

For example, bedforms are generated by the interaction of the flow with the bed sediments, 

and these bedforms in turn influence the flow within the boundary layer and the entrainment 

of sediment from the bed. This sediment entrainment can in turn influence ripple growth, 

migration or erosion. Figure 2.1 depicts these three components as an interacting triad. These 

three components are considered below in the context of oscillatory flow. In addition, the 

bottom boundary layer, resulting from an interaction of the bed and the hydrodynamics, is 

considered.

Sediment transport processes are of interest to workers within a variety of disciplines in

cluding oceanography, coastal and ocean engineering, process sedimentology, and stratigraphy. 

Coastal scientists and engineers are interested in predicting the transport of sediment over a 

number of timescales. Applications include coastal engineering impact assessments in terms of 

sediment transport pathways. For example, interference often leads to net accretion or erosion 

in other, often unpredicted, locations. Predictions can also be made to inform policy decisions 

such as coastal defence, waterway maintenance such as dredging and marine environmental 

management. Commonly, sedimentologists study preserved bedforms from which the process 

leading to their development can be inferred, which in turn can lead to the inference of the 

palaeoenvironmental conditions (Komar, 1974).

7
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Hydrodynamics

0 0 0/'vvvvvvyv’*
Bed morphology and bedforms

Interacting triad 0

Suspended sediments

Figure 2.1: An illustration of the sediment transport triad with interactions and feedbacks.

2.1 Hydrodynamic forcing

The motion of water particles under waves can be described by linear wave theory where a 

number of simplifications are made in order to solve the hydrodynamic continuity equation 

and kinematic boundary conditions. The solution is a sinusoidal wave describing the water 

surface elevation in space and time. Such Airy waves have a fixed height and wavelength and 

are symmetrical. Other wave theories result in asymmetrical Stokes, cnoidal or solitary waves 

which describe the steepening of wave crests that can occur in shallow water. These theoretical 

monochromatic waves are idealised, in that they have a constant height and period, and are 

termed regular waves. Naturally occurring surface waves have, however, a broad distribution 
of heights and periods, and are termed irregular waves.

The water particle paths under regular symmetric waves are circles which elongate into 

ellipses with depth (Dean and Dalrymple, 1991). Using linear wave theory, the horizontal 

velocity component of the water particles, it, parallel to the direction of wave propagation, can 

be expressed as (Dean and Dalrymple, 1991)

u Hn cosh k(h + z) 
T sinh kh cos(kx — ut), (2.1)

where x and z are horizontal and vertical positions of the particle, h is the water depth, t is 

time, H is the wave height and T is the wave period. Thus close to the bed, just above the 

wave boundary layer, the velocity amplitude, U0. and exclusion diameter, do, are given by

U0
7T H

T sinh kh (2.2)

do — UqT/jt. (2.3)
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The distribution of irregular wave heights and periods can be described by spectral energy 

functions, such as the JONSWAP spectrum (Carter, 1982). When modelling sediment transport 

it is often convenient to parameterise the irregular wave spectrum with the wave height and 

period of an equivalent regular wave. Some workers use the root mean square wave height 

(Predsoe and Deigaard, 1992; Soulsby, 1997) and others have found that parameterisations 

such as the mean of the highest one tenth orbital velocity amplitudes is more suitable in some 

sediment transport applications (O’Donoghue et ah, 2006). One widely used parameterisation 

is the peak spectral period and significant wave height (e.g, Thorne et ah, 2002; Williams et ah, 

2004). The significant wave height, is defined as the mean of the highest one third waves 

in a record and can be easily calculated using (e.g. Soulsby, 1997)

£TS =4a(r), , (2.4)

where cr(r) is the standard deviation of the water surface elevation time-series, P. Section 7,4 

details methods for calculating Hs from the water elevation power spectrum and water particle 

velocity measurements.

2.2 Bedforms

The seabed in the near-shore zone is rarely flat and smooth. Sedimentary structures such as 

ripples, dunes, hummocks and ribbons tend to form, due to the constant transport and sorting 

of sediment by currents and waves. Wave generated ripples are oscillatory, or bidirectional, 

bedforms that form as a result of the orbital excursions of fluid particles near the bed. Early 

laboratory experiments showed that oscillatory ripples broadly fall into two categories: rolling 

grain and vortex ripples (Bagnold, 1946). Rolling grain ripples are the first to form on a lower- 

stage plane bed after the initiation of sediment movement. In faster flows, ripples are steeper 

and force the boundary layer flow to separate and form vortices that can trap and entrain 

bed sediment. As the flow gets faster still the vortex ripple regime is replaced by sheet flow 

processes and the bed becomes an upper-stage plane bed. These bedform stages, or phases, 

were presented by Allen (1979) in the form of a bedform phase diagram, Figure 2.2, where the 

type of ripples present on the bed is a function of the diameter of the bed sediment and the 

orbital velocity amplitude of the oscillations.

The process of bedform development is more complicated in field environments where there 

are additional processes disturbing the bed, such as bioturbation, and there often remain relict 

bedforms from previous flow regimes (Nielsen, 1992; Hanes et ah, 2001). Clifton (1976) and 

Wiberg and Harris (1994) categorised wave generated ripples as either orbital, suborbital or 

anorbital, depending on how their cross-sectional wavelengths compare to the wave orbital 

diameter, do. (i) Orbital ripples have wavelengths that scale with do and sharp well defined 

trochoidal shaped crests, (ii) Anorbital ripples are less steep than orbital ripples and have
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PLANE BED WITH SEDIMENT MOVEMENT
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Figure 2.2: The bedform phase diagram of Allen (1979) for oscillatory flow.
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wavelengths that, rather than scaling with the d0, depend on the median diameter of the bed 

sediment, (iii) Suborbital ripples are an intermediate type and have wavelengths shorter than 

those of orbital ripples but still show some dependence on do- Another consideration is the 

plan-form geometry of wave ripples. One recently documented terminology is that of Pedocchi 

and Garcia (2009) who defined ripples as either (i) two-dimensional (2D) with long straight 

crests perpendicular to the flow, (ii) three-dimensional (3D) with irregular and short crests or 

(iii) almost two-dimensional (quasi-2D) with crests perpendicular to the flow but with shorter 

and more sinuous crests than those of 2D ripples. More details on the classification of wave 

generated ripples in terms of their cross-sectional and plan-form geometries are given in Section 
7.2.

Many of the ripple prediction schemes assume the bed to have adjusted to recent changes 

in the hydrodynamics and to be in equilibrium. The equilibrium simplification is valid in 

environments where there are dominant hydrodynamic conditions over long timescales. Close 

to the shore, however, there can be continual changes in the hydrodynamics, especially in the 

surf zone where there are great changes through tidal cycles (Austin et ah, 2007), and due to 

weather events such as storms. The equilibrium assumption can be valid though, as the bed can 

adjust quickly to changes in the hydrodynamics and form a new equilibrium state. Nevertheless, 

there are transient states where ripples adjust to the new flow conditions (Davis et ah, 2004; 

Doucette and O’Donoghue, 2006). Rolling grain ripples are an example of a transient bedform 

that tend to be observed in flume tanks. In the field they may exist, but only for very short 

periods of time before being replaced by low steepness ripples conforming more to the definition 
of vortex ripples (Andersen, 2001).

2.2.1 Hydraulic bed roughness

Bedforms, formed by the interaction of the hydrodynamics with the bed sediment, in turn 

influence the hydrodynamics by contributing to the hydraulic bed roughness, k3. Over flat 

beds, the Nikuradse grain roughness, due to skin frictional forces on the individual grains 
(Nielsen, 1992), is a function of the median grain diameter of the bed sediment, D^q, and is 
typically given by (e.g. Soulsby, 1997)

ks — 2.5D5Q. (2-5)

When bedforms are present, the dominant contribution to the roughness is due to form drag 

forces that act on the ripple profile (Nielsen, 1992; Van Rijn, 2007) and ks is often expressed in 

terms of the ripple dimensions. One commonly used form for ks above a rippled bed is (Grant 

and Madsen, 1982; Nielsen, 1992; Styles and Glenn, 2002; Davies and Thorne, 2008)

ks = arj (17/A), (2.6)
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where rj and A are respectively the cross-sectional height and wavelength of the ripples present 

on the bed and a is a constant. The concept of hydraulic roughness is further outlined in 

Section 5.2 which also outlines the development of ripples and a simple modelling framework 

(Davies and Thorne, 2008) in this context.

2.2.2 The prediction of ripple geometry

The hydraulic roughness above ripples is often a function of the ripples’ cross-sectional geometry 

(e.g. Grant and Madsen, 1982; Davies and Thorne, 2008). Thus there have emerged a number of 

schemes that predict the cross-sectional dimensions of ripples (e.g. Nielsen, 1981; Mogridge et al., 

1994; Wiberg and Harris, 1994; Soulsby and Whitehouse, 2005). These prediction formulae are 

typically functions of a non-dimensional dynamic variable that captures all the information 

regarding the flow and bed sediment that influence ripple formation. One such variable is the 

grain roughness Shields parameter (e.g. Nielsen, 1992)

„ hsU%
25 2(<-l)SiW (2.7)

where s is the ratio of sediment density to water density (s—2.65 for quartz sand), g is the 

acceleration due to gravity and /a.5 is the grain roughness wave friction factor (skin friction) 

based on the equivalent Nikuradse grain roughness, ks = 2.5D50, which can be calculated using 

(Soulsby, 1997)

/2.5 = (UST^/S-Dki)-0'52. (2-8)

A somewhat simplified parameter is the mobility number (e.g. Nielsen, 1981)

=
(s - 1)5^50 '

(2.9)

These two parameters, $2.5 and W, represent the balance between disturbing and stabilising 

forces acting on the sediment grains. A much simpler parameter is do /D^q which does not 

include the influence of the sediment density or gravity, which are often relatively constant.

The issue of the prediction of plan-form ripple geometry was addressed by Pedocchi and 

Garcia (2009) who reviewed the limited number of criteria defining a transition from 2D to 

3D ripples and also developed new criteria. The development of 3D ripples is associated with 

turbulent three-dimensional motions. Generally, finer sands tend to form 3D ripples before 

coarser sands: coarser sands cam resist the turbulent three-dimensional motions. The criteria 

for the transition from 2D to 3D ripples proposed by Pedocchi and Garcia (2009) are functions 

of a dimensionless particle size given by \/g(s — 1)D5oDso/where ^ is the kinematic viscosity 

of the water, and the wave Reynolds number given by Re = Uodo/2u.
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2.3 The oscillatory bottom boundary layer

The oscillatory bottom boundary layer is that part of the flow close to the bed heavily in

fluenced by the bed (Nielsen, 1992). Oscillatory bottom boundary layers can be classified in 

terms of the wave Reynolds number, Re, and the relative roughness, do/2ks. Properties of 

laminar and hydraulically smooth turbulent boundary layers heavily depend on Re, whereas 

the properties of hydraulically rough boundary layers depend on d0/2ks (e.g. Jonsson, 1980). 

In turbulent oscillatory boundary layers, an important contribution of turbulence to sediment 

resuspension is its anisotropic nature. One manifestation of this is the bursting phenomenon 

(e.g. Heathershaw, 1974) including irregularly occurring upward ejections and downward sweeps 

of fluid. The anisotropic nature of turbulence is often compared with the Brownian motion of 

molecules, resulting in Pick’s law of diffusion where the flux of a substance is proportional to 

its concentration gradient. Drawing an analogy with such behaviour results with the definition 

of the eddy viscosity, K, as a constant of proportionality between the turbulent shear stress, r, 

which is a momentum flux, and the velocity shear, dU/dz\

t = pk^t: (2-10)

where p is the fluid density.

2.4 Suspended sediments

2,4.1 Intra-wave sediment suspension processes above ripples

When steep sided ripples are present on the bed, the wave boundary layer can separate in the 

lee of ripple crests and form vortices which are ejected into higher parts of the flow around flow 

reversal. Vortices can trap sediment which is advected both horizontally and vertically after 

being shed horn the crest of a ripple (Bijker et ah, 1976; Hansen et ah, 1994). The generation of 

vortices can actually impose some spatial and temporal order on turbulence effects, because they 

can be generated in a coherent manner each wave half cycle. For these reasons the entrainment 

of sediment via vortices is often referred to as a convective, rather than a diffusive, process (e.g. 

Nielsen, 1992; Thorne et ah, 2002, 2009a).

Figure 2.3 shows a schematic of the vortex entrainment process from Thorne et al. (2003). 

Figure 2.3(a) shows the growth of the vortex, Vi, in the lee of the ripple during the onshore 

phase of the wave cycle. Figures 2.3(b and c) show the Vi vortex being advected over the crest 

of the ripple at flow reversal. In Figure 2.3(d) the offshore directed flow is at a maximum and 

the Vi vortex is being advected offshore. At the same time in Figure 2.3(d) a new vortex, V2, 

is being generated in the ripple lee. Figures 2.3(e and f) show the Vi vortex growing in size 

as it is directed offshore and the V2 vortex being advected over the ripple crest as the flow 

changes direction. Thus it can be seen that whilst the Vi vortex was generated during the
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> (a) —► (b) (c)

Figure 2.3: A schematic drawing depicting the process of vortex entrainment of sediment (from 
Thorne et al. 2003). The arrow at the top of each figure represents the near bed horizontal velocity 
vector and the direction of wave propagation is from left to right.

onshore phase of the wave cycle, it is in fact transported offshore. Asymmetric waves, with the 

onshore orbital velocity amplitude being larger than the offshore velocity amplitude, can lead 

to the Vi vortex being larger than the V2 vortex. Thus, despite the larger onshore velocity 

amplitudes, net sediment transport can be in the offshore direction under asymmetrical waves. 

This is often termed offshore sediment pumping.

Some of the earliest observations of vortex entrainment of sediment were by Bagnold (1946) 

and Bijker et al. (1976) but some of the first intra-wave measurements of the suspended sed

iment concentration were made by Nakato et al. (1977). More recently, detailed intra-wave 

measurements have been made of suspended sediment concentration fields in large scale facil

ities using acoustic instrumentation (Thorne et al., 2003; Davies and Thorne, 2005; Van der 

Werf et al., 2007). During these measurements the ripples migrated beneath the acoustic in

strumentation allowing measurements to be made across the whole cross-sectional ripple profile. 

A coherent phenomenon consistent with the entrainment of sediment in a lee-wake vortex shed 

at flow reversal was identified.

Process-based numerical ‘research’ models (Davies et al., 2002) can accurately predict the 

vertical and temporal structure of sediment suspensions on intra-wave timescales, and can lead 

to further understanding of the fundamental processes of sediment entrainment. The accurate 

measurement of the intra-wave velocity and sediment suspension fields are therefore necessary 

to validate and further develop such models.

2.4.2 time average suspended sediment concentrations

Research models can be highly successful at predicting intra-wave suspensions but are often 

limited to certain flow and bedform regimes (Davies et al., 2002). Whilst the prediction of net 

time average concentrations and fluxes is possible with such models, they can be slow to run
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and not necessarily stable over wide parameter ranges. Therefore, there is a need to develop 

practical models that do not necessarily resolve the detailed spatial and temporal structure of 

velocity and sediment suspension fields (Davies et al, 2002). The modelling of time average 

suspended sediment concentration profiles in the one-dimensional vertical is an example of such 

practical modelling techniques. One simplified approach is to assume that in the steady state 

the downward flux of sediment via settling is equal to the upward flux due to diffusion. Thus, 

the time average sediment diffusion equation is given by

dC
wsC = O’

where C = C(z) is the sediment concentration with height, z, above the bed, ws is the sediment 

settling velocity and £s is the sediment diffusivity. The upward flux of sediment is often con

tributed to convective, as well as diffusive, processes, such as the upward advection of sediment 

via vortices. In these cases the diffusion equation can be modified to include terms representing 

the upward convection of sediment. One example of a sediment convection-diffusion equation 

is (Nielsen, 1992; Lee and Hanes, 1996)

wsC + £5-3---- wsCqF{z) = 0, (2.12)az

where P{z) is termed the convective-entrainment function and describes the probability of a 

particle reaching the height z above the bed. The solution to equations (2.11) and (2.12) can 

generally be expressed as

C(z) = Cr $(z) (2.13)

where Cr = C(z = r) is the concentration magnitude at a specific near-bed elevation and is 

termed the reference concentration and 3>(^) is the distribution of suspended sediment with 

height, 2, above the bed, often termed the shape function. Section 7.2.3 outlines the basis 

behind a number of simple solutions to equation (2.11) including expressions for the sediment 

diffusivity. Section 7.2.3 also reviews a number of empirical expressions for Cr, which are 

typically functions of the Shields parameter.
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Chapter 3

The Deltaflume experimental 

storm sequence and 

instrumentation

3.1 Introduction

The Deltaflume of Deltares Delft Hydraulics, the Netherlands, is a large scale flume, 230m long, 

5m wide and 7m deep, which enables sediment transport processes to be monitored at field scale. 

At one end there is a wave paddle for generating waves and at the other end a sloping surface 

designed to dissipate the wave energy, preventing wave reflection. Figure 3.1 is a view looking 

along the length of the Deltaflume towards the wave paddle. Irregular waves were generated in a 

series of experiments during which the significant wave height, Hs, was systematically stepped 

up and then back down in order to simulate the waxing and waning of a storm sequence. 

During the course of the experiments there were no steady currents generated and the peak 

spectral wave period was held constant at approximately 6 seconds such that the surface wave 

steepness increased with Hs. The systematic stepping up and down of Hs, in approximate 0.2m 

step sizes, is here termed the experimental sequence. Similarly, the experiments during which 

Hs was stepped up are termed the waxing phase of the storm sequence and the experiments 

during which Hs was stepped down are termed the waning phase of the storm sequence. The 

experimental sequence was conducted twice: first over a fine-medium-grained sand bed and 

then over an upper-medium-grained sand bed. These two sediment beds are here referred to as 

the fine-grained and the medium-grained beds for brevity. In each case, a 0.7m deep sediment 

bed was laid down in the centre of the flume in a 30m long region spanning the width of the 

flume. The sand beds were initially flat and were not flattened between experiments such that 

each experiment inherited the bed morphology formed during the previous experiment (Bell 

and Williams, 2002). After the sediment beds were laid down, the flume was filled to a nominal

17
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Figure 3.1: The Deltaflume of Deltares Delft Hydraulics, the Netherlands, looking towards the wave 
paddle from which the waves propagate. This large scale flume facility is 230m long, 5m wide and 7m 
deep.

depth of 4m using water from the nearby canal. Over the fine-grained bed 16 experiments 

were conducted and are referred to here as F01, F02, ..., F16. Similarly, over the medium- 

grained bed 17 experiments were conducted, referred to here as M01, M02, ..., M17. During the 

majority of experiments there were two 25 minute measurement bursts, distinguished here by 

_1 and _2, such as M01_l and M01_2. The first measurement burst started one minute before 

the waves commenced and the second measurement burst started after the waves had been 

running for one hour. This way measurements were made both with the bedforms in a state of 

non-equilibrium and equilibrium with the flow (Marsh et al., 1999). Bell and Williams (2002) 

provided detailed documentation of the experiments conducted, the research objective and the 

experimental instrumentation.

3.2 Bed sediment grain size analysis

Sediment cores were taken from a variety of locations on the bed (Bell and Williams, 2002) and 

their volume size distributions analysed using a Coulter Laser Granulometer. Samples of the bed 

sediment were also sieved by Delft Hydraulics in order to determine the mass size distribution. 

Samples of sediment laden water were taken through pumped sampling (see Chapter 4) and on 

a number of occasions the lower most pumped sampling nozzle was buried in the bed sediment. 

These provided a third set of bed sediment samples and were analysed using laser granulometry.

Figure 3.2 shows the cumulative grain size distributions from sieving and laser graulometry of 

(a) the fine-grained and (b) the medium-grained bed sediment. In Figure 3.2, the data labelled 
‘Laser 1’ and ‘Laser 2’ correspond to the samples obtained from the pumped samples of the
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-Dio
(/mi)

o'(Dio)
(jum)

D50
Om)

^(Dso)
(Hm)

-Dgo
(/im)

^(Dgo)
(/xm)

Fine-grained Laser 161.4 15.4 258.0 16.7 407.8 20.3
Fine-grained Sieved 156.7 03.3 221.1 04.1 290.6 07.1
Medium-grained Laser 242.7 19.6 374.9 29.8 576.6 46.8
Medium-grained Sieved 246.4 06.6 348.8 00.1 473.2 18.4

Table 3.1: Grain diameters for which 10%, 50% and 90% of the sediment is finer than, determined 
from the sieving and laser granulometry results of the fine and medium-grained bed sediments.

bed and the sediment cores respectively. These two ‘laser’ results were analysed using laser 

granuolmetry to determine the volume size distribution. Assuming the sediment density to be 

uniform with size, the mass size distributions from the sieving and the volume size distributions 

from laser granulometry are equivalent in terms of ‘fraction finer than1 cumulative distribution. 

For each of the three sampling/analysis methods, a number of samples were analysed and 
Figure 3.2 presents the mean (symbols) and standard error (error bars). The one exception 

was the medium-grained Laser 2 results, where only one sample was analysed. Lognormal grain 

size distributions were fitted to the Sieved and Laser 1 results and are shown by the lines in 

Figure 3.2. For each of the two size distributions there is a high level of agreement between the 

different methods at the smaller grain diameters less than a fraction of 0.2. There is, however, a 

discrepancy between the sieved and laser results at the larger grain diameters. By comparison, 

there is a high agreement between the two Laser results. For natural sediments, the size of a 

particle is not uniquely defined and size depends on the method of measurement (Syvitski et ah, 

1991). For example, Allen (1968) defined a number of definitions including surface diameter, 

volume diameter, drag diameter, sieved diameter and Stokes diameter. The difference between 

the volume diameter obtained by laser granulometry and the sieved diameter is clear from 
Figure 3.2.

Table 1 lists grain diameters for which 10%, 50% and 90% of the sediment is finer than, 

determined from the sieving and laser granulometry results. The mean of the different samples 

is shown, Di where i is the percent finer than, along with the standard deviation, a(Di). In this 

work the the results from the laser grain size analysis are used so that they can be compared 

with the grain size results from the pumped samples of the suspended sediments.

3.3 Description of the instrumentation deployed

Figure 3.3 shows (a, b) images of the instruments frame that was aligned to one side of the 

Deltaflume and in the centre of the sandy bed, and (c, d) a schematic of the instruments on 

the frame, which are used in this study. The instrumentation has previously been described 

by Williams et al. (2004, 2005); Bell and Williams (2002). The two Nortek Acoustic Doppler 

Velocimeters (ADV-1 and ADV-2) measured three components of the flow: horizontal along- 

flume (cross-shore), horizontal across-flume (along-shore) and vertical. ADV-1 was mounted at
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□ Laser 1 
O Laser 2 
0 Sieving

Figure 3.2: Cumulative grain diameter, D, distributions of the bed sediment obtained through sieving 
(diamonds) and laser grain size analysis of the pumped samples (Laser 1, squares) and sediment cores 
(Laser 2, circles). The mean of a number of samples is indicated in each case, along with their standard 
errors as error bars. Lognormal size distributions fitted to the Sieved (— • —) and Laser 1 (—) results 
are shown.
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Figure 3.3: The instrument frame deployed in the Deltaflume. The wave paddle is clearly visible in 
(b). (c) and (d) show a schematic of the frame and instruments used in this study including the two 
Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADV), Sector Scanning Sonar (SSS), Acoustic Ripple Profiler (ARP), 
Acoustic Backscatter System (ABS), wave staff and pumped sampling equipment.

the offshore end of the instrument frame with the measuring volume 0.57m above the base of 

the frame. ADV-2 was mounted in the centre of the instrument frame and with the measuring 

volume 0.15m above the base of the frame. The bedforms were monitored using the Acoustic 

Ripple Profiler (ARP) and Sector Scanning Sonar (SSS) which were mounted in the centre and 

at the onshore end of the frame respectively. The 2.0MHz ARP, shown in Figure 3.4(a), scanned 

a 4m across-shore transect of the bed approximately once a minute at centimetre horizontal 

resolution and sub-centimetre vertical resolution providing a cross-sectional profile of the bed, 

and how it changed with time. Figure 3.4(b) is an illustration of the ARP scanning a 4m 

transect. The 1.2MHz SSS, shown in Figure 3.4(c), mechanically scanned through 400 angular 

steps during each revolution taking ~ 60s (Williams et ah, 2004) and provided plan-form images 

of the bed.

The suspended sediments were measured through direct pumped sampling and by the Acous

tic Backscatter System (ABS). Pumped sampling, otherwise known as transverse suction, was 

described by Bosman et al. (1987) and enables samples of sediment laden water to be taken 

at a number of heights above the bed. The pumped sampling equipment was positioned in 

the centre of the instrument frame and consisted of a metal pipe with 5 nozzles at different 

heights. Attached to each nozzle was a flexible tube that ran up the metal pipe and out of 

the flume. Figure 3.5 shows (a) the pumped sampling equipment deployed in the flume and 

(b) the samples of sediment laden water being gathered in buckets by the side of the flume.
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Figure 3.4: The (a, b) 2.0MHz Acoustic Ripple Profiler and (c) 1.2MHz Sector Scanning Sonar were 
used to study the cross-sectional and plan-form bedform geometries in the Deltaflume.

Figure 3.5: The (a) pumped sampling equipment deployed in the Deltaflume and (b) samples of 
sediment laden water being gathered in buckets by the side of the Deltaflume.

The ABS comprised three transceivers operating at 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 MHz aligned perpendicular 

to the flow (along-shore), 0.05m apart and with nominal radiating aperture radii of 0.0058, 

0.0050 and 0.0050 m respectively. Each of these three channels recorded backscatter profiles 

at ~ 1cm vertical resolution at 128Hz, which were subsequently block averaged in order to 

improve the statistical reliability of the results to produce backscatter profiles at 4Hz. The 

oscillating frequency of the ABS electronics was 75kHz. Figure 3.6 is an illustration of the 

ABS and how it functions by emitting and receiving acoustic pulses which are scattered by the 

sediments in the water column. The ABS and the theory behind inverting the backscattered 

sound intensity to suspended sediment concentration are detailed in Chapter 4. Chapter 4 also 

details the pumped sampling methodology and data analysis and compares the measurements 

of suspended sediment concentration from the pumped samples and ABS.
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Figure 3.6: An illustration of the ABS. In the Deltaflume the ABS comprised three transceivers, 
mounted approximately 1m above the bed, operating at 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 MHz.

The ABS, ADV-2, ARP and pumped sampling equipment were mounted on an along-shore 

line in the centre of the frame on a sliding trolley. The sliding trolley was driven by an electric 

motor such that the equipment could be translated up to ~ 0.5m across-shore. During a number 

of experiments, the trolley was used to translate the instruments between 0.1 - 0.4m, aligning 

them with the crest of a ripple. Whilst this was advantageous in many respects, it meant that 

there were sudden relative bed level changes of a few centimetres, equal to the height of the 

ripple below the ABS, during some of the measurement bursts that could be accounted for 

during data analysis.

The water surface elevation was measured at 25Hz by three wave staffs mounted on gantries 

above the flume, as shown in Figure 3.7. These staffs physically moved up and down with the 

water surface displacement due to the waves. In this study, the water surface elevations from 

the centre of the three staffs, which was closest to the instrument frame, were used to calculate 

the significant wave height and peak spectral wave period for each experiment (Chapter 5).
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Figure 3.7: A wave staff suspended from a gantry above the Delaflume.



Chapter 4

Suspended sediments and ABS 

inversion and validation

4.1 Introduction

A key element of this study is the examination of the suspended sediments in the Deltaflume 

over a variety of different time scales. Measurements of the suspended sediments were made 

by collecting direct samples of the sediment laden water using pumped samples, and indirectly 

using the Acoustic Backscatter System (ABS). The pumped samples provided time average 

measurements of the sediment concentrations and the grain size distributions at up to five 

heights above the bed. In contrast, the ABS offered non-intrusive measurements of the sus

pended sediments at a higher spatial and temporal resolution. Each of these two methods had 

their advantages and disadvantages but together they offered comprehensive measurements of 

the suspended sediment concentration (SSC) and grain size distribution across the series of 

experiments conducted in the Deltaflume.

This chapter starts by reviewing the ABS, the theory describing the sound scattering charac

teristics of suspended sediment and a number of different inversion methodologies in Section 4.2. 

In Section 4.3 acoustic measurements made in a sediment tower are used to test the different 

inversion methodologies outlined in Section 4.2.2. The sediment tower provided a homogenous 

suspension of a known sediment concentration and size distribution (Thorne and Buckingham, 

2004; Betteridge et al., 2008). The pumped sampling method was briefly outlined in Chapter 

3. Section 4.4 here describes the methodology in more detail and outlines the subsequent data 

analysis. In Sections 4.5 - 4.7 the methodology adopted for the inversion of the Deltaflume 

ABS data at a variety of different temporal resolutions is described. In these final sections the 

independent measurements of the SSC made by the ABS and pumped sampling are compared 

in order to validate the methods used and to determine their accuracy to measure suspended 

sediments.

25
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4.2 Acoustic backscatter systems

Acoustic backscatter systems (ABS) are high frequency acoustic devices used to make measure

ments of primarily the concentration profile, but also the particle size, of suspended sediments 

above sandy beds. ABSs work on the principle that marine sands can significantly scatter under

water sound, and that the backscattered intensity is a function of the suspension concentration 

and size distribution (Hay and Sheng, 1992; Moate and Thorne, 2009). ABSs typically comprise 

three transceivers operating at different frequencies; transmitting and receiving acoustic pulses. 
For each of the three channels, the backscattered sound, with range from the transceivers, is 

recorded in the form of a voltage. In order to extract the unknown parameters of the sus

pended sediment, an inversion is performed on the recorded voltages. In theory, the use of 

three channels enables three suspended sediment parameters to be quantified from the acoustic 

inversion, such as the sediment concentration and two parameters describing the size distribu

tion. However, the inversions are sensitive to small variations in the backscatter intensity and 

the sediment size response is nonlinear (Thosteson and Hanes, 1998). Typically, therefore, only 

two parameters are inverted for at each range from the transceivers - concentration and mean 
particle size.

The voltages recorded by each channel can be expressed in terms of the backscatter pressure 

which in turn can be modelled by theory describing how sound is scattered from the particles 

in suspension. For regularly shaped particles, such as spheres, exact algebraic expressions exist 

describing the scattering characteristics of sound (e.g. Gaunaurd and Uberall, 1983). However, 

there is no such solution to the problem of how sound is scattered from irregularly shaped 

particles such as marine sands. One commonly used approach is to make direct observations of 

the scattering properties of marine sands and to use the sphere scattering models to interpret 

and represent the observations (Thorne and Meral, 2008).

4.2.1 Acoustic scattering properties of the suspended sediments

The ABS transceivers both emit and receive sound pulses. These pulses of sound are subject 

to attenuation by the water and the suspended sediments during (i) the outgoing propagation 

of the signal and (ii) the backscattered propagation. Therefore an accurate description of the 

attenuation and backscattering characteristics of the suspended sediment is essential in order to 

model the backscattered pressure at the transceivers. The attenuation intrinsic to suspended 

particles can be described by their normalised total scattering cross-section, x> quantifying 

the total scattering over all angles. Similarly, the intrinsic backscatter characteristics can be 

described by their form function, /. x and / are non-dimensional quantities and vary with 

the wavelength of the sound, A, and the radius of the particles in suspension, as. Because 

of this dependence on two parameters it is common to express x and / in terms of a single 

non-dimensional parameter x = kas, where k is the wave number, k = 2n/X.

It is important to consider the particle size distribution of the sediments in suspension, x and
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/ describe the scattering properties of a narrowly sieved sand suspension. In the presence of a 

broader size distribution, the ensemble scattering properties of the sediment can be determined 

theoretically by integrating the intrinsic scattering properties (y and /) over the probability 

density function (PDF) describing the particle number size distribution present. The ensemble 

scattering properties, < y > and < / >, are thus given by (Sheng and Hay, 1988; Thorne and 
Campbell, 1992)

< x(®o) >=
/q00 xP(xatx)dx x2x(x)P(xo,x)dx 

Jg00 x3P(xq, x)dx (4.1a)

^ xP(x0,x)dx f£° x2f2{x)P{x0,x)dx
n'^0, 1 J~xzp(x0,x)dx

1/2

(4.1b)

where P(xq,x) is the particle number PDF. P(xQ,x) is a function of x = kas, a function of 

the arithmetic mean of the PDF, x0, and satisfies f^° P(x0, x)dx — 1. The width of P(x0,x) 

is defined by its standard deviation, <7a-, which is typically expressed as a constant fraction of 

a?0) such that a:c/:r;0 is constant for all xq. The intrinsic scattering properties (x and /) of a 

suspension of spheres can be expressed algebraically and substituted into equations (4.1a) and 

(4.1b). No such theoretical expressions exist, however, for irregularly shaped particles. Sheng 

and Hay (1988) used a rigid mobile sphere model and compared it with observations of sediment 

attenuation and constructed hemistic expressions for the form factor and attenuation coefficient 

(related to x) that agreed well with the data. Following this approach, Thorne and Meral (2008) 

compiled a large number of measurements of the intrinsic scattering properties of suspensions 

of natural sandy sediments and developed heuristic expressions for x and / that agree well with 

the data. Figure 4.1 shows how < x> and < / > vary as a function of a,’o for three widths of 

normal and lognormal size distributions. The three widths of particle number size distributions 

shown in Figure 4.1 correspond to narrowly sieved (nominally single sized) sand and moderately- 

broad and broad distributions of sand with era,—0.5.to and cr^l.O.xo respectively. Regardless of 

the distribution type, broadening the size distribution by increasing (tx/xq increases the size of 

both < x > and < / > within the Rayleigh regime, Zq << 1. The opposite is true within the 

geometric scattering regime, :r0 >> 1, where the size of < x > and < / > decrease with (7x/xq. 

The effect of the size distributions type, normal and lognormal, is also shown in Figure 4.1. The 

lognormal distribution has larger values of < x > and < / > within the Rayleigh regime than 

the normal distribution, and smaller values within the geometric regime. Also, the distribution 

width has a stronger influence on the size of < / > and < x > when the particle sizes have a 

lognormal distribution, as apposed to a normal distribution. These effects of size distribution 

on < / > and < x > were discussed in more detail by Moate and Thorne (2009).

Size distributions

The PDF, P(xq,x), in equations (4.1a) and (4.1b) describes the particle number size distri

bution. However, sedimentologists often describe grain size distributions in terms of mass or 

volume. Thus it is important to be able to relate particle number size distributions to mass
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Narrowly sieved 
normal, o =0.5x„’ x 0
normal, c =1.0x„x o
lognormal ax=0.5x( 

lognormal a =1 .Ox

Figure 4.1: Average total scattering cross sectional area, < x >> and form function, < / >, for narrow, 
moderately-broad (<rx = 0.5xo) and broad (<jx = l.Oxo), normal and lognormal size distributions.
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size distributions. The number, jV$, of uniformly sized particles, with total mass Mi, within a 

class interval, i, with a density ps and radius Uj is given by

Ni =
3Mj (4.2)

Hence each grain size class within a mass distribution can be converted to a class within a 

particle number distribution, and vice versa. The probability density, n(aj), of each class, 

within say a particle number distribution, can then be calculated using (Moate and Thorne, 

2009)

n(ai) =
Nj

N'pAa.i (4.3)

where Aa* = a*—a^i and Nt is the total number of particles within the distribution. Figure 4.2 

shows (a) the lognormal PDF of a particle numbers size distribution and (b) the equivalent 

mass size distribution. In Figure 4.2(a) the particle number PDF has an arithmetic mean 

radius of < as >= lOO^m and standard deviation of a(as) = 0.2 < as >= 20jum. The 

corresponding parameters of the mass size distribution, Figure 4.2(b), are < ars >— 112.5/mi 

and (/(as) = 22.5/xm. The particle number distribution is shifted towards the fine particle sizes, 

relative to the mass size distribution. This is because a given number of small particles weighs 

less than the same number of large particles. It is of interest to note that the ratio of standard 

deviation to mean for each distribution are the same, i.e. cr{as)/ < as >— a'(as)l < a's > (=0.2 

here). This is true for lognormal distributions regardless of their mean and standard deviation.

The ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of the particle size distribution defines how 

< X > and < / > vary with the mean particle size of the distribution. Therefore, this ratio 

must be measured in order to accurately describe the scattering characteristics of the suspended 

sediments. Section 4.4 examines the volumetric grain size distributions of suspended sediment 

from the Deltaflume. It is important however, to consider particle number size distributions for 

acoustical applications, and this can be achieved using equations (4.2) and (4.3) and assuming 

the density to be uniform across all sizes.

4.2.2 Inversion theory

The root mean square (RMS) backscattered voltage from the ABS can be expressed as (Thorne 

and Hanes, 2002)
Vrms = ££^M1/2e-2l'(a-+Qs) (4.4)

‘ip r

where ip accounts for the departure from spherical spreading in the near field of the transceivers 

(Downing et ah, 1995), r is the range from the transceivers, M is the mass concentration of 

the sediment, Kt is the ABS system constant, Ks describes the backscattering characteristics 

of the sediments and olw and a.a are the attenuation coefficients of the water and sediment
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Figure 4.2: Lognormal grain size distribution in terms of (a) particle number probability density 
function (PDF) and (b) mass. as is the particle radius, < a., > is the mean of the particle number 
PDF and < aj, > is the mean of the mass distribution.
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respectively. The attenuation due to the sediment can be described by

i f £(r)M(r)dr 
r Jo

(4.5)

where £ is known as the sediment attenuation coefficient (Thorne and Hanes, 2002). £ and Ks 

are functions of the ensemble total scattering cross sectional area, < y > given by equation 

(4.1a), and ensemble form function, </> given by equation (4.1b), respectively, and can be 

expressed as

£ =
3 < X >

4< as > ps (4.6)

Ks = /</> (4.7)
y/< as > ps

where < os > is the mean grain radius of the particle number size distribution and ps is the 

sediment density. If any of the parameters in equations 4.6 and 4.7 vary with range from the 

transceiver, i.e. < as >=< as(r) >, then £ and Ks become range dependent.

Equation (4.4) is a forward model of the voltage recorded by the transceivers and is a function 

of the unknown parameters describing the suspended sediment, M and < as >. Therefore, to 

solve for M and < as >, an inversion of equation (4.4) is required. A number of inversion 

methods have been developed and an extensive review of these methods was conducted by 

Thorne and Hanes (2002). If the two unknowns of M(r) and < as(r) > are sought then at 

least two measurements of Hrmi., from two transceivers, are required. Alternatively, if the size 

profile, < a3(r) >, is known or assumptions made about its form are made, and only M(r) is 
sought, then only the signal from one transceiver is required.

4.2.3 Empirical one parameter, explicit, ABS inversion

The inversion of equation (4.4) for M(r) relies on knowledge of the ABS system constant, At, 

for each channel. Lee and Hanes (1995), however, developed a one parameter ABS inversion 

relying on an independent measurement of the suspend sediment mass concentration at one 

point above the bed, rather than Kt. This empirical one parameter inversion is commonly 

referred to as an ‘explicit5 inversion (Thorne and Hanes, 2002). An additional requirement of 

this inversion method is for the grain size profile, < as(r) >, to be known so that £(r) and 

As(r), equations (4.6) and (4.7), can be calculated. Assuming Kt to be constant with range, 

equation (4.4) can be manipulated to give (Thorne and Hanes, 2002)

M(r) ___________ft2(r)___________
02(rr)/M(rr) - 4/Jr /32(r)£(r)dr (4.8)

where /3(r) — Vrms(r) 7- ij)(r) A“1(7’) e2otwr and ?> is the reference range at which M is known. 

Given the knowledge of M(rr), £(?•) and As(r), equation (4.8) can be evaluated for all r, and 

does not require knowledge of the system constant, Kt.
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4.2.4 Semi-analytical, implicit, ABS inversion

Semi-analytical ABS inversions, commonly referred to as ‘implicit* inversions (Thorne and 

Hanes, 2002), require no independent measurements of mass concentration, M, and both M(r) 

and < as(r) > can be solved for. Whilst implicit inversions are primarily two parameter in

versions, in some cases < as(r) > is known or assumed and only M(r) is solved for. Equation 

(4.4) can be rearranged to give

M = M0e4rQ:s (4.9)

where
M0 = (Vrm,i,r/K,Kt)2eira-. (4.10)

In equation (4.9), M is present both on the LHS and on the RHS in the sediment attenuation 

coefficient (equation (4.5)) and must therefore be solved for using an iterative method. Because 

as is calculated by integrating the result for M over all previous range bins, each range bin 

from the transceivers is stepped through in turn and M is calculated in each case. At each 

range bin in turn, Mq is calculated and Mi is calculated using the Mq profile in the calculation 

of a3. M2 is then calculated using the profile of Mi in the calculation for a3. This iterative 

process is repeated until Mn and Mn+i are convergent.

If < as(r) > is not known then the above iteration can be performed, but for a range of 

particle sizes and using more than one ABS channel. For each range bin in turn, M is found for 

a range of particle sizes, < a3 >, and how M varies with < as > at each channel is compared. 

The < a3 > value at which the M values obtained using each channel agree is chosen as the

< as > value for that range bin. For example Figure 4.3(a) shows the results for the inverted 

mass concentrations at a single range bin, for a number of possible particle sizes and from 

three frequency channels. The results from the 1 and 2 MHz channels agree at three different 

particle sizes - approximately 140, 240 and 360^tm. These results only agree, however, with the 

results from the 4 MHz channel at 140^m. In this example, therefore, the mean particle size 

is 140/im. There are a number of methods for determining the correct mean size, and there 

is a certain amount of ambiguity with each method. One method, used by Hay and Sheng 

(1992), involves calculating the ratio of the measured form function at one channel with that 

at another, for a range of particle sizes, and comparing it with a theoretical ratio where the 

form function is calculated using equation (4.1b). Another method, described by Thorne et al. 

(2007), calculates the mean, M, and standard deviation, cr^, of the mass concentration across 

two or more channels. This is done for a range of < a, > so that <tm/M can t»e plotted against

< a, >. The minimum in this curve is where the estimates of M at each channel agree most and 

is therefore a suitable choice for < as >. For example, Figure 4.3(b) shows <tm/M calculated 

from the 1 and 2; 1 and 4; and 2 and 4 MHz channels. The only point where all three lines are 

at a minimum is < as >~ 140/im, the size of the sediment suspension.
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1 MHz
2 MHz
4 MHz
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Figure 4.3: (a) Inverted sediment mass concentration, M, for a number of possible particle sizes, 
< a., >, for three ABS channels operation at different frequencies, (b) The ratio of the standard 
deviation and mean sediment mass taken over two ABS channels, (tm and M respectively.
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4.2.5 Acoustic inversion uncertainties

There are a number of factors that limit the accuracy of sediment concentrations inverted 

from acoustic backscatter including (i) calibration accuracy, (ii) uncertainties in the ensemble 

scattering properties of the suspended sediments, (iii) feedbacks incurred from an inaccurate 

description of the particle size during the inversion and (iv) other ancillary parameters affecting 

inversions. These four limitations are discussed separately below.

(i) The semi-analytical, implicit, inversion outlined in Section 4.2.4 requires knowledge of the 

ABS system constant, Kt, for each channel, determined from an ABS system calibration (Bet- 

teridge et al., 2008). This calibration procedure can be time consuming, however, and requires 

specialist laboratory equipment. The methodology and expertise has also only recently become 

available (Betteridge et al., 2008). The ABS system constants required regular calibration to 

check system continuity. When the Kt values of a system are not known then empirical inver

sions, such as the explicit inversion outlined in Section 4.2.3, can be used in conjunction with an 

independent measurement of sediment concentration (Thorne and Hanes, 2002; Thorne et al., 

2007). This removes the need to calibrate the system but limits the accuracy of the acoustic 

inversion to that of the independent measurement.

(ii) The uncertainties in the ensemble scattering properties arise from uncertainties in the 

intrinsic scattering properties and size distribution of the suspended sediment (Moate and 

Thorne, 2009). The intrinsic scattering properties of a sediment suspension depend on the 
shape and density of the sediment typically associated with different mineralogy. Quartz sand 

is a common coastal mineralogy, but until recently there was no clear consensus as to its intrinsic 

scattering properties (Thorne and Meral, 2008). In addition to the intrinsic scattering properties 

it is important to characterise the size distribution of the sediment suspension. Typically, 

coastal sediments are lognormal but it is important to know the width and mean size of the 

distribution. Moate and Thorne (2009) considered the impact of inaccurately describing the 

width of broad size distributions on acoustic inversions for mean size and concentration. They 

found that underestimating the size distribution width led to overestimates of the mean size, 

and vice versa.

(iii) Uncertainties in the mean size of a suspension can have a strong impact upon inversions 

for concentration. This is mainly through inaccurate calculations of the sediment attenuation 

coefficient, £, which is inversely proportional to the mean size in equation (4.6). Such errors are 

particularly pronounced at large ranges from the transceivers because the sediment attenuation, 

as, is calculated by integrating through all the previous range bins, the propagation path, 

equation (4.5). Underestimating the mean size leads to an overestimate of £ and as, and this 

can lead to an overestimate in the concentration. This in turn leads to overestimates of o:a at 

subsequent ranges from the transceivers. Such positive feedbacks can lead to substantial errors 

in the sediment concentrations, especially at large ranges and sediment concentrations typical 

close to the bed. This is one major disadvantage with full implicit inversions for mean size and 

concentration. When independent measurements of the mean size and concentration at one
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point in the ABS profile have been made, then the explicit approach offers a much more stable 

inversion.

(iv) Ancillary parameters affecting the inversions include the speed of sound in the water and the 

radiating aperture of the transceivers. The speed of sound in water is a function of temperature, 

depth and salinity (Mackenzie, 1981) and is important because it defines the sounds wavelength 

and wave number involved in the calculation of intrinsic scattering properties. The radiating 

transceiver aperture effects corrections applied to the transceivers near field which effects the 
integration of attenuation along the propagation path.

4.3 Sediment tank validation of ABS inversion methods

Section 4.2.2 introduced two main inversion methods: explicit, relying on an independent mea

surement of the suspended sediment concentration, and implicit. This section examines the 

results from two inversions for sediment concentration, explicit and implicit, and the result 

from one implicit inversion for both sediment concentration and mean size. The ABS backscat- 

ter examined is that of Moate and Thorne (2009) from an indoor tank with a homogeneous 

lognormal sand suspension with a concentration of ~0.87 kg m-3. The median grain diameter 

of the mass distribution was Ds5q = 144/mi and the mean size and standard deviation of the 

particle number size distribution were < as >— 50/nn and cr(os) = 20/im respectively. The par

ticle number size distribution, n(as), was calculated from the mass distribution using equations 
(4.2) and (4.3) and < as > and cr(as) were calculated using

N

^ Ug ^ ^ Of—i) Uj Ti^(uj) (4.11a)
i=l

cr(as) =
N

Ui—l) (fti <'- 0's ■^>)^ tlt(tti) (4.11b)

were cq and nj(aj) are the mean radius and probability density of the class interval i and N is 

the total number of class intervals in the distribution.

Here, the ABS backscatter from three transceivers, with apertures of nominal radii 0.0090, 

0.0048 and 0.0100m, which operated at 1.015, 2.015 and 0.500 MHz is examined. The ensemble 

scattering properties of the homogenouse suspensions were calculated using equations (4.1a) 

and (4.1b) and a lognormal size distribution described by a(as)/ < as >= 0.4. A correction 

was made to the backscatter from the near field of the transceivers to account for the departure 

from spherical spreading (Downing et ah, 1995), the speed of sound was taken as 1487.7m/s 

and the ABS bin size as 0.01m. The ABS system constants are those obtained from calibration 

using the method of Betteridge et al. (2008).

Figure 4.4 shows the results from (a) an explicit and (b) an implicit inversion for sediment 

mass using the ABS backscatter from the three ABS channels. Pumped samples were taken 

and the open circles indicate the resulting sediment concentrations. In the case of the explicit
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inversion, the pumped sampled result from r = 0.46m was used to aid the inversion which 

is why the results from the three frequencies pass through that point. In these inversions a 

height constant grain size profile of < a3 >= 50/wn was used. In Figure 4.4(a) the results from 

the explicit inversion of the backscatter from the 1MHz and 2MHz transceivers are within the 

±20% error suggested by Moate and Thorne (2009) as the typical uncertainty of the pumped 

samples. The result from the 0.5MHz transceiver is comparatively more variable through the 

water column, especially above 0.3m, but is still, with the exception of the first 0.3m, generally 

within a factor of two. The reason for the fluctuation in the results from the 0.5MHz transceiver 

is most likely associated with reverb from the sides of the tank and the poor signal to noise 

ratio of the 0.5MHz channel (personal communication, B. Moate 2010). The sand suspension 

was known to be homogeneous from the pumped samples, which the results from the 1 and 2 

MHz transceivers confirm. The results in Figure 4.4(b) from the implicit inversion of the 1 and 

2MHz data are typically 15% larger than the results from the explicit inversion, Figure 4.4(a). 

This is because instead of being fixed to a pumped sampled result the inversion required the 

system constant, Kt, for each frequency channel obtained by calibration. Any uncertainties in 

Kt are therefore likely to be manifest in the resulting concentrations. However, the results are 

generally within the 20% error on the pumped samples.

Figure 4.5 shows the results from an implicit inversion for (a) mean size and (b) sediment 

mass concentration. The mean size profile, Figure 4.5(a), results from a comparison of the 

mass concentration results from the 1 and 2MHz transceivers, at each range bin, which is why 

there is only one result. This mean size profile is highly in agreement with the mean of the size 

distribution present in the water tank, 50/im. The results in Figure 4.5(b) show the sediment 

mass concentration inverted from the backscatter at each frequency channel using the mean size 

obtained from the inversion, shown in Figure 4.5(a). The 1 and 2MHz results are ~ 25% larger 

than the first two pumped samples but are within the 20% error on the third pumped sample. 

It is interesting to note the effect of the different size profiles used in the two implicit inversions, 

the results of which are shown in Figures 4.4(b) and 4.5(b). The 5/j.m - 6/im smaller sizes at 

7’ 0.1 — 0.5m in Figure 4.5(a) force the concentrations in Figure 4.5(b) to generally be larger

than those in Figure 4.4(b) where < as >= 50/zm was used throughout the water column.

4.4 Pumped samples of suspend sediment

During the Deltaflume experiments, samples of sediment laden water were taken at a number 

of heights above the bed. The process by which this was done is known as transverse suction 

or pumped sampling and is described by Bosman et al. (1987). Samples of the sediment laden 

water were taken over a period of approximately 10 minutes during the middle of many of the 

Deltaflume experiments (Williams and Bell, 2006). The sediment was filtered from the water 

sample, dried and then and weighed to give a concentration (mass per unit volume). A Coulter 

Laser Granulometer was used to determine the grain size distribution of the suspended sedi-
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(a) (b)

1 MHz
2 MHz
0.5 MHz

Figure 4.4: Results from acoustic inversions for sediment mass using (a) an explicit method (Me) 
and (b) an implicit method (M/). r is the range from the ABS transceivers and the results from three 
transceivers operating at 1, 2 and 0.5 MHz are shown. The pumped sampled results are shown (o) with 
±20% error bars. In each inversion a height constant grain size profile of < as >= 50pm was used.
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(a) (b)

<a > (m)

1 MHz
2 MHz
0.5 MHz

Figure 4.5: Results from an acoustic inversion for (a) mean size (< aa >) and (b) sediment mass 
concentration (M) with range (r) from the three transceivers operating at 1, 2 and 0.5 MHz.
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ment, via laser diffraction grain size analysis. Pumped samples were taken during most of the 

Deltaflume experiments, both over the fine and medium-grained sand beds and the concentra

tion measurements taken represent time average concentrations. Next to in-situ water bottle 

sampling, the method of pumped sampling is one of the most direct methods of measuring the 
concentration. The only calibration required is to take into account the sediment trapping effi

ciency of the system (Bosnian, et ah, 1987). In the Deltaflume, each pumped sample represents 

a time average concentration over roughly 100 wave cycles.

4.4.1 The pumped sampling method

The pumped sampling apparatus deployed in the Deltaflume consisted of a tube containing 

five nozzles approximately logarithmically spaced vertically, mounted on a sliding trolley on 

the instrument frame and aligned normal to the flow (Bell and Williams, 2002), see Figure 3.5. 

During the majority of the experiments the nozzles were positioned at heights of 0.12, 0.16, 0.24, 

0.40 and 0.72 m above the base of the instrument frame. By experiment M10_1 the instrument 

frame had settled into the bed sediment such that the bottom of the pumped sampling apparatus 

was within the bed. Subsequently, the drive chain on the sliding trolley was damaged and the 

flume was emptied for repairs. After this, the pumped sampling instrumentation was moved 

vertically upwards 0.09m such that during M10-2, and all subsequent experiments, the nozzles 

were position at heights of 0.21, 0.25, 0.33, 0.49 and 0.81 m above the instrument frame base. 

Typically, 8 litres of water were pumped into buckets over an approximate 10 minute period. 

These pumped samples were then left to stand for a few minutes before emptying the excess 

water off and filtering out the sand which was subsequently dried and weighed.

Because the bed level relative to the instrument frame varied from experiment to experi

ment, occasionally the bottom most one or two pumped sampling nozzles went very close to, or 

beneath, the bed level (as in M10). In these cases the results represent the bed sediment and 

were presented in Section 3.2 and are hence omitted from the analysis of the suspended sedi

ments here. The ABS provided accurate bed detection, as the bed produced a large backscatter. 
The root mean square time average of the ABS profile of backscattered signal (voltages), Vrrns, 

was taken over the measurement burst. Approximate bed levels were taken as the maximum 

in K.ms multiplied by the gradient of Vrrns for each frequency channel. These approximate 

bed levels were then examined in conjunction with the Vrms profiles, and their gradients, to 

determine whether they were chosen accurately. Thus it was possible to determine which of the 

pumped sample nozzles were above the bed for the analysis of the pumped sample data. More 

accurate bed detection was performed prior to the ABS inversion to sediment concentration 
(Section 4.6.1).
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4.4.2 Measurements of suspended sediment grain size distribution

A laser diffraction grain size analysis of each pumped sample was performed. Laser diffraction 

particle size analysis is based on the principle that the angle at which the laser beam is scattered 

by a particle is directly related to the particle radius, as, with the angle increasing as as decreases 

(Ramaswamy and Rao, 2006), and the scattering intensity diminishing with particle volume. 

The expression for intensity in terms of the scattering angle and as, is inverted to obtain as 

based on measurements of the scattering angle and the intensity. The result is that a volume 

distribution of grain sizes is obtained. The results obtained from the laser diffraction grain 

size analysis gave the percent of total volume of 100 grain size class intervals between 0.01 and 

10,000 /rm.

The volumetric grain size distributions of the pumped samples of the suspended sediment 

were generally lognormal in form. Assuming the sediment density to be uniform with size, 

the volumetric distributions are equivalent to mass size distributions. Figure 4.6 shows the 

cumulative grain size distributions obtained from the five pumped sample nozzles during the 

M06J2 Deltaflume experiment. A lognormal cumulative distribution function (CDF) was fitted 

to the data from each sampling bin, and is shown by the solid lines in Figure 4.6. Particle 

number CDFs were constructed using equation (4.2), and are shown by the dashed lines in 

Figure 4.6. In the example shown in Figure 4.6, the median grain diameters of the mass 

distributions, Dssq, decreased from 322/rm in Figure 4.6(a) to 247^m in Figure 4.6(e). The 

median grain diameters of the CDFs optimised to fit the data, D'g50, compare favorably to the 

Da5o values at the first four bins. At the fifth pumped sample bin, Figure 4.6(e), Ds5q ~ 1.2D'50 

and DS5o ~ 32Dsson> where DS5on is the median diameter of the particle number distribution. 

This discrepancy corresponds to the size distribution at the fifth bin being dominated by very- 

fine-grained sediment (wash-load) and the size distribution not being lognormal in form, as was 

the case in the lower bins. It was unlikely that the wash-load produced any detectable acoustic 

backscatter relative to the backscatter produced by the sand (Vincent and Hanes, 2002; Vincent, 

2007). Therefore the particle number distributions dominated by wash-load were not used to 

parameterise any acoustic inversion of the ABS data, and the pumped samples where Dsso and 

£>(50 and/or D^o and Dsson strongly differed were excluded from the pumped sample analysis.

For each experiment, the median grain diameter of the pumped samples at each measurement 

bin above the bed were averaged to give Dg5o, and the results are listed in Table 4.1. Similarly, 

the mean sizes of the particle number size distribution, and their relative standard deviations, 

were averaged over the measurement bins to give < a3 > and a{as)/ < aa > in Table 4.1.

The size distributions obtained from the pumped samples provided valuable insight into the 

sound scattering characteristics of the sediments needed for the ABS inversions. The pumped 

samples did not, however, form a complete record through all the experiments. The mean sizes, 

< aa >, and relative standard deviations, o{as)/ < a3 >, were found to vary with the grain 

roughness Shields parameter defined by 62.5 = fi.sUg f{2{s — \)gD^) where /2.5 is the grain 

roughness wave friction factor, Us is the significant orbital velocity amplitude, s is the relative
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Figure 4.6: Cumulative grain size (radius, as) mass distributions (o) obtained during M06_2 from (a) 
the pumped sample nozzle closest to the bed to (e) the pumped sample nozzle furthest away from the 
bed. The median grain diameter of these distributions, D350, is indicated in each case. The optimised 
fit of a cumulative distribution function made to the data (—) is shown, with their corresponding 
median grain diameters D's50, in each case along with the particle number distribution (—), and their 
corresponding median grain diameters DS5q:n- The Ds5q'.D's5q ratios at each pumped sample bin are 
indicated in the lower right hand side of the figure.
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EXP. Ha (m)
Concentration of suspended load (kg m 3) 
bin 1 bin 2 bin 3 bin 4 bin 5

Dsso
(/nm)

< as > <T(as)/ < as >
(^m)

F07_l 1.28 0.3137 253.38 74.88 0.48
F07J2 1.26 0.3437 0.2062 260.96 85.10 0.43
F08.1 1.44 0.2485 0.0670 0.0476 254.23 81.98 0.44
F10_l 1.26 0.2045 0.1851 259.55 82.27 0.45
F10_2 1.24 0.7385 261.44 98.01 0.35
Fll_l 1.16 0.2609 0.1674 257.71 78.62 0.47
Fll_2 1.16 0.2820 273.10 96.33 0.39
F12.1 1.06 0.2661 0.2027 259.81 85.57 0.43
F13A 0.72 0.1410 0.2027 0.1199 240.82 75.21 0.46
F13_2 0.85 0.3402 260.81 86.70 0.42
F14 1 0.64 0.1851 0.1357 234.27 69.55 0.48
M03_l 0.55 0.1126 322.32 83.70 0.55
M03_2 0.54 0.1251 0.0929 0.0447 315.72 85.77 0.53
M04_l 0.65 0.1645 0.1359 303.42 96.35 0.45
M04_2 0.64 0.1823 0.1359 294.51 67.46 0.61
M05_l 0.85 0.3736 0.2252 0.0912 305.66 103.92 0.41
M05.2 0.86 0.3450 0.1931 0.0840 292.31 86.88 0.49
M06_l 1.07 0.4129 0.2592 0.1627 302.47 97.22 0.44
M06-2 1.06 0.6614 0.3593 0.1913 0.0679 307.64 109.84 0.38
M07.1 1.27 0.8866 0.5327 0.2503 317.56 108.63 0.41
M07.2 1.29 0.5255 0.3986 0.1376 328.71 123.13 0.35
M08_l 1.49 1.0761 0.5309 0.1491 0.0286 329.14 111.01 0.43
M08_2 1.49 1.4926 0.7418 0.2538 0.0375 335.13 120.70 0.38
M09.1 1.64 0.7418 0.4719 0.2091 341.68 126.35 0.36
M09J2 1.62 1.1798 0.6095 0.2485 0.0769 340.28 118.30 0.40
M10_l 1.82 1.0494 0.3232 0.0744 341.15 114.57 0.42
M10_2 1.72 0.6185 0.4415 0.2932 0.1073 0.0697 326.93 113.53 0.40
Ml 1_1 1.61 1.2530 0.8777 0.1287 0.0947 0.0286 329.35 109.64 0.43
Mll_2 1.59 0.4379 0.2270 0.1090 306.57 100.92 0.44
M12.1 1.42 0.5434 0.2628 0.1108 322.19 103.32 0.45
M12_2 1.45 0.5649 0.3289 0.0751 340.62 120.54 0.39
M13_2 1.24 1.0654 0.5792 0.3057 0.1305 336.81 127.47 0.34
M14.1 1.06 0.8133 0.4219 0.2074 333.55 126.93 0.34
M1422 1.08 0.7829 0.3843 0.1662 0.0447 327.99 123.88 0.35
M15.1 0.87 0.5166 0.2592 0.1251 315.16 111.41 0.39
M15.2 0.86 0.3289 0.1519 0.0608 307.82 113.85 0.36
M16_l 0.65 0.1734 0.1001 344.92 123.65 0.38
M16-2 0.65 0.2295 0.0953 335.42 125.07 0.35

Table 4.1: Results of the pumped sample analysis. The concentration of suspended sediment at each 
pumped sample bin above the bed is listed together with the median grain diameter, £)350, and mean 
size of the particle number distributions, < a., >, averaged over the measurement bins, < as >. The 
standard deviation to mean ratio of the particle size distributions, averaged over the measurement bins, 
<T(aj)/ < a., >, are also listed. A number of results have been excluded because they were (i) beneath 
the bed level or (ii) classified as wash-load.
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sediment density taken to be s = 2.65, <7 is the acceleration due to gravity and D50 is median 

grain diameter of the bed sediment. Figure 4.7 shows < as > and cr(as)/ < as > plotted against 

02.5 for all the fine and medium-grained experiments. Linear regressions were made on < as > 

and 02.5 and gave

< as > /as = (29.7 ± 23.8)02.5 + (71.9 ± 9.4) (4.12a)

for the fine-grained sand and

<as> fas - (40 ± 17)02.5 + (95 ± 6) (4.12b)

for the medium-grained sand, where as — l/.im and the errors indicated are the standard 

deviations. Similarly, a linear regression was made on cr{as)/ < as > and 02.5 which gave

o-(as)/ < as >= -(0.12 ± O.O6)02.5 + (0.46 db 0.02) (4.13)

for both fine and medium-grained sands.

4.4.3 Measurements of suspended sediment concentration

The total suspended sediment concentration, SSC, of each pumped sample was obtained by 

weighing the dried sediment and the filter paper on which it was stored. The average weight 

of the filter paper (0.0059±0.000015 kg) was then subtracted. Bosman et al. (1987) described 

the method of pumped sampling via transverse suction under currents alone and under waves. 

Detailed measurements of the trapping efficiency of the nozzles, (, were made. £ is a constant 

calibration factor which the measured sediment concentrations should be multiplied by. Under 

both currents and/or waves the trapping efficiency was found to vary with the median grain 

size of the suspended sediment, DS5q> as (Bosman et al., 1987)

C = 1 + ^ arctan(Ds5o/Dr) (4-14)

where Dr = 0,090mm, The grain size analysis in Section 4.4.2 revealed the grain size of the 

pumped samples to vary from Dsso = 215/jm - 273/.«n and Ds^q — 262/im - 373/im for the 

fine and medium-grained sands respectively. On the basis of these findings, correction factors 

of £=1.41 and 1.43 were applied to the weighed pumped samples from the fine and medium- 

grained sands respectively. Table 4.1 includes the results of the analysis of the pumped sampled 

sediment concentrations. The total concentrations of the suspend load, with the £ correction 

factors applied, at each pumped sample bin are listed.

4.4.4 Uncertainties surrounding the pumped samples

Moate and Thorne (2009) suggested that the pumped samples obtained from the sediment tower 

were accurate to within ±20%. The uncertainties surrounding the pumped samples taken in
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— Fine-grained sand 
----- Medium-grained sand

____ CL _

Figure 4.7; Height mean sizes of the suspended sediment, < as >, and standard deviation to mean ra
tios, cr{aa)/ < aa >, plotted against the grain roughness Shields parameter, #2.5, from the fine (squares) 
and medium-grained (circles) Deltaflume experiments.
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the Deltaflume are likely to be somewhat larger for the following reasons.

(i) On occasion, the pumped sampling tubes or nozzles got blocked with sediment and/or algae 

(Bell and Williams, 2002). It may be possible that some of the resulting sediment samples were 

contaminated with algae.

(ii) Uncertainty in the volume of water taken. A standard 8 litre bucket was used. Should the 

sampling volume have become blocked this water column could have been reduced.

(iii) Both the dried sediment and filter paper were weighed and the weight of an average filter 

paper was subtracted. The filter paper weight was later found to vary by up to 15mg. The 

resulting uncertainties were inversely proportional to the weight of sediment collected.

(iv) When the sampling nozzles were close to the bed it is possible that sediment was sampled 

directly from the bed. Samples taken within 1cm of the ABS detected bed level were therefore 

excluded from the analysis.

(v) The efficiency of sediment trapping by the nozzles under the irregular waves was estimated 

using the formula of Bosnian et al. (1987). However, this trapping efficiency is likely to vary 

between instruments and during the strong variation in wave forcing conditions experienced 

both during and between experiments.

All the medium-grained experiments were conducted in pairs, and this allowed for an assess

ment of the maximum uncertainty in the Deltaflume pumped sample concentration measure

ments as follows. The successful pumped sampled concentration measurements made during 

the first of each pair were compared with those from the second of each pair. For example 

the measurements taken during M05_l were compared with those taken during M05_2. The 

mean average of the resulting uncertainties was approximately ±30%, which, as expected, is 

somewhat larger than the uncertainty found by Moate and Thorne (2009).

4.5 ABS data analysis prior to inversion and inversion 

preliminaries

There is inherent variability in the ABS backscattered signal due to the random, Rayleigh 

distributed, phasing of the acoustic returns (Thorne et al., 1993). Such variability can be 

reduced significantly by root mean square (RMS) averaging over a number of independently 

measured profiles. The standard error on an average of N measurements is approximately given 

by Vrms/(2VN) (Thorne and Hanes, 2002). The ABS operated at 128Hz and RMS averaging 
was performed over every 32 measurements, reducing the error on the Vrms profile recorded at 

4Hz by a factor of \/32. The raw digitalised voltage output from the ABS was calibrated after 

deployment. Figure 4.8 shows the raw digitalised output from each transceiver plotted against 

the received backscatter in decibels, Lib • A least squares fit was made to the data from each 

frequency channel and these used to convert the recorded output from the ABS to decibels, 

which were subsequently linearised to a voltage divided by a reference, V/Vb, using the 20 log
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Figure 4.8: Raw digitalised ABS output plotted against sound intensity in decibels, Ids, for each 
ABS frequency. Least squares were made to 1 MHz (—), 2 MHz (—) and 4 MHz (— ■ —) data.
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rule:

Ub = 101og10(V2/n2) = 201og10(V/Vo). (4.15)

The Deltaflume experiments were conducted in pairs. During the first experiment of each 

pair, the acoustic instrumentation recorded for approximately one minute prior to the initiali

sation of the waves. These one-minutes ABS backscatter recordings prior to each experiment 

are effectively still water readings which were used as background readings and subtracted from 

subsequent ABS backscatter recorded during each experiment.

The first 10-12 bins (approximately 10-12cm from the transceivers) of the ABS backscat

ter profiles were dominated by transmit breakthrough. These recordings are not due to the 

backscatter close to the transceiver. Thus, for each profile of the ABS backscatter (at 4Hz) 

a linear least squares fit was made to the backscatter data from bins 13-18 (approximately 

13-18cm from the transceivers) and the backscatter from the first 12 bins were extrapolated 

from these least squares fits.

The speed of sound in water, c, is an important parameter in the acoustic inversion. This is 

because the scattering properties of the sediment, / and X) ai’e described in terms of the wave 

number of the sound, but also because it determines the ABS bin size. The speed of sound in 

water is a function of salinity, S, temperature, T, and depth, D, and was empirically determined 

by Mackenzie (1981) as

c - 1448.96 + 4.591T - 5.304 x 10“2T2 + 2.374 x 10“4T3 -I-1.340(5 - 35) + 1.630 x 10-2D 

+ 1.675 x 10"7D2 - 1.025 x 10~2T(5 - 35) - 7.139 x 10-13TD3.
(4.16)

The water in the Deltaflume came from the nearby canal and was assumed here to be fresh 

(S—0). The Vector ADV had a temperature sensor on board and the depth of the ABS was 

determined from the pressure sensor on the instrument frame. Thus for each Deltaflume experi

ment, the speed of sound at the ABS transceivers was accurately determined, and was typically 

1457m/s. Whilst the speed of sound did vary with range from the ABS, this variation was 
negligible, hence for each Deltaflume experiment a height constant speed of sound was used. 

The oscillatory sampling frequency of the electronics was 75kHz. Thus, the range to a bin, b, 

from the transceivers was given by be/(2 x 75, 000) and the bin size was typically found to be 

0.97cm,

The acoustic waveforms emitted from the ABS transceivers generally spread out spherically. 

This is not true for the near-field of the transceivers and a correction, T, was applied (Downing 

et ah, 1995):
4/ -

1 + 1.35*+ (2.5*)3.2
(4.17)

1.35.Z + (2.5*)3-2

where * = rX/b2 is a the normalised range from the transceiver, r is the range, A is the wave

length of the sound and b is the radius of the transceiver radiating aperture. The attenuation 

due to water was taken as aw = 31 x 10_15c2A-2 (Kaye and Laby, 1986) and the transceiver
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aperture radii were 0.0058, 0.0050 and 0.0050 m for the 1, 2 and 4 MHz transceivers respectively.

4.6 time average acoustic inversions and ABS validation

This section outlines the inversion methods employed to invert the acoustic backscatter from 
each experiment to time average suspended sediment concentration (SSC) profiles using the 

explicit inversion methodology. These time average SSC profiles are then compared with the 

pumped samples, representing the time average SSC, taken during each experiment. This 

comparison of two independent measurements of the SSC at a number of heights above the bed 
enables the validation of the two methods.

The explicit inversion requires the sediment concentration at one range bin, the reference 

range, ry, to be known. Generally, the pumped sample taken at the second successful height 

range above the bed level was used. In the cases where only one pumped sample was successful, 

this was used as the reference. During approximately half of the fine-grained bed experiments, 

the pumped sampling at all heights above the bed was not successful. In contrast, almost 

all the medium-grained bed experiments had at least two successful pumped samples. Only 

the acoustic results from the Deltaflume experiments where at least one pumped sample was 

successful, listed in Table 4.1, were inverted using the explicit inversion method for comparison 
with the pumped samples.

4.6.1 Explicit inversions with height constant grain size profiles

One simplistic ABS inversion scenario is where the scattering and attenuation properties of 

the suspended sediments do not vary with range from the transceivers, in which case < / > 

and < x> &re held constant, for each transceiver frequency, with range. Such height constant 

profiles in < / > and < x > are characteristic of sediment suspensions homogenous in terms of 

particle size distribution. If, however, the suspended sediment distribution strongly varies, in 

terms of its mean size or width, with range, then profiles of < / > and < x> must be calculated 

for the inversion. The assumptions made about the distribution and mean size profile of the 

suspended sediment can strongly influence the outcome of the acoustic inversion for sediment 
concentration (Moate and Thorne, 2009).

The ABS data were inverted using the explicit method outlined in Section 4.2.3 with a height 

constant particle size profile assumed. Table 4.1 lists the mean size of the particle number size 

distributions, mean averaged over the five pumped samples at different heights, < a3 >, for 

each experiment, It was assumed that the sediment suspensions are composed of quartz sand 

with this size, at all ranges from the transceivers.

The ensemble scattering and attenuation properties of the suspended sediment were cal

culated by averaging the intrinsic properties over the size distribution present, as described 

in Section 4.2.1, using equations (4.1a) and (4.1b) to gain < X > and < / >. The particle 

number size distribution PDFs were described using the a/ < as> listed in Table 4.1 for each
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Figure 4.9: Linearised backscattered intensity, Ida, at four ranges from the ABS transceivers, recorded 
by the 1MHz ABS channel during ~ 15 minutes in M03_2.

experiment. For each experiment and ABS channel, the sediment concentration was calculated 

at all ranges from the transceivers using equation (4.8). This was done by starting at the refer

ence range (rr) and evaluating equation (4.8) at each range bin above rr in turn, and then at 

each range bin below rr in turn. The result for each experiment was three profiles of sediment 

concentration - one from each ABS channel - which were then mean averaged to give a single 
profile with error bars.

Determination of bed levels and calculation of reference concentrations

The time-series of near bed backscatter signal from each ABS channel was examined in order to 

accurately track bed level variations in each measurement burst and to identify nominal time 

average bed levels. Figure 4.9 shows the backscattered intensity, in dB, recorded by the 1MHz 

ABS channel, at four range bins, as a function of time. The signal has been smoothed to 0.1Hz 

using linear interpolation in order to see bed level variations more clearly. At the range of 0.91m 

from the transceivers the backscattered intensity is relatively low throughout the ~ 15 minute 

bursts shown, with a number of small spikes most likely associated with short lived suspension 

events close to the bed. At the range of 0.92m, the backscatter is again low for the majority of
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Figure 4.10: Three examples of the distribution of time average suspended sediment concentration, 
SSC, mean-averaged over the three ABS frequencies, with range from the ABS transceivers. The 
nominal bed levels and reference concentrations (solid shapes) extrapolated down to bed level are 
indicated.

the burst with the exception of between ~ 400 — 700 seconds. During this period the ABS was 

translated along a cross-shore line to a position directly above a ripple crest, and the 0.92m 

range bin is contaminated by the bed. Thus, between ~ 400 — 700 seconds the nominal bed level 

was 0.92m from the ABS transceivers. Above the remainder of the time-series, the nominal 

bed-level was 0.94m from the transceivers, as the 0.94m signal is contaminated by the bed.

Figure 4.10 shows three examples of the time average explicit inversion results. Between each 

of the results from the three experiments shown, the bed level changed due to the continual 

evolution of the bed in response to the changing wave forcing (see Chapter 7). The ABS 

backscatter is only inverted down to the last range bin that was not contaminated by the bed. 

Figure 4.10 shows the nominal bed levels determined by examining the ABS backscatter from 

each channel and the concentrations extrapolated to these levels (reference concentrations) 
using exponential functions fitted to the SSC profiles in the range 0.01m < z < 0.06m.
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Figure 4.11: (a) Two examples of the distribution of time average suspended sediment concentration, 
C(z), with distance from the bed, z, and (b) the height constant particle size profiles, < a3(z) >, (—, 
—) used. In (a) the mean of the results from the three ABS frequencies axe shown and the error bars 
are the corresponding standard error. The results from the pumped samples, PS, are also shown by 
the diamonds and squares for M03J2 and M10_2 respectively.

Comparison of inversion results with pumped samples

Figure 4.11(a) shows the results from the explicit acoustic inversion for sediment concentration 

performed on the RMS backscattered voltage during experiments M03_2 and M10J2, along 

with the results from the pumped samples. Figure 4.11(b) shows the height constant grain 

size profiles, < as >= 86/um (A,5o = 316/um) and < as >= 114^tm (£>S50 = 327/rm) for 

experiments M03J2 and M10J2 respectively, used in the inversions, and the sizes determined 

from the pumped samples. The reference range for the explicit inversions in each case was 

approximately 0.1m above the bed, and around this range the error on the ABS concentration 

is accordingly small. Far away from the bed, z > 0.3m, the error in the ABS concentrations is 

relatively large, especially for M03_2. This is most likely due to the scattering and attenuation 

properties of the sediments being poorly characterised higher up in the water column, i.e. the 

assumed homogeneity in terms of particle size distribution was inappropriate in the case of 

M03_2. In general however, the agreement with the pumped sampled sediment concentration 

(Figure 4.11(a)) is good, especially for M10_2.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the time average suspended sediment concentrations obtained from 
the ABS, Ca, and the pumped samples, Cp, for all the available pumped sample data. The lines 
corresponding to Ca = Cp (—) and Ca = ICp and Ca = 0.5Cp (• • •) are shown. The error bars show 
± the standard error of the mean of the three ABS frequencies for Ca and ± 20% ± the error incurred 
whilst weighing for Cp.

Figure 4.12 shows a comparison of the suspended sediment concentration from the explicit 

ABS inversions, Ca, and the pumped samples, Cp. Ca are the mean of the results from the 

three ABS transceivers and the error bars are the associated standard errors. Results from both 

the fine and medium-grained bed experiments are included. The error bars for Cp are ±20% 

and the error incurred during the weighing process of the dry sediment samples. The majority 

of data fall within the lines indicating a factor of two difference, which is consistent with the 

level of accuracy achievable with ABS suggested by Vincent (2007).

4.6.2 Investigating alternative particle size profiles

Figure 4.11 shows that in the case of M03_2 there is a large error on the SSC concentrations from 

the ABS for z > 0.3m, relative to the smaller errors close to the bed. In order to investigate 

whether these errors are due to the assumption of particle size homogeneity, a particle size 

profile decaying with distance from the bed was used in the acoustic inversions. Power law
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the explicit inversion results from M03_2 using height constant (b) and
power law (c) size profiles. The height constant (----) and power law ( —) size profiles are shown in (a)
and the results from the pumped samples are shown with the squares.

profiles of the form < a9(z) >= a(z/zr)~b, where a and b are constants and zr = 0.1m, were 

fitted to the available pumped sample data by performing linear regressions on log as and log 

z. These profiles were then used to compute < f >, < x >, Ka and f profiles for use in the 
explicit inversions.

The results from the time average SSC inversions for SSC using height constant and power 

law size profiles are shown in Figures 4.13 - 4.16 for experiments M03J2, M06_2, M08_l and 

M10_2 respectively. During each of these experiments three or more pumped samples were 

successful, enabling the accurate calculation of particle size profiles. In all these cases the 

power law particle size profile fits the pumped sample results reasonably accurately but in the 

case of M08_l, Figure 4.15(a), < as > increases to large sizes close to the bed. In general, there 

is little or no improvement on the accuracy of SSC over the explicit inversions relying on height 

constant < as > profiles. On the contrary, in the case of M03J2, shown in Figure 4.13, the 

error on the SSC for z > 0.3m and z < 0.1m increases with the use of the power law profile. 

In the case of M06_2, shown in Figure 4.14, the fitted < as > profile highly agrees with the 

four pumped samples but there is no discernable difference between the two inversion results in 

Figures 4.13(b) and 4.13(c). For M08_l, the SSC close to the bed in Figure 4.15(c) is larger than 

that in Figure 4.15(b) despite the large increase in < as > close to the bed, and the uncertainly 

on the SSC is also larger. Finally, there is little difference in the SSC profiles resulting from 

the two inversions during M10_2 shown in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of the explicit inversion results from M06_2 using height constant (b) and
power law (c) size profiles. The height constant (----) and power law (—) size profiles are shown in (a)
and the results from the pumped samples are shown with the squares.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of the explicit inversion results from M08_l using height constant (b) and
power law (c) size profiles. The height constant (--- ) and power law (—) size profiles are shown in (a)
and the results from the pumped samples are shown with the squares.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of the explicit inversion results from M10_2 using height constant (b) and
power law (c) size profiles. The height constant (---- ) and power law (—) size profiles are shown in (a)
and the results from the pumped samples are shown with the squares.

4.7 Implicit inversions for sediment concentration of the 

ABS backscatter time-series

The explicit ABS inversion methods described in Section 4.6 are convenient methods for in

verting to sediment concentration when independent measurements of the concentration are 

available, such as the pumped samples. The pumped samples were, however, not always suc

cessful and were not taken during all the Deltaflume experiments. The explicit inversion method 

also only yields time average suspended sediment concentration. For the experiments where 

no pumped samples were taken and for the inversion of the full ABS time-series, yielding in

stantaneous suspended sediment concentrations at 4Hz, an alternative inversion method must, 

therefore, be applied. This section outlines the implicit inversion method used to invert the 

full ABS time-series from each experimental burst to instantaneous sediment concentration. 

The veracity of this method is then tested by taking time averages of the inverted concentra

tions over the length of each measurement burst and comparing these results with the pumped 

sampled sediment concentrations.

4.7.1 Assessment of uncertainties in the ABS system constants

Section 4.2.2 highlights that the implicit inversion requires knowledge of the ABS system con

stant, Kt, for each frequency channel. The results from the explicit inversions described in 

Section 4.6 were used to determine Kt for each channel. Equation (4.4) can be rearranged to
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1 MHz 2 MHz 4 MHz
Fine-grained experiments 
Medium-grained experiments

0.0021 ± 0.0004
0.0074 ±0.0005

0.0037 ± 0.0006
0.0090 ± 0.0006

0.0010 ± 0.0002
0.0027 ± 0.0002

Table 4.2: The mean Kt values obtained for use during the fine and medium-grained experiments. 
The uncertainties indicated are the standard errors of the means.

give (Thorne and Hanes, 2002; Thorne et al., 2007)

Kt = {3 M~1/2 e2ra*. (4.18)

Kt was then calculated by evaluating equation (4.18) from the results for each explicit inversion 

in Section 4.6 for each channel. There was approximately 10% uncertainty on the Kt values due 

to the 20% uncertainty on the pumped sampled sediment concentrations. There was however 

some scatter in Kt between experiments outside this 10% uncertainty. There was also a clear 

difference between the Kt values obtained above the fine and medium-grained beds. The Kt 

values can drift with time, especially during transport of the ABS and when there are large 

variations in temperature. The majority of the ABS electronics was positioned on the side of the 

Deltfalume, with only the transceivers deployed in the water, and would have received a large 

temperature variation during the course of each day. During the emptying of the Deltaflume 

between the fine and medium-grained experiments the frame and all the instruments were 

removed. This could explain the difference in the Kt values obtained during the fine and 

medium-grained experiments. Another likely reason for the difference in Kt obtained above the 

fine and medium-grained beds is that the intrinsic sound scattering characteristics of the two 

sediment types differed. If this was the case, then the expressions used for x and / (Thorne and 

Meral, 2008) would have described the intrinsic sound scattering characteristics of the fine and 

medium-grained suspensions to differing levels of accuracy. Taking these considerations into 

account two Kt values were calculated for each ABS channel - for the fine and medium-grained 

experiments - and are listed in Table 4.2.

4.7.2 Implicit ABS inversions for sediment concentration

In Section 4.6.2, there was found to be little advantage in considering a height varying size profile 

in the ABS inversions. Thus, as in Section 4.6.1, the sediment suspensions were considered to be 

homogenous in terms of their size distributions. The particle size profiles were calculated using 

equations (4.12a) and (4.12b) and were used together with the relative standard deviations, 

given by equation (4.13), to calculate the ensemble scattering and attenuation characteristics 

of the sediments, < / > and < x >■ Defining the size profiles in this manner enabled only the 

sediment mass concentration, at each height above the bed, to be sought. The iterative implicit 

inversion method outlined in Section 4.2.4 was used to invert for a time-series of SSC profiles 

for each experiment and for each ABS channel. Figure 4.17 shows a one minute time-series
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of inverted SSC from the M04 experiment, where the significant wave height was 0.64m and 

the crest of a steep sided two-dimensional ripple was below the ABS (Chapter 5). The results 

from each of the three ABS channels are shown in Figure 4.17. Through the time-series shown 

there are a number of peaks in the SSC associated with the advection of a sediment laden 

vortex over the ripple crest (see Chapters 5 and 6). The three ABS transceivers were aligned 

perpendicular to the flow (along-shore) and were each 0.05m apart. The results from the three 

ABS channels agree in terms of the timing of the peaks in the SSC, indicating a high level 

of along-shore coherence. There are, however, small variations across the three results due to 

the spatial separation of the three transceivers. In terms of the SSC magnitude, there are also 

discrepancies across the three results shown in Figure 4.17. Whilst this too is due to the spatial 

separation of the transceivers it is also likely associated with the uncertainty surrounding the 
Kt values.

In order to assess the accuracy of the SSC magnitudes resulting from the implicit inversions 

of the ABS time-series, a comparison was made with the pumped samples. The inverted SSC 

time-series were time averaged over the burst length of each experiment. Figure 4.18 shows these 

results, C7, plotted against the pumped sampled SSC, Cp, with error bars indicating ±20% of 

the Cp values and the standard error of the mean taken across the three ABS channels. The 

majority of data lie within the lines indicating a factor of two difference typical of the ABS 
(Vincent, 2007), although there are a number of outliers.

4.8 Summary

This chapter first introduced the ABS and outlined the different methodologies for the inversion 

of backscattered intensity to sediment concentration and mean particle size. These inversion 

methods were then validated using data from a homogenous sand suspension of known concen

tration and size distribution. All the inversions performed well in this idealised and carefully 

controlled environment. In the Deltaflume, measurements of the suspended sediments were 

made by pumped sampling and using the ABS. These two independent measurements thus 

offered a means by which to validate the two sets of measurements.

Section 4.6 presented the results from a number of explicit inversions using both height 

constant and power law decaying mean size profiles. On the whole there was very little difference 

between the two sets of results. One major drawback of the power law decaying size profiles 

was the under-representation of the mean size at high elevations above the bed. This forced 

the inverted concentrations to be relatively high at these elevations (e.g. Figure 4.13(c)). It is 

important to represent the mean size correctly close to the bed, where the highest concentrations 

are found, so to prevent positive feedbacks occurring due to the inaccurate calculation of the 

sediment attenuation (see Section 4.2.5). The near bed SSC is also of primary interest in this 

study and can contribute highly towards the net flux of sediment (Van der Werf et ah, 2006). 

For these reasons the inversion methods adopted here use height constant size distribution
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Figure 4.17: One minute time-series of suspended sediment concentration from the ABS inverted 
using an implicit iterative approach. Results from the three ABS channels operating at (a) 1MHz, (b) 
2MHz and (c) 4MHz are shown.
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Figure 4.18: Comparisons of the time-mean suspended sediment concentrations obtained from implicit 
inversions of the ABS time-series, C/, and the pumped samples, Cp, for all the available pumped sample 
data. The lines corresponding to C; = Cp (-) and Ci = 2Cp and Ci = 0.5Cp (• • •) are shown. The 
error bars show ± the standard error of the mean of the three ABS frequencies for C7 and ± 20% ± 
the error incurred whilst weighing for Cp.
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profiles that are good representations of the near bed sediment suspensions.

A comparison of the time average explicit inversions for SSC with the pumped samples 

(Figure 4.12) showed a good agreement in the majority of cases. This is unsurprising considering 

the fact that a number of the pumped samples were used to constrain the inversions. There 

were, however, a number of outliers due to (i) inherent uncertainties associated with the ABS 

(Vincent, 2007), (ii) an inaccurate description of the size distribution at these points, (iii) 

uncertainties associated with the pumped samples (Section 4.4.4), (iv) the spatial separation 

of the pumped sampling nozzles and the ABS of 0.8m and (v) the lack of knowledge regarding 

the exact timing of the pumped sampling. This last point regarding the timing of the pumped 

sampling is most likely one of the greatest courses of discrepancy between the pumped samples 

and the ABS. This is because the waves were irregular and because of the occurrence of wave 

groups during the Deltfalume experiments. Chapter 6 shows that under the largest waves the 

SSC was correspondingly high, whereas under the smaller waves very little suspended material 

was in suspension. Chapter 6 also shows there to be time lags between the onset of large waves 

and the propagation of sediment through the water column. Whether the pumped samples were 

taken, before, during or after such wave packets must, therefore, have contributed to differences 

between their results and that of the ABS averaged over the whole burst.

Section 4.7 outlines the implicit inversion of the ABS time-series. The mean averages 

through the burst length of each experiment compared reasonably well with the pumped sam

ples (Figure 4.18). There are, however, significantly more outliers than the comparison with the 

explicit inversion results (Figure 4.12). Whilst being subject to the same uncertainties as the 

explicit inversions, these results contained additional errors because they were reliant on the 

Kt values obtained in Section 4.7.1 and were not this time constrained by the pumped samples.

4.9 Conclusions

The ABS offers non-intrusive measurements of suspended sediments at turbulent and intra

wave timescales (Thorne and Hanes, 2002) and at centimetre vertical resolution. The explicit 

inversions performed here gave time average SSC profiles within the factor of two typical of 

ABS devices (Vincent, 2007). Explicit inversions are used in Chapter 7 to study how the 

burst-average SSC profiles responded during the Deltaflume storm sequence in terms of both 

magnitude and shape.

The implicit inversions performed here gave time-series of instantaneous SSC profiles at 

4Hz. The absolute magnitude of SSC resulting from these inversions agreed to a lesser degree, 

than the explicit results, with the pumped samples. It does not necessarily follow that the 

instantaneous SSC magnitudes have large errors, as the pumped samples are not necessarily 

error free. However, the pumped samples offered the only independent measurements of sedi

ment concentration and the explicit results must therefore be viewed with more certainty than 

the implicit results, in terms of magnitude. The results from the sediment tower presented
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in Section 4.3 also suggest that the explicit inversion methodology yields more accurate SSC 

magnitudes.
The main advantage of the implicit inversion results, over the explicit results, is one of 

temporal resolution. In Chapters 5 and 6 the results from the implicit inversion are used to 

study the SSC profiles at intra-wave and wave period time scales respectively. The fact that the 

time averages of the absolute magnitudes of these implicit results did not highly agree with the 

pumped samples is not considered to be vitally important in Chapters 5 and 6 where the relative 

magnitudes from wave-to-wave and through the wave cycle are principally investigated.
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Chapter 5

Intra-wave observations of 
sediment entrainment processes 
above sand ripples under 
irregular waves

Abstract

Measurements of intra-wave sediment entrainment processes are reported above ripples un
der irregular waves generated in a large scale flume facility. The data consists of substantive 
observations of small scale processes collected at high spatial and temporal resolution under 
irregular wave forcing, typical of coastal environments. Acoustic measurements were made of 
water velocities, bedforms and suspended sediment concentration over plane and rippled beds. 
During each rippled bed experiment, measurements were taken over the crests of steep sided 
ripples, above which flow separation was considered likely to occur. Above the ripple crests, 
a strong intra-wave variation in the near bed suspended sediment, indicative of vortex forma
tion and shedding, was observed to dominate wave half cycles where the orbital diameter was 
greater than 1.2 times the ripple wavelength, A. The irregular waves were parameterised with 
a significant wave height, Hs, and a significant orbital diameter, ds. Thus, during irregular 
wave conditions and over steep ripples where ds /A > 1.2, vortex shedding was deemed as the 
dominant sediment entrainment process. Furthermore, the percentage of wave half cycles where 
vortex shedding was observed, was found to scale as 26cfs/A. These results demonstrate, for 
under irregular waves, the existence of a clear suspended sediment structure consistent with 
vortex shedding, previously observed under regular waves.

Citation: O’Hara Murray, R. B,, P.D. Thorne and D. M. Hodgson (2011), Intrawave observa
tions of sediment entrainment processes above sand ripples under irregular waves, J. Geophys. 
Res., 116, C01001, doi: 10.1029/2010JC006216.
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5.1 Introduction

In oscillatory flow, and above steep 2D ripples, the boundary layer between the flow and the bed 

can separate in the lee of the ripple, thus forming a vortex which at flow reversal is ejected into 

higher parts of the flow. The near bed hydrodynamics and momentum transfer is dominated 

by vortex formation and shedding and the effect that this process has on near bed sediment 

suspensions is profound. Sediment can be trapped in the shed vortex, which is advected both 

horizontally and vertically (Bijker et ah, 1976; Hansen et ah, 1994), and is released as the 

vortex propagates above the bed and dissipates as turbulence becomes dominant. Under vortex 

shedding conditions maximum sediment pickup occurs as the vortex is advected over the ripple 

crest around the instants of flow reversal (Nakato et ah, 1977; Sleath and Wallbridge, 2002). 

In contrast, over a flat bed where vortex shedding does not occur, maximum sediment pickup 

occurs at times of peak shear stress at the bed, closely preceding peak free-stream velocity 

(Davies and Thorne, 2008). Davies and Villaret (1999) interpreted the vortex shedding process 

above ripples in terms of a convective stress close to the bed, described by a strongly time varying 

convective eddy viscosity with peaks at flow reversal. The time dependence of such a convective 

eddy viscosity has also been examined with a cloud-in-cell discrete vortex model, above a ripple 

bed, and peaks were observed to occur at flow reversal (Malarkey and Davies, 2004). Thus, 

these different entrainment processes impact upon the respective mixing mechanisms above flat 

and rippled beds: coherent convective processes dominate close to rippled beds under vortex 

shedding conditions, whereas turbulent diffusion dominates above fiat beds (Nielsen, 1992; 

Thorne et ah, 2009a). More recently, these convective and diffusive mixing processes have been 

related to the form of the sediment diffusivity profile (Thorne et al., 2009a).

It is becoming increasingly well established that the coherent and repeatable phenomenon 

of vortex shedding above ripples can entrain sediment to considerably greater heights than 
above a flat bed. This is true both in a time averaged sense (e.g. Thorne et ah, 2002) and 

at certain phases during the wave cycle (e.g. Bijker et ah, 1976; Nakato et ah, 1977; Block 

et ah, 1994; Davies and Thorne, 2005; Van der Werf et ah, 2007). Under symmetrical waves 

the vortex shedding process occurs twice every wave cycle: on the onshore and offshore sides 

of the ripple crest during the onshore and offshore phases of the wave cycle respectively. The 

ejection of sediment laden vortices above the ripple crest occurs at flow reversal and this leads, 

for example, to the vortex generated during the onshore wave half cycle being advected in 

the offshore direction. Thus, under asymmetric waves where the onshore orbital velocities are 

largest, an offshore pumping of sediment can occur (Bijker et ah, 1976; Davies and Thorne, 

2008).

The process of vortex formation and shedding is inherently linked to the bedforms present 

under such conditions, namely vortex ripples, over which flow separation can occur. Under 

quiescent wave forcing conditions the bedforms present are often those of relicts remaining 

from times of stronger wave activity (Nielsen, 1992), otherwise the bed is nominally plane.
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During these conditions, which can be described as lower-stage plane bed, there is little in the 

way of suspended sediment pickup as the bed shear stress is low and the relict bedforms are 

non-active. Under surface waves of low steepness, long crested 2D ripples start to emerge on 

the bed. As the surface wave steepness increases, the ripple steepness increases and boundary 

layer separation is initiated. During these conditions vortex ripples become active and begin 

to shed vortices. Thus, vortex ripples spread over the bed and the process of vortex formation 

and shedding can dominate the suspended sediment dynamics. As the steepness of the surface 

waves increase further the bedforms reduce in steepness and tend towards a (transitional) 3D 

morphology where the crests first become sinuous and broken in form before becoming washed 

out. Eventually, as the surface wave steepness continues to increase towards storm conditions, 

the bed becomes an upper-stage plane bed with sheet flow dominant.

Ripples with wavelengths that scale with the wave orbital diameter are termed orbital ripples 

(Clifton, 1976; Clifton and Dingier, 1984), are predominant in laboratory experiments and are 

steep sided with ripple height to wavelength ratios (steepness) greater than 0.1. Whilst orbital 

ripples can be found in the field, anorbital ripples, with wavelengths roughly proportional to 

the bed sediment grain size, are much more common (Wiberg and Harris, 1994). Anorbital 

ripples occur when the orbital diameter is larger than the ripples wavelength. Thus, anorbital 

ripples can be referred to as decaying ripples, present at times of transition between orbital 

ripples and upper-stage plane bed (Allen, 1997). Suborbital ripples are a transitional type and 

occur when the orbital diameter is between that of orbital and anorbital ripples.

Some of the earliest observations of vortex entrainment of sediment above ripples were 

made by Bagnold (1946) in an oscillating water tank. Bijker et al. (1976) inferred the process 

of vortex shedding from observations of suspended sand transport opposite to the direction 

of wave propagation as well as making photographic observations of the vortex shedding and 

sediment entrainment process. Some of the earliest intra-wave measurements of suspended 

sediment concentration (SSC) were made by Nakato et al. (1977) in regular oscillatory flow 

generated in a water tunnel. Nakato et al. (1977) observed two dominant peaks in the SSC 

during the wave cycle and contributed these to vortex ejection during each wave half cycle. 

Vortex shedding has also been directly observed in the laboratory under regular (Tunstall and 

Inman, 1975) and irregular (Villard and Osborne, 2002) free surface waves and its existence 

inferred in the field (Ardhuin et al., 2002). Observations of SSC have been made under waves 

and over ripples on a macro-tidal beach where a weak cuxaent was present using an Acoustic 

Backscatter System, ABS, (Osborne and Vincent, 1996), although evidence of vortex generation 

was only found during the onshore phase of the wave cycles. More recently, the SSC profile on 

an intra-wave time scale under regular oscillatory flow has been measured using ABS (Thorne 

et al., 2003; Davies and Thome, 2005; Van der Werf et al., 2007). A coherent phenomenon 

consistent with the entrainment of sediment in a lee-wake vortex shed at flow reversal was 

identified, thus confirming the existence of vortex entrainment processes at large scale under 

regular oscillatory flow. One recent development was that of Nichols and Foster (2007) who
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made observations of the near-bed velocity field, above an asymmetrical ripple under irregular 

waves in a large wave flume, using a Particle Image Velocimetry, PIV, system and found that 

the ejection of a vortex was a function of the flow acceleration.

In laboratory experiments, regular waves are often used for simplicity, however irregular 

waves simulate nature more closely (Soulsby, 1997), containing a broad spectrum of wave heights 

and periods. The near bed velocity field under regular waves provide a repeatable orbital 

excursion that is conducive to both the formation of wave ripples and the subsequent formation 

of lee-wake vortices in each wave half cycle. In contrast to regular waves, the horizontal velocity 

field under irregular waves has a distribution of velocity amplitudes, oscillation periods and 

thus orbital excursion diameters, which govern the formation of ripples and the suspension of 

sediment. Thus, vortex formation and shedding will not necessarily occur during each wave 

half cycle under irregular waves. It is questionable therefore, whether the intra-wave signatures 

present in the suspended sediment dynamics of vortex formation and shedding, are dominant 

under irregular waves, as is the case under regular oscillatory flow (e.g. Davies and Thorne, 2005; 

Van der Werf et al., 2007). Furthermore, it is at present unknown in an irregular wave sequence, 

under which wave half cycles vortex formation occurs. Refining our understanding of this has 

significant implications as many models simply characterise the flow with average parameters 

such as the significant wave height, Hs. It is therefore useful to quantify the fraction of waves 

where vortex shedding is expected to occur under different hydrodynamic regimes, described 

by Hs for example.

The Deltaflume of Deltares, Delft Hydraulics, the Netherlands, is a large flume facility ideal 

for the study of sediment transport processes at near field-scales. In 2001, a comprehensive 

dataset of measurements covering the sediment transport triad of wave forcing, bedforms and 

suspended sediment (Thorne and Hanes, 2002) was collected, under irregular waves. These 

data have been reported previously in studies focusing on the bedforms (Williams et al., 2004; 

Williams and Bell, 2006). In the present study, the bedforms are re-examined and the intra-wave 

structure of the suspended sediments is studied for the first time. The underlying questions this 

present study addresses are (i) whether vortex formation and shedding is a dominant mechanism 

of sediment entrainment under irregular waves, (ii) under what proportion of wave half cycles 

this mechanism occurs and (iii) whether these occurrences can be parameterised by the ratio 

of orbital diameter to ripple wavelength as suggested by Malarkey and Davies (2002). Finally, 

irregular wave forcing is often parameterised by the significant wave height which is in turn 

commonly used within models. Hence, in the present study the relationship between the signif

icant wave height, the ripple dimensions, and the occurrence of vortex shedding is investigated 

because of the direct relevance this has with existing numerical modelling frameworks.

5.2 Models and prediction of vortex shedding

Davies and Thorne (2008) presented a simple modelling framework for oscillatory flow above
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of bedform characteristics related to hydrodynamic and bedform parameteri- 
sations (based on Davies and Thorne, 2008; and Thorne et al., 2009a).

erodible sandy beds. Figure 5.1 shows a schematic of common bedform regimes under regular 

oscillatory flow, from the vortex shedding regime to the upper-stage plane bed, under increasing 

surface wave steepness. Beneath (regular) waves, the orbital excursion diameter of each wave 

half cycle, d0, scales with the surface wave steepness. Key to parameterising bedform regimes is 

the Shields parameter, a dimensionless measure of the balance between disturbing (shear stress) 

and stabilising forces on individual surface sediment particles. Figure 5.1 shows the skin friction 

Shields parameter, 0, increasing with the surface wave steepness. Another parameterisation 

is the relative roughness, do/2ks, where ks is the equivalent roughness which describes the 

influence the bed has on the flow. Above lower-stage plane beds, the dominate contribution to 

the roughness is the Nikuradse grain roughness due to skin friction typically given by (Soulsby, 

1997)

ks = 2.5jD50. (5.1)

Based on this equivalent grain roughness, the grain roughness Shields parameter, 02.5) 

defined as (e.g. Nielsen, 1992)
$2.5 —

/2.5^02

2(s - 1)0^50

can be

(5.2)

where s is the ratio of sediment density to water density (s = 2.65 for quartz sand), D^q is the 

median grain diameter of the bed sediment, g is the acceleration due to gravity, Uq is the wave 

orbital amplitude and /a.5 is the grain roughness wave friction factor (skin friction) based on 

equation (5.1). One expression for /a,5 is that developed by Soulsby (1997) for rough turbulent
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flow which with equation (5.1) substituted in is given by

/2.5 = 0.237(do/5A>or°-52. (5.3)

When bedforms are present, the dominant contribution to the roughness is due to form drag 

(Van Rijn, 2007) and ks is often expressed in terms of the ripple dimensions. One commonly 

used form for ks above a rippled bed is (Grant and Madsen, 1982; Nielsen, 1992; Styles and 
Glenn, 2002; Davies and Thorne, 2008)

ks = ar] (rj/X) (5.4)

where r/ and A are respectively the height and wavelength of the ripples present on the bed. 

There are conflicting reports as to the precise value of a. For example, Grant and Madsen 

(1982) proposed Ot—27.7 whereas Nielsen (1992) proposed a=S. There can also be roughness 

associated with a moving sand layer, e.g. during sheet flow conditions (Grant and Madsen, 

1982; Nielsen, 1992), such as (Nielsen, 1992)

ks = 170D5q\/ $2.5 — 0.05. (5.5)

Nielsen (1992) proposed that above ripples both the form drag due to the ripples and the moving 

sand layer contribute towards the total equivalent roughness, such that

ks = 8r)^ + 170^50^2.5 - 0.05. (5.6)
A

5.2.1 Vortex shedding criteria

The ripples above which vortex formation and shedding occurs are termed vortex ripples and 

are typical during the ‘2D steep ripple’ regime defined in Figure 5.1. Vortex shedding occurs 

only when the ripples are sufficiently steep for the boundary layer to separate on the lee of 

the ripple crests (Sleath, 1984). Hence, the steepness of the ripple is one control over whether 

vortex formation and shedding occurs and is used in the expression for ks above rippled beds, 

equation (5.4). It is widely assumed that vortex shedding only starts when rj/X > 0.1 (Davies 

and Thorne, 2005). Allen (1979) suggested that 77/A « 0.13 marks the transition from rolling- 

grain to vortex ripples and Malarkey and Davies (2004) considered 0.13 < 77/A < 0.2 to define 

an approximate vortex shedding regime. Likewise, Davies and Villaret (2002) considered the 

bed to be ‘dynamically plane’, where no vortex shedding processes occur, when 77/A < 0.12. 

Thus, the 77/A values in Figure 5.1 indicate whether flow separation is likely to occur in each 

regime.

As indicated in Figure 5.1, do/2/ca increases with the evolving bed under progressively 

increasing wave steepness. In the vortex ripple regime, where do/2ks ~0(1), ks is related to 

the ripple dimensions by equation (5.4). Taking the ripple steepness as 77/A = 0.12 and « — 8
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(Nielsen, 1992), ks can be related the ripple height, ks = 0.96t/, or the ripple wavelength, 

ks — 0.1252A, and in the vortex shedding regime the relative roughness is given by

do/2ks £« 4.34do/A. (5.7)

Malarkey and Davies (2002) used the parameter do/A to define a secondary vortex shedding 

criterion, 1 < do/A < 4, which roughly equates to 4.3 < d0/2ks < 17.4 using equation (5.7). 

This criteria, 1 < do/A < 4, has significant implications for sediment entrainment and transport. 

Beneath regular waves, where do/A is relatively constant, this is not such an issue, but beneath 

irregular waves it implies that vortex shedding will occur intermittently due to the distribution 

of orbital diameters. When do/A is between 1 — 4, vortex shedding is expected to dominate 
the entrainment of sediment. The non-separating flow limit, do/A — 1, is where it is unlikely 

for the flow to be strong enough for boundary layer separation to occur. The upper limit, 

do/A > 4, defines the point where the organised flow structure of vortex formation and shedding 

starts to give way to more homogenous turbulence where peaks in the sediment pickup occur 

at phases that are more in line with flat bed (sheet flow) behaviour (Malarkey and Davies, 

2002). The observations of Nichols and Foster (2007) using PIV confirmed both intermittent 

vortex shedding under irregular waves and also its dependence on the flow velocity (related 

to the orbital excursion). The dependence of the parameter do/A on the ripple wavelength 

has strong implications in the natural environment where there is likely to be a distribution 

of ripple wavelengths present on the bed. The dependence of vortex shedding on do/A has 

been examined theoretically with cloud-in-cell and discrete vortex models and compared with 

laboratory measurements of the water particles in two-dimensions (Malarkey and Davies, 2002) 

but not to our knowledge under field scale irregular waves, or through observations of the 

suspended sediments and fluid flow.

5.2.2 Suspended sediment concentrations

One method of predicting the sediment concentration under oscillatory flow is to separate the 

magnitude and distribution of SSC above the bed. For example, the time average profile of 

SSC above ripples and under waves, C(z), is often expressed in the form

C(z) = Cq exp(—jk/L) (5.8)

where z is the height above the bed and L is the vertical decay length scale. The reference 

concentration, typically taken at the bed level, is a measure of the concentration magnitude 

and is commonly expressed theoretically in terms of the grain roughness Shields parameter 

(62.5) given by equation (5.2). Above ripples, Nielsen (1986) modified 82.5 to account for flow
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enhancement near the ripple crest:

n _ 82.5

°r (1 — tt^/A)2’ (5.9)

where A and 77 are the wavelength and height of the ripples respectively. Nielsen (1986) found a 

cubic dependence of the mass reference concentration, CQ, taken over the ripple crest (at crest 
level) on 6r-.

Cq = 0.005ps^, (5.10)

where ps is the sediment density. Equation (5.10) was confirmed by Thorne et al. (2002) under 

large scale regular waves although the empirical coefficient, 0.005 in equation (5.10), was found 

to be 0.0022±0.0005, close to a factor of two smaller.

Reference concentrations based on the Shields parameter, e.g. equation (5.10), are time 

averages, often over many wave cycles, i.e. CQ = cQ(t) where Co(i) is the instantaneous reference 

concentration as a function of time, t, and the over bar indicates a time average. Similarly, the 

grain roughness Shields parameter defined here (02.5, equation (5.2)) is based on the orbital 
velocity amplitude, Uq. It follows that the instantaneous, time varying, reference concentration, 

co(t), cannot be straightforwardly expressed in terms of 62.5 and 0r defined here. From a 

modelling point of view, Davies et al. (1997) discussed the difficulties associated with applying 

the reference concentration approach in time dependant sediment suspension problems. They 

commented that one way to overcome these difficulties is with the use of a time varying sediment 

pickup function based on the SSC gradient near the bed. Nevertheless, it is established that 

variations in sediment entrainment through the wave cycle lead to instantaneous variations in 

co(t), and therefore that sediment pickup and co(t) are intrinsically linked.

Nielsen (1992) suggested empirical equations for the decay length scale of the SSC profile 

given by equation (5.8):
( 0.075^ ^<18

L=l (5.11)
[ I.477 > 18-

The settling velocity of the suspended sediment, u/3, can be calculated from knowledge of the 
median grain size of the suspended sediment, Z?S50, using the formula of Soulsby (1997)

ui, —
DS50

[./10.362 + 1.049DJ - 10.36] (5.13)

where v is the kinematic viscosity of water and D* is a dimensionless grain size given by

9{s ~ 1) -jl/3
Ds50. (5.13)

Under fixed wave forcing conditions (e.g. UQ = Im/s), Uq/ws is < 18 typically when coarse 

sediments (i.e. ws > 18-im/s, Dssso > 370/rm) are in suspension. In this case, L varies with 

Uq/ws and the ripple height (77). When Uo/wa > 18, i.e. for finer sediment (i.e. ws < 18-1m/s,
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Dssq < 370/iin), L is only dependant on 77, and C(z) decays at the same rate under different 

wave forcing conditions as long as the ripples have the same height. When Uq/vjs < 18, i.e. 

when coarse sediments are in suspension, equation (5.11) is dependant on the sediment settling 
velocity. This is likely to be a source of uncertainty in the prediction of L where a broad 

sediment size distribution is present. In these cases the settling velocity distribution should 

be considered. It is worth noting that there has been some work on the suspensions of graded 

sediment (e.g. Nielsen, 1983, 1992; Tomkins et ah, 2003).

5.3 Experimental instrumentation and methodology

Irregular waves with a JONSWAP spectrum (Carter, 1982) were generated for a number of 

significant wave heights in the Deltaflume of Deltares Delft Hydraulics, the Netherlands. This 

large scale flume (230m long, 5m wide and 7m deep) enables a variety of sediment transport 

processes to be monitored at field scale.

Experiments were conducted first over a fine-medium-grained sand bed and then over an 

upper-medium-grained sand bed. Using laser granulometry, the two sediment beds were found 

to have grain size distributions lognormal in form, with the fine-medium-grained bed having 

Dio — 161/-Ain, D50 = 258/.Am and Dgo = 408/.Am and the upper-medium-grained bed having 

Dio = 243/Am, D50 = 375/im and Dgo = 577/Am. In each case, a 0.7m deep sediment bed was 

laid down in the centre of the flume in a 30m long region spanning the width of the flume. A. 

series of experiments were performed over each sand bed. For both the fine-medium-grained 

and upper-medium-grained experiment sets, the sand bed was initially a horizontal plane bed 

(Bell and Williams, 2002) and was not flattened between experiments such that each experiment 

inherited the bed morphology formed during the previous experiment. Each experiment differed 

only by the significant wave height, 7/s, of the surface wave forcing, such that over the course 

of the experiments Hs varied between 0.2 — 1.9m. In total, 16 experiments were conducted 

over the fine-medium-grained sand bed which are referred to here as F01, F02, ..., F16, and 

17 experiments were conducted over the upper-medium-grained sand bed which are referred to 

here as M01, M02, . .., M17. The peak spectral period was held at a constant 6.1s during all 

the experiments.

Figure 5.2 is a schematic of the instruments deployed on a frame aligned to one side of 

the flume on the sandy bed. In this study, acoustic data from two Nortek Acoustic Doppler 

Velocimeters, ADV-1 and ADV-2, an Acoustic Ripple Profiler, ARP, a Sector Scanning Sonar, 

SSS, and an Acoustic Backscatter System, ABS, were examined to respectively study the water 

velocities, bedform cross-sections, plan-form bedform features and suspended sediments. A 

pumped sampling system (Bosnian et al., 1987) was mounted on the instrument frame and 

samples of the suspended sediment laden water were taken during a number of experiments 

and were used here to provide time average suspended particle size and concentration. The 

horizontal (along-shore) and vertical positioning of the instruments relative to the side of the
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Wave staff suspended 
from gantry above

Direction of wave 
propagation(a) Front View

0.80m

0.845m

Pumped sample

(b) Plan View

Direction of wave 
propagation

Figure 5.2: Schematic of the instrument frame deployed in the Deltaflume with the locations of the 
Acoustic Ripple Profiler (ARP), Acoustic Backscatter System (ABS), Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters 
(ADV-1 and ADV-2), Sector Scanning Sonar (SSS) and Pumped sampling nozzles indicated.
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instrument frame closest to the wall of the Deltaflume and the surface of the undisturbed 

sandy bed are respectively indicated in Figure 5.2. During the course of the experiments the 

local level of the sand bed varied due to ripple formation and the feet of the instrument frame 

settling into the sand. Thus, the vertical distances between the instruments and the sandy 

bed varied over the experimental period. The SSS operated at 1.2MHz mechanically scanning 

through 400 angular steps during each revolution taking approximately 60s (Williams et ah, 

2004) and was positioned at the onshore end of the instrument frame. The ARP operated 

at 2MHz scanning a 4m transect of the bed approximately every 63 seconds, at centimetre 

horizontal resolution and sub-centimetre vertical resolution providing a 2D profile of the bed, 

and how it changed with time. The 16Hz time-series obtained from the ADVs consisted of 3 

orthogonal components of flow: horizontal along-flume (cross-shore), horizontal across-flume 

(along-shore) and vertical. ADV-1 and ADV-2 were mounted on the frame such that their 

measuring volumes were respectively 0.57m and 0.145m above the base of the instrument frame, 

measuring respectively the free-stream and near bed water velocities. The ABS comprised 

3 transducers aligned perpendicular to the flow (along-shore), operating at 1, 2 and 4MHz, 

and these monitored the SSC above the bed at 1cm vertical resolution. The ABS collected 

backscatter profiles at 128Hz at each frequency, which were each subsequently block averaged 

in order to improve the statistical reliability of the results to produce backscatter profiles at 

4Hz. The pumped samples were dry-weighed yielding time average concentration measurements 

at five heights above the bed. A correction factor of 1.4 was applied to the pumped sampled 

sediment concentrations on the basis of the findings of Bosman et al. (1987). Subsequently, 

these dried pumped samples were analysed using laser diffraction to obtain the distribution of 

grain sizes. The ARP, ABS and ADV-2 were collocated on an along-shore line (perpendicular 

to the flow) ensuring that they were approximately at the same location on a 2D ripple cross- 

section. Finally, the elevation of the water surface was monitored by a wave staff mounted on 

a gantry above the flume. Further details of the Deltaflume, the 2001 experimental setup and 

the instruments deployed can be found in Williams et al. (2003, 2004, 2005) and Williams and 

Bell (2006).

In the present study, data from four Deltaflume experiments are examined. The first, F08, 

was selected on the grounds that vortex ripples were not present and the bed approximated 

to an upper-stage plane bed above which no rippled bed sediment dynamics occurred. During 

experiments M04, M05 and M06, steep sided ripples, the dimensions of which conform to 

descriptions of vortex ripples, were present. During these three experiments the ABS was 

above a ripple crest, and these measurement periods are referred to in the present study as 

‘the measurement bursts’. To summarise, data from F08 and M04 - M06 enabled flat bed and 

rippled bed sediment dynamics to be studied respectively under irregular waves. The profiles 

of SSC were phase locked to the ADV velocities. Thus, working in the phase domain, ensemble 

averages over many wave cycles were computed, enabling the underlying intra-wave structure 

of the SSC above plane and rippled beds under irregular waves to be studied. Whether this
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Exp. Ha (m) Tp(s) h (m) k (m-1) Ua (m/s) dg (m) /2.5 @2.5 ds/D50
F08 1.45 6.11 3.99 0.18 0.98 1.91 0.0053 0.61 7388
M04 0.64 6.11 4.01 0.18 0.43 0.84 0.0099 0.15 2230
M05 0.83 6.11 4.01 0.18 0.56 1.09 0.0087 0.22 2904
M06 1.05 6.11 3.97 0.18 0.71 1.38 0.0077 0.32 3682

Table 5.1: Temporally averaged experimental parameters for the Deltaflume experiments.

intra-wave structure, beneath irregular waves, displays the same features in the rippled bed 

cases to that below regular waves (e.g. Davies and Thorne, 2005) is investigated in the present 
study.

5.4 Data analysis and results

5.4.1 Irregular wave forcing

The irregular surface waves were generated conforming to JONS WAP spectra (Bell and Williams, 

2002) and the elevation was measured at 25Hz by wave staffs suspended above the flume. The 

significant wave height, Ha, was calculated for each experiment as (e.g. Soulsby, 1997; Wiberg 

and Sherwood, 2008)

Hs = 4^/mo (5.14)

where mo is the variance of the water surface elevation. The peak spectral period, Tp, for each 

experiment was taken as the inverse of the frequency at which the power spectral density of 

the water surface elevations peaked. Table 5.1 lists these calculated values of Hs and Tp for 

each experiment. The dispersion equation was solved using average water depths, h, obtained 

from a pressure sensor present in the Deltaflume and Tp. Table 5.1 lists the water depths and 

resulting wave numbers, k, together with predictions of the significant velocity amplitude, Us, 

and orbital excursion diameter, d,, based on linear wave theory:

Us =
kHs

Tp sinh(fc/i) (5.15)

ds = UsTp/ir. (5.16)

These U„ and ds values were used in place of Uq and do in equations (5.2) and (5.3) to calculate 

@2.5 and /2.s for each experiment, and the results are included in Table 5.1. The spectra of 

the water surface elevation were examined and compared with theoretical JONSWAP spectra 

(Carter, 1982; Podgorski et al., 2000) based on the observed values of Ha and Tp. Figure 5.3 

presents the theoretical and observed wave spectra for each experiment, and shows that the 
theoretical spectral compare well with the data in both amplitude and width.
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Figure 5.3: The power spectral density (PSD) of the surface elevation recoded by the wave staff 
during the four Deltaflume experiments with a 21 point running average applied and the theoretical 
JONSWAP spectra (black lines) with measured Hs and Tp as inputs and a peak enhancement factor 
of 7 = 3.3.
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(a) F08

(c) M05

Time (minutes)
Cross-shore distance (m)

Figure 5.4: Bed profiles obtained from the acoustic ripple profiler (ARP) during (a) plane bed and 
(b - d) rippled bed Deltaflume experiments. The measurement bursts considered during the rippled 
bed experiments were chosen on the grounds that a crest of a ripple was below the acoustic backscatter 
systems (ABS) situated above the origin of the horizontal (cross-shore) axis, indicated by the arrows 
in the figures.
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Spatially and temporally averaged ripple dimensions
Exp. A (m) o-(A) (m) V M <7(77) (m) 77/A
M04 0.25 0.02 0.0254 0.0018 0.09 0.01
M05 0.23 0.01 0.0256 0.0015 0.10 0.00
M06 0.33 0.02 0.0331 0.0029 0.09 0.01

Temporally averaged dimensions of ripple below ABS 
Exp. Ap (m) o-(Aq) (m) 7?0 (m) cr(t?o) (m) r?o/Ao o-(i?o/A0)
M04 0.33 0.01 0.0468 0.0032 0.14 0.01
M05 0.34 0.01 0.0462 0.0025 0.13 0.01
M06 0.73 0.01 0.0770 0.0080 0.11 0.01

Table 5.2: Mean-average cross-sectional dimensions of the ripples along the whole ARP transect (A, 
fj and rj/\) and those individual ripples in line with the ABS (Ao, fjo and Xo/V)) and their standard 
deviations (cr) for each of the rippled bed bursts considered.

5.4.2 Bedforms

The bedforms were observed using an Acoustic Ripple Profiler (ARP) and a Sector Scanning 

Sonar (SSS). The ARP time-series were examined and, in the case of the rippled bed experiment, 

temporal regions where the ripples were in a steady state and the ARP was consistently over 

a ripple crest were identified. These temporal regions defined the burst for each rippled bed 

experiment during which the data were examined. Similarly, for the plane bed experiment 

(F08) a burst was chosen on the grounds that the bed was in a steady state throughout. 

Figure 5.4 shows the temporal variation in these 2D bed profiles during the bursts, which were 

low-pass filtered with a Gaussian filtering window to remove high frequency spatial fluctuations. 

Figure 5.4(a), F08, for the fine-medium-grained bed shows the remnants of a rippled bed which 

was washed out to form a long wavelength bedform, similar to those observed by Hanes et al. 

(2001). This washed out bed approximates, for the purposes here, to an upper-stage plane bed 

above which no rippled bed sediment dynamics were expected to occur. Equation (5.5) was used 

to calculate the equivalent roughness due to a moving sand layer, and this yielded a relative 

roughness of ds/2ks = 28.97. This dsj2ks value and the Shields parameter for F08 listed in 

Table 5.1 place F08 within the washed-out ripples regime in Figure 5.1. Figures 5.4(b-d) show 

that during the upper-medium-grained experiments rippled beds were formed. A turning point 

analysis was performed to extract the spatial distribution of ripple wavelengths, heights and 

steepness for each profile. The wavelength of a ripple was taken as the distance between two 

troughs surrounding a crest, the height of this ripple was taken as the mean average crest to 

trough height difference either side of the ripple crest and the steepness was taken as the height 

to wavelength ratio. Table 5.2 lists the spatial and temporal mean average ripple wavelengths, 

A, heights, r), and steepness, rj/X and their associated standard deviations, cr, for the rippled 

bed experiments. The temporal mean average dimensions of the ripple directly below the ARP 

transducer during each experiment, Ao, r/o and r/oAo, were also calculated and the results are 

shown in Table 5.2.

Figure 5.5 shows the temporal mean cross-section 0.6m either side (on a cross-shore line)
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(a) F08 (b) M04

Direction of wave 
propogation

(c) M05 (d) M06

Cross-shore distance (m) Cross-shore distance (m)

Figure 5.5: Time-mean average of the ARP bed profiles under the ABS during (a) plane bed and (b 
- d) rippled bed experiments when the ABS was approximately above a ripple crest. The ARP, ABS 
and ADV-2 were nominally positioned above the origin of the horizontal cross-shore axis, indicated by 
the arrows in the figures.
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(a) F08

-2-1 0 1 2

79

Figure 5.6: Sector Scanning Sonar (SSS) results from (a) plane bed and (b - d) rippled bed Deltaflume 
experiments. In the case of the rippled bed experiments (b - d) the typical ripple wavelengths, A, 
determined by analysis of the ARP data are indicated.

of the ARP, ABS and ADV-2 for each of the four experiments. Figure 5.5 clearly shows that 

during the rippled bed bursts the acoustic devices were approximately above a ripple crest. The 

spatial and temporal average ripple steepness in the rippled bed cases (rj/A, Table 5.2) are close 

to 0.1, above which vortex shedding starts to occur (Davies and Thorne, 2005). The steepness 

of the ripples directly below the acoustic instrumentation (r/0/Ao, Table 5.2) were above this 

threshold, suggesting that it was likely for vortex shedding to have occurred below the ABS 

transducers.

In addition to the ARP cross-sections, the SSS data were examined in order to reveal the 

plan-form geometry of the rippled beds. The SSS data were rectified from polar coordinates to 

square grid and a slant range correction was applied (Bell and Williams, 2002). Figure 5.6 shows 

the SSS results in the form of two-dimensional 5x5m images of the bed produced just prior to 

the measurement bursts considered here. The temporally and spatially average ripple wave-
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lengths obtained from the ARP (Table 5.2) during M04 - M06 are indicated in Figures 5.6(b-d) 

showing the ripple crest lengths to be typically longer than their wavelengths. However, the 

ripple crests are sinuous, especially during M05 and M06. The grain roughness Shields param

eters ($2.5) for M04, M05 and M06 listed in Table 5.1 suggest (using the parameterisations in 

Figure 5.1) the bedforms present were 2D during M04 and M05 and dominantly 2D with 3D 

ripples emerging during M06. Such a classification is in agreement with the results from the 

ARP (Figures 5.4 and 5.5) and SSS (Figure 5.6). Using the dimensions of the ripples below 

the ABS (tjq and %/Ao, Table 5.2) and equation (5.6), ds/2ks was calculated to be 5.75, 7.30 

and 6.85 during experiments M04, M05 and M06 respectively. These values are broadly in 

agreement with the dominantly 2D classification using the #2.5 values, although suggestive that 

both M05 and M06 should have 3D ripples emerging, which broadly agrees with the SSS images 

(Figure 5.6). Using instead the dimensions of the spatially averaged ripples (77 and 77/A, Table 

5.2), ds/2ks was found to be 10.84, 11.58 and 12.15 during experiments M04, M05 and M06 

respectively, which moves the classification more into the 3D realm (according to the parame

terisations in Figure 5.1). It is concluded here therefore, that during M04 the rippled bed was 

dominantly 2D in form. During M05 however, 3D ripples started to emerge and the plan-form 

geometry of the bed is thus classified as quasi-2D (Pedocchi and Garcia, 2009). During M06 the 

3D ripples continued to emerge and became more dominant features on the bed, although there 

remained some remnants of the quasi-2D ripples. From these classifications of the plan-form 

geometry, it was concluded that the ripples beneath the ARP were sufficiently long-crested for 

them to be classified as locally two dimensional for the present analysis.

5.4.3 Suspended sediments

The root mean square, RMS, average voltage backscattered from the suspended sediments 

measured by the ABS transceivers can be expressed as (Thorne and Hanes, 2002)

Vr, — < f > Kt Ml/2c-2r(aw+as)
yj< as > ps ipr

where

vjf 3 <%> -M(r)dr

(5.17a)

(5.17b)
4, < as > ps

is the attenuation due to sediment. In equations (5.17a) and (5.17b) ip accounts for the depar

ture from spherical spreading in the near field of the transducers (Downing et al., 1995), r is 

the range from the transducers, M is the mass concentration of the sediment, Kt is the ABS 

system constant, < a3 > is the mean radius of the suspended sediments and otw is the atten

uation coefficient due to the water absorption. The brackets, < >, indicate an average taken 

over the particle number size distribution of the suspended sediment. The functions / and x 

describe the intrinsic backscattering and attenuation characteristics for narrowly sieved sedi

ments (Moate and Thorne, 2009), expressions for which were chosen on the grounds that they 

represent natural sands (Thorne and Meral, 2008). Solving equation (5.17) for the sediment
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concentration (M) at each range bin from the transceivers is non-trivial, as as is a function of 

M. Thus an inversion methodology is required.

Grain size distributions

The type and width of the suspended sediment grain size distribution affects the backscattering 

and attenuation characteristics of the sediments, and can therefore strongly influence the acous

tic ABS inversion (Moate and Thorne, 2009). It is therefore important to represent the ensemble 

scattering characterises of the suspension by averaging / and x over the particle number size 

distribution present in suspension, to obtain < f > and < y >. In this study, the near bed SSC 

is of primary importance and within the bottom 0.25m of the bed the suspended median grain 

diameter, Ds5q, of the pumped samples collected was nominally uniform with height above the 

bed. Hence the mass size distributions from the lower three pumped sampling nozzles (typically 

within 0.25m of the bed) were combined for each experiment. These mass size distributions of 

the pumped samples were found to be lognormal in form. Figure 5.7 shows the cumulative size 

distribution of the mass concentration (open circles) of the combined pumped sampled results 

for each experiment. Fitted to these data are lognormal cumulative distribution functions with 

their D35q values indicated. To obtain < / > and < y > for the acoustic inversion, the mass 

size distributions were converted to particle number size distributions, the cumulative distri

bution functions of which are also shown in Figure 5.7 with their arithmetic means, < as >, 

indicated. These lognormal size distributions (Figure 5.7) were characterised by their standard 

deviation to mean ratios, cr(as)l < as >, of 0.42, 0.64, 0.39 and 0.35 for experiments F08, M04, 

M05 and M06 respectively. Thus, the ensemble backscattering and attenuation characteristics 

of the suspended sediment, < / > and < y >, were calculated by averaging / and y over the 

lognormal size distributions of the suspended sediment described by the u(cis)/ < as > values.

Acoustic inversion

Initial explicit inversions (Lee and Hanes, 1995; Thorne and Hanes, 2002) for sediment mass con

centration were performed on the RMS time average backscattered voltage from each transceiver. 

The RMS time averages were calculated over the time periods during which the pumped sam

ples were taken and the pumped sampled (time average) sediment concentrations were used to 

constrain the explicit inversions. To further aid the inversions, the height constant grain size 

profiles from the pumped samples were used. The grain sizes for each experiment were those 

indicated in Figure 5.7. In order to gain instantaneous concentration profiles, implicit inversions 

(Thorne and Hanes, 2002), for sediment mass concentration, were performed on the 4Hz ABS 

backscatter time-series. The ABS system constant, Kt, required in the implicit inversions, for 

each of the three ABS transceivers was determined from the explicit inversion results. Thus, 

the implicit ABS inversions were linked to the pumped sampled concentrations from the four 

experiments.

The implicit inversions resulted in time-series of SSC profiles at 4Hz for each frequency.
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(a) F08 (b) M04

(c) M05 (d) M06

------ Ds50=319^m

— <a >=119(im

Figure 5.7: Lognormal mass concentration (—) and number of particles (-------) grain size cumulative
distributions fitted to the results from the grain size analysis of the pumped samples taken during the 
(a) plane bed and (b-d) rippled bed Deltaflume experiments. The median grain diameter, Daso, of 
the mass distributions and the mean grain radius, < a, >, of the number of particles distributions are 
indicated in each case.
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Figure 5.8: Regression plot of the mean time average ABS, Ca, and pumped sampled, Cp, suspended 
sediment concentration with the lines corresponding to Ca = Cp (-) and Ca = 2Cp and Ca = 0.5Cp 
(• • ■) shown. The error bars show ± the standard error of the mean of the three ABS frequencies for 
Ca and ±20% for Cp.
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Mean time averages of these results were calculated for each experiment, and at each fre

quency, in order to test their validity against the independent pumped sampled measurements. 

Figure 5.8 shows the time average sediment concentrations from the implicit inversions, Ca> 
compared with the concentrations obtained from the pumped samples, Cp. There are errors 

associated with both Ca and Cp. Ca is the mean of the inversion results from the three ABS 

frequencies and the error bars indicate the associated standard error. The error on Cp indicated 

is ±20%, which is the typical error found by Moate and Thorne (2009). Sediment concentration 

estimates from the ABS are typically accurate to within a factor of two (Vincent, 2007) and the 

majority of data in Figure 5.8 falls within this range. A regression on the data in Figure 5.8 

gave Ca = (1.18±0.14)Cp - (0.05±0.03) with R? = 0.93. This regression and Figure 5.8 both 

confirm the veracity of the ABS measurements of suspended sediment concentration.

Time average SSC profiles

Figure 5.9 shows the time average SSC profiles, C{z), obtained from the calibrated implicit 

inversions. The three profiles obtained above the rippled beds (M04 - MOO) are similar in 

form and generally increase in magnitude with the significant wave height. All three rippled 

bed SSC profiles in Figure 5.9 exhibit a near exponential decay, of similar gradient, within the 

bottom 15cm. An exponential function, of the form given by equation (5.8), was fitted to the 

concentration measurements within 0.02 - 0.12m above the bed level. In the rippled bed cases, 

the resulting exponential decay length scales, L, were between 0.06 - 0.07m and the reference 

concentrations, Co, obtained by extrapolating to the bed level, were between 1.5 - 2.2 kg m-3. 

These observations of Co are somewhat below predictions made using the equation (5.10) of 

Nielsen (1986), but are broadly within the scatter of data used by Nielsen (1986).

Predictions were made of the SSC profiles using equation (5.8) with L predicted by the 

formula of Nielsen (1992) (equation (5.11)) and Co values from the data. In evaluating equation 

(5.11) the hydrodynamic {Ua) and bed (t}q) conditions in Tables 1 and 2 were used along with 

the formula of Soulsby (1997) (equation (5.12)) for the sediment settling velocities. In order 

to include the effect that the grain size distribution had on the SSC profiles, the settling 

velocity distribution was taken into account using the method outlined by Davies and Thorne 

(2002). The size distributions of the suspended sediment (Figure 5.7) were divided into five 

volumetrically equal fractions and the SSC profile for each of these fractions calculated. For 
all but the finest fraction in each case Us/ws < 18 and in equation (5.11) L was a function 

of Us. The predictions of the SSC profiles above the rippled beds included in Figure 5.9 are 

the mean averages of the profiles calculated for each of the five size fractions. There is a slight 

departure from the exponential decay of equation (5.8) due to the inclusion of the settling 

velocity distribution. The characteristic decay length scale of these predicted profiles differed 

to those observed by up to 40%. One reason for the disagreement between the prediction and 

observation of Cq and L is the variation in velocity amplitudes from wave-to-wave, i.e. Us may 

not be a good representative velocity for the irregular wave field. This variation in Uq from
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Figure 5.9: Suspended sediment concentration profiles, C(z), for each experiment, mean time av
eraged over 17 minutes during which the pumped samples were collected, and mean averaged over 
the three ABS frequencies. The standard error of the mean of the three ABS frequencies is shown as 
error bars for the measurements taken during F08 and M06 in order to indicate typical measurement 
uncertainty through the profile. The empirical SSC profile of Nielsen (1986) is shown for each rippled 
bed experiment, M04 (------ ), M05 (-) and M06 (• • •).
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wave-to-wave influences the sediment entrainment process, which is the investigative focus of 

this paper. Whether the entrainment of sediment was dominated by the same process during 

the whole time period that the SSC profiles in Figure 5.9 were averaged over is an important 
consideration.

5.4.4 Intra-wave water velocities

The bed level during each experiment obtained from the ARP and ABS records were in agree

ment and indicated that the sampling volumes of ADV-1 and ADV-2 were approximately 0.5 

and 0.1m respectively above the bed during the course of the rippled bed experiments (M04 — 

M06). During the fine-medium-grained plane bed experiment, F08, the instrument frame set

tled into the bed such that the sampling volume of ADV-1 was 0.35m above the bed and that 

of ADV-2 was below the bed level. Hence no data from ADV-2 gathered during F08 was used. 

For the rippled bed experiments, the near bed velocities from ADV-2 were used to identify the 

wave cycles in the phase-locking analysis of the SSC time-series (Section 5.4.5). In the case of 

F08, where the sampling volume of ADV-2 was below bed level, velocity data from ADV-1 were 

used.

Each time-series component (obtained from the ADVs at 16Hz) was despiked using a Phase- 

Space Thresholding Method (Goring and Nikora, 2002) with detected spikes replaced by linear 

interpolations using the surrounding data points and run for 10 iterations. The velocity com

ponents were rotated to correct for any misalignment of the instruments with the main flow 

directions. This was done by considering each combination of two velocity components in turn 

and aligning one of the components with the principle axis of variation (Emery and Thompson, 

1997). The result was a fully rotated system of 3 orthogonal velocity components. Here, pos

itive water particle velocities corresponding to the direction of wave propagation are referred 

to as onshore velocities and negative water particle velocities towards the wave generator as 

offshore velocities. Following this convention the horizontal along-flume velocity component is 

referred to here as the cross-shore component.

In order to determine the timing of each wave half cycle accurately, turbulent fluctuations 

were removed from the cross-shore ADV velocity time-series’ by applying a rectangular low- 

pass filter and a zero-crossing analysis was used to identify the times of flow reversal. These 

filtered time-series were compared with the non-filtered time-series confirming that no significant 

changes in amplitude and phase of the velocities occurred during the analysis. The zero-up 

crossings were defined as the start of each wave cycle, and the orbital velocity amplitudes and 

orbital diameters corresponding to each wave half cycle were sought. The velocity amplitudes 

were taken as the maximum velocity magnitude between successive zero-crossings, and the 

onshore and offshore velocity amplitudes, Uon and U0jf respectively, were distinguished from 

one another. Figure 5.10(a) shows approximately 30 seconds of the filtered ADV-2 velocity 

time-series from M04 with the Uon and U0f / values for the second wave cycle indicated. The 

orbital diameters were calculated by integrating the velocity time-series between successive zero-
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Figure 5.10: Five wave cycles (~ 30 s) from M04 of (a) filtered ADV-2 velocity time-series, (b) 
suspended sediment concentration (SSC) in the time, t, domain, (c) SSC in the phase, <fi, domain and 
(d) instantaneous reference concentration, Co(</>), as a function of (/>. Each wave cycle is indicated by 
the vertical dashed lines. In (a) the onshore and offshore orbital amplitudes, Uon and Uaff respectively, 
and onshore and offshore orbital diameters, don and d0f/ respectively, are defined for the second wave 
cycle. In (b) and (c) the orbital ADV velocity, u, from (a) is overlain. In (d) the cycle mean reference 
concentration, co((p), for each wave cycle is shown in red.
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crossings, and the onshore and offshore values, don and daff respectively, were distinguished 

from one another. For example, in Figure 5.10(a) a zero-up crossing occurs at time a, the 

subsequent zero-down crossing occurs at time b and the orbital diameter corresponding to this 
onshore wave half cycle can be calculated by

don = [ u(t)dt (5.18)
J a

where u(t) is the time-series of velocity, with u(t) > 0 in the onshore direction. The orbital 

diameter corresponding to the subsequent offshore wave half cycle is calculated in a similar 

manner, as indicated in Figure 5.10(a). This approach was taken because the flow was irregular. 

If the flow was sinusoidal with period T and a velocity amplitude of C/q, i.e. if u(t) was replaced 

with [/0 sin(27rfc/T), then equation (5.18) would be equivalent to the more familiar equation 

of linear wave theory, UqT/tt. Following this zero-crossing analysis, a distribution of onshore 

and offshore velocity amplitudes (Uon and U0ff) and orbital diameters (don and d0ff) were 

constructed for each experiment.

5.4.5 Phase ensemble averaging the SSC

There is inherent variability in the ABS signal due to the random, Rayleigh distributed, phasing 

of the acoustic returns (Thorne et al., 1993). This variability in the backscatter signal was re

duced significantly by averaging over 32 independent measurements of the acoustic backscatter, 

thus reducing the backscatter signal from 128Hz to 4Hz. The standard error on such an average 

is a factor of \/32 smaller than if no averaging were performed (Thorne and Hanes, 2002).

Small scale sediment transport processes are highly influenced by the turbulent nature of 

the boundary layer flow over rough beds, hence there is an intrinsic stochastic variability in the 

SSC field. This is the case under both regular and irregular waves, but in the case of irregular 

waves there is considerable variance in the near bed turbulence from wave-to-wave (Vincent 

and Hanes, 2002). In order to observe consistent features in the intra-wave SSC field, ensemble 

averaging over a number of wave cycle was therefore necessary.

Figure 5.10(b) shows a series of SSC profiles, with the height above the bed, z, ranging from 

0 - 20cm, during five wave cycles (approximately 30 seconds) of M04 in the time domain, with 

the filtered ADV velocity from Figure 5.10(a) superimposed. Each wave cycle was identified 

from the zero-crossing and turning point time-series analysis of the filtered ADV velocity, and 

the wave cycles are distinguished in Figures 5.10(a and b). Each wave cycle was defined to 

start at the point of maximum velocity in the onshore (positive) direction. Using this definition 

allowed the sediment dynamics occurring around flow reversal to be clearly observable within 

the wave cycle. The wave irregularity can be observed in Figures 5.10(a and b), both in terms of 

the wave amplitude and the wave period. Because the wave period varied from wave-to-wave, it 

was not possible to simply ensemble average over recurrent time steps equal to the wave period, 

as has been carried out under regular oscillatory flow (Davies and Thorne, 2005; Van der Werf
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et al., 2007). Instead a procedure phase-locking the ABS concentration profiles with the ADV 

orbital velocities was performed, so that the ensemble averaging could be carried out in the 

phase domain rather than the time domain. Figure 5.10(c) shows the same series of SSC profiles 

and ADV velocities as Figure 5.10(b), but in the phase domain, and again the wave cycles - now 

equally spaced - are indicated. The resolution of the phase domain is 22.5° (16 SSC profiles 

per wave cycle). Figure 5.10(c) shows five wave cycles of SSC profiles in the phase domain 

for illustration only. The SSC profile series considered for each experiment were the bursts 

identified in Section 5.4.2 during which the ABS was over a ripple crest. There were between 50 

— 100 wave cycles in the SSC profile series for each rippled bed experiment, depending on the 

length of measurement burst. Figure 5.10(d) shows the instantaneous reference concentration, 

cq(0), for five wave cycles and will be discussed later in Section 5.4.6.

Figure 5.11(a) and Figures 5.11(b-d) present the SSC results above the flat bed and the 

three rippled beds respectively, phase ensemble averaged over the measurement bursts. Fig

ures 5.11(a-d) show the underlying intra-wave variation of the SSC with height above the bed 

and Figure 5.11(e) shows the corresponding phase ensemble averaged orbital velocity, < u >, 

for each experiment. There is seen to be a clear difference between the structure of the SSC field 

during the flat bed (Figure 5.11(a)) and rippled bed experiments (Figures 5.11(b-d)). Above 
the flat bed, the sediment concentration is high in the bottom 2 cm and decays abruptly above 

this. There is also no significant intra-wave variation in the SSC. Conversely, above the rippled 

beds the concentration decay rate is more gradational with distance from the bed and there is 

a clear intra-wave structure present with peaks in the sediment concentration occurring around 

flow reversal (90° and 270°). The intra-wave structure of the SSC is most similar during ex

periments M04 (Figure 5.11(b)) and M05 (Figure 5.11(c)) with the peaks in the concentration 

occurring at the same phase angles and the concentrations throughout the wave cycle being 

comparable. During M06 (Figure 5.11(d)), the sediment concentration peaks earlier in the wave 

cycle than during the previous two experiments. In terms of SSC magnitude, at the height of 

one ripple height above the rippled beds, the concentration peaks are between 1.01 - 1.85 kg 

m-3 around the instances of flow reversal and consistently drop to below 0.34 kg m-3 around 

the instances of maximum velocity.

5.4.6 Bed levels and reference concentrations

The ABS system allows for the accurate identification of the bed level directly below the trans

ducers, knowledge of which is crucial for studying the dynamics of near bed sediment suspen

sions. Measurement bursts were considered where a ripple crest was below the ABS and the 

bed levels were constant in time, i.e. when there was no ripple migration or bed evolution. 

These ABS backscatter time-series were compared across all three frequencies and were found 

to increase exponentially towards the bed. The bed level was taken at the level of the first 

measurement significantly larger than the exponential trend. The instantaneous reference con

centration as a function of phase, co(0), where 0 is the phase angle, was taken at the bed level,
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Figure 5.11: Intra-wave variation in the suspended sediment concentration, SSC, with height above 
the bed, z, phase-locked to the near bed velocities and phase ensemble averaged over the bursts during 
(a) plane and (b - d) rippled bed conditions. In (e) the ensemble averaged intra-wave near bed velocity, 
< u >, for each experiment is shown. The results shown are the mean concentrations from the 1 and 
2 MHz ABS frequencies.
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which in the cases of the rippled beds was approximately the ripple crest level. An exponential 

function, of the form given in equation (5.8), was fitted to the measurements of the SSC within 

0.02 - 0.05 m above the bed level, and cq(0) was obtained by extrapolation to the crest. This was 

done for each concentration profile within the 16 profiles per wave cycle phase-series described 

in Section 5.4.5. Figure 5.10(d) shows the calculated instantaneous reference concentration as 

a function of phase (co (</>)) for five wave cycles. For each wave cycle, the cycle mean reference 

concentration, cq(0) where the over bar indicates an average over the wave cycle, is indicated. 

The cq (0) values were used to normalise the instantaneous intra-wave Cq (</>) values within each 

wave cycle. This normalisation from wave-to-wave within the irregular wave sequence enabled 
the underlying structure of the intra-wave reference concentration to be studied.

Figure 5.12 shows the phase ensemble averaged normalised intra-wave reference concentra

tions, < co(0)/co(0) >, for each experiment, where the brackets, < >, indicate phase ensemble 

averaging over 50 - 100 wave cycles and the error bars show the standard error of the ensemble 

averages. Considering the relative size of peaks in < co(0)/co(^>) > and the associated standard 

error, during an average wave cycle, the rippled bed cases (Figures 5.12(b-d)) show two distinct 

peaks occurring around flow reversal (90° and 270°). Conversely, the flat bed case has smaller 

peaks occurring around peak flow when the shear stress is highest over the plane bed (Fig

ure 5.12(a)). The relative amplitude of the peaks in the rippled bed experiments compare well 

and the timing of the peaks in experiments M04 and M05 compare well (with peaks occurring 

24° (onshore) and 11° (offshore) after flow reversal). The peaks in < co($)/co(0) > during 
M06, on the other hand, preceded flow reversal by 34°.

Reference concentration magnitudes

Net suspended sediment flux calculations crucially depend on the magnitude of the SSC in 

suspension which in turn depends on the reference concentration (i.e. equation (5.8)). Under 

irregular waves the instantaneous reference concentration, Co(0), and hence the cycle mean, 

co(0), varies from wave-to-wave. Thus, the prediction of cq(0) under irregular waves is impor

tant in the modelling of SSC profiles within wave resolving process models such as the ‘research’ 
models studied by Davies et al. (2002).

Here, for irregular waves, an approach similar to the time average analysis used by Nielsen 

(1986) is adopted for a wave-by-wave analysis. For each wave cycle, the cycle mean ripple 

modified Shields parameter, 0r, was calculated using equation (5.9) and by taking the wave 

orbital amplitude and diameter for each wave cycle, Uq and do respectively, as the mean of the 

two half cycles, i.e. Uq — 0.5(Uon + Uoff) and do ~ 0.5(don-f-do//). Figure 5.13 shows the cycle 

mean reference concentration, co(0), from each of the three rippled bed experiments (M04 — 

M06) plotted against 0T along with the empirical equation of Nielsen (1986), equation (5.10). 

The co(0) values shown are the mean of the values obtained from the results of the 1 and 2 MHz 

ABS frequencies and the error bars show the standard error of the mean. The error bars of 

the values are the result of propagating the standard error of each quantity though equation
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Figure__5-12: Phase ensemble averaged normalised intra-wave reference concentrations, <
co(tf>)/co(<£) >• The ensemble averaging, < >, is over all the wave cycles during (a) plane and (b 
- d) rippled bed conditions, and the error bars show the standard error of the ensemble averaging. 
Both co(<t>) and co(<t>) were calculated from mean concentration values from the 1 and 2 MHz ABS 
frequencies.
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(5.9). The majority of the data compares reasonably well with the equation of Nielsen, though 

with a few outliers. These outliers tend to correspond to wave half cycles where do/Xo < 1, 

below which flow separation is not expected to occur (Malarkey and Davies, 2002), and are 

indicated in Figure 5.13 with open circles. A linear regression has been made in log-log space 

on cq(0) and 8r, where do/X0 > 1, yielding

cQ(<p) = (0.0116 ± 0.0034)M3-50±0-32 (5-19)

with a correlation coefficient of R2 — 0.78. Equation (5.19) broadly agrees with the equation of 

Nielsen (1986), equation (5.10), in terms of the approximate cubic relation between Cq(<P) and 6r. 
The coefficient is somewhat larger than that of Nielsen. The difference between equation (5.19) 

and that of Nielsen may be due to the fact that cycle mean, rather than time average, reference 

concentrations are presented here and that the regression was on data where do/Xo > 1.

5.5 Investigating the vortex shedding regime

Equation (5.7) relates the relative roughness of the bed, dQ/2ks, to the parameter do/X which 

Malarkey and Davies (2002) used as a parameterisation of the sediment suspension process, 

namely vortex shedding. The do/2ks values of the rippled bed found in Section 5.4.2 fall within 

the secondary vortex shedding criteria of Malarkey and Davies (2002) suggesting that vortex 

shedding should have occurred during these experiments.

The peaks in the ensemble averaged intra-wave SSC in Figure 5.11 and the reference concen

tration in Figure 5.12 coincide. Over the rippled beds, these peaks occur around flow reversal 

and can be interpreted as a signature of flow separation and the process of vortex shedding. 

Figures 5.11 and 5.12 are phase ensemble averages over full wave cycles and indicate the aver

age response of the suspended sediments to the irregular wave forcing. Under regular waves, 

ensemble averaging helps to reveal the underlying sediment transport phenomena, due to the 

sediment entrainment process being repeated every wave cycle. However, under the irregu

lar waves used in the present study, the situation was more complicated since each wave was 

different and therefore less consistency was expected in the suspended sediment field from wave- 

to-wave. The reason for this variability between wave cycles was because the do/X parameter 

varied from wave-to-wave and was not sufficient under every wave for the vortex shedding pro

cess to occur, i.e. the vortex shedding criteria of Malarkey and Davies (2002), 4 < do/A < 4, 

was not fulfilled under every wave. This can alternatively be thought of as a disequilibrium 

between the flow and bedforms during some wave cycles. Despite this, the ensemble averaged 

results in Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show an intra-wave variation of the suspended sediment field 

consistent with that which occurs above ripples and under regular oscillatory flow on average 

(Davies and Thorne, 2005; Van der Werf et ah, 2007). However, one must be aware that the 

ensemble average results (Figures 5.11 and 5.12) have been phase ensemble averaged over both
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Figure 5.13: Wave cycle mean reference concentrations, cq(4>), during the rippled bed experiments 
against the wave cycle averaged ripple modified skin friction Shields parameter, 0r. Cq(4>) is the mean 
of the results from the 1 and 2 MHz ABS frequencies and the error bars are the associated standard 
error. The error bars for 6r shows the standard error due to the wave asymmetry and the uncertainty 
in the ripple steepness. Those points corresponding to wave half cycles where do/Ao < 1, where 
do = 0.5(don + d0ff) and Aq is the wavelength of the ripple below the ABS, are indicated with open
circles. The predictor of Nielsen (1986) is shown (----- ) together with the results of a regression analysis
(—) performed on those values corresponding to wave half cycles where do/Ao > 1.
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vortex shedding and non-vortex shedding events, but that the vortex shedding events dominate 

and are thus revealed through ensemble averaging.

In this section, the dependence of vortex shedding on the parameter do/\, inherently linked 

to the relative roughness of the bed (equation (5.7)), is investigated by examining the phase 

ensemble averaged intra-wave variations in the reference concentration during a number of 

intervals of cIq/Xq, where do refers to either don or daf / and Aq is the measured wavelength of 

the ripple below the ABS (Table 5.2).

For each of the three rippled bed experiments the distributions of dg/Ao were divided into 

classes of width do/Ao = 0.2. Phase ensemble averages of co(0)/co(0) were taken over the 

wave half cycles within each class to yield phase ensemble averages over half wave cycles within 

a discrete class of do/Ao- This was carried out for both for onshore (don/A) and offshore 

(d0ff/X) distributions and for each of the three ripple bed experiments in turn. By examin

ing < co(4>)/co(0) > in each discrete class of do/A, it was identified that the vortex shedding 

signature, identified as a distinct peak in < cq(0)/co(0) > around flow reversal, was consis

tently only present in those classes where do/Ao > 1.2. This was true for both onshore and 

offshore wave half cycles. Figures 5.14(a - d) show phase ensemble averages of the normalised 

reference concentration for onshore and offshore wave half cycles where d0n/0ff/\a <1.2 and 

d-on/off/^Q > 1-2. The upper limit, at which vortex shedding ceases to occur, has not been 

examined because there were insufficient wave half cycles where do > 4A for any meaning

ful conclusions to be drawn. When do/Ao < 1.2 (Figures 5.14(a and b)), < Co(0)/cq(0) > 

shows no coherent structure through the wave half cycle, whereas when do/Ao > 1.2 (Fig

ures 5.14(c and d)), < co(0)/cq(0) > exhibits distinct peaks around flow reversal. Therefore, 

do/A = 1.2 is interpreted here as a threshold below which flow separation does not occur and 

above which it does and the process of vortex formation and shedding dominates the suspen

sion of sediment. The combined distributions of don/Xo and d0ff/Xo from each rippled bed 

experiment are shown in Figure 5.14(e) and Figure 5.14(f) respectively. Also indicated is the 

threshold value of do/Ao = 1.2 above which vortex shedding has been assessed to occur. Ap

proximately 70% of the onshore wave half cycles and 58% of the offshore wave half cycles fall 

above this threshold.

Table 5.3 shows the results presented in Figure 5.14 (e) and (f) for the three individual 

rippled bed experiments. These results suggest vortex shedding occurred approximately 12% 

more often around flow reversal after the onshore wave half cycles than after the offshore wave 

half cycles. This is most likely due to the asymmetry of the velocity amplitude, evident in 

Figure 5.11(e). To investigate this, the mean average of the onshore and offshore velocity 

amplitudes were calculated (Uon and Uaff, Table 5.3). These results demonstrate the onshore 

velocity amplitude was on average 1.2 times larger across all three experiments. Such asymmetry 

in the velocity field, and the associated dominant sediment pickup after the onshore wave half 

cycles, has strong implications in terms of the net cross-shore sediment transport over vortex 

ripples. This is because the suspended sediment picked up after the onshore wave half cycle is
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Figure_5.14: Phase ensemble averaged normalised intra-wave reference concentrations, <
co(0)/co(<£) >. The ensemble averaging, < >, is over wave half cycles where (a) d0n/Ao < 1.2, (b) 
doff/^o < 12, (c) don/\o > 1.2 and (d) d0ff/Xo > 1.2 for the three rippled bed experiments (M04 - 
M06). The ensemble averaging was performed separately over the onshore (a, c) and offshore (b, d) 
wave half cycles and the error bars show the standard error of the ensemble averages. The distributions 
of onshore (e) and offshore (f) orbital diameter to ripple wavelength ratios, combined from the three 
rippled bed experiments are shown with the tf0n/Ao and d0ff/\o = 1.2 threshold and percentage of 
waves either side of it indicated.
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Exp. da f Aq uw on UoSt
Wave half cycles assessed as vortex shedding 
Onshore % Offshore % Combined %

M04 2.55 0.31 0.26 66 53 60
M05 3.21 0.42 0.36 88 76 82
M06 1.89 0.55 0.47 60 49 54

Table 5.3: The percentage of wave half cycles assessed as vortex shedding. As well as the onshore 
and offshore results for each experiment, the combined onshore and offshore results are shown for each 
experiment in the right hand column. The mean onshore and offshore velocity amplitudes, t/OR and 
Do/f respectively, are shown along with the significant orbital diameter to ripple wave length ratio, 
ds/Ao, for each experiment.

transported offshore during the offshore wave half cycle (Bijker et ah, 1976).

Whether the occurrence of vortex shedding can be related to statistical representations of 

the wave forcing, such as IIs or ds obtained by spectral analysis of the velocity or surface wave 

fields, is an important issue as it has direct modelling implications. Table 5.3 shows da/A0, 

where ds is the significant orbital diameter from Table 5.1, for each experiment. The fraction 

of wave half cycles where don jAq > 1.2 or da// /Aq > 1.2 were a consistent fraction of ds/X0. 

Taking the average of these fractions gives the percentage of wave half cycles where vortex 
shedding occurs as (26 ± l)ds/Ao.

Finally, in order to further examine the threshold value of do/A — 1.2 obtained through 

examination of the intra-wave reference concentrations, phase ensemble averages of the SSC 

field were taken over wave cycles where do/A0 <1.2 and d0/Ao >1.2 respectively, where 

do — Q.5(don + d0ff). Figures 5.15(a, c, e) present the phase ensemble averages taken over 

wave cycles where Gf0/A0 < 1.2 for experiments M04, M05 and M06 respectively, and show low 

values of SSC throughout the wave cycle and little intra-wave variability. Figures 5.15(b, d, f) 

present the phase ensemble averages taken over wave cycles where d0/Ao >1.2 for experiments 

M04, M05 and M06 respectively. When do/Xo > 1.2, a familiar intra-wave structure similar to 

those shown in Figures 5.11(b-d) is present with strong peaks in the SSC occurring around flow 

reversal, indicating vortex formation and shedding is occurring. Figures 5.15(g, h) present the 

phase ensemble average intra-wave variation in the orbital velocities, < u >, when do/Xo < 1.2 

and do/Xo > 1.2 respectively, from which it can be seen that do/Xo < 1.2 represents the more 

quiescent wave cycles in the measurement bursts. The important feature present in Figure 5.15 

is the clear difference in the phase ensemble averaged SSC fields, both in terms of magnitude 

and intra-wave structure, between wave cycles where d0/Xo < 1.2 and where do/XQ > 1.2. 

These results are consistent with the intra-wave structure of the reference concentrations in 

Figure 5.14 and confirms that below irregular waves, do/X — 1.2 is a suitable threshold above 

which vortex formation and shedding become the dominant mechanism of sediment suspension 
above ripples.
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Figure 5.15: Intra-wave variation in the suspended sediment concentration, SSC, with height above 
the bed, z, phase locked to the near bed velocities and phase ensemble averaged over wave cycles where 
do/Ao < 1.2 (a, c, d) and do/A0 > 1-2 (b, d, e) for the rippled bed experiments, M04 (a, b), M05 (c, 
d) and M06 (e, f). In (g) and (h) the intra-wave near bed velocity ensemble averaged over wave cycles 
where do/Ao < 1.2 and do/Ao > 1.2 respectively, for each experiment are shown.
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5.6 Discussion

Four experiments conducted in the Deltafiume under irregular wave forcing have been presented. 

Particular attention has been paid to the wave forcing, bedforms, fluid velocities, suspended sed

iment concentrations and reference concentrations. In particular, the variation of the suspended 
sediment fields and fluid velocities on an intra-wave timescale were studied here. During the 

first experiment, where D50 — 258/nn, the significant wave height, IIS, was 1.45m and the shal

low (non-vortex shedding) ripples present during previous wave forcing regimes (with smaller 

IIs) were washed out. The sediment dynamics above this bed thus approached that of a dynam

ically (upper-stage) plane bed. During the latter three experiments, where Ugo = 375/un and 

IIs — 0.64- 1.05m, a (steep sided, vortex shedding) rippled bed formed. These four experiments 

were chosen primarily so that two contrasting bed and sediment dynamics regimes, from those 

portrayed in Figure 5.1, could be presented. The sediment dynamics under different dynamic, 

but not strongly contrasting, flow conditions were studied, under which substantial sediment 

transport was expected. F08 enabled the sediment dynamics above a plane upper-stage bed to 

be observed and contrasted with that occurring above the rippled beds of M04 - M06.

5.6.1 Bedforms

During the measurement bursts considered there was little or no change in the bed morphology. 

For example, during the rippled bed bursts there was no significant ripple migration or evolution 

in terms of ripple amplitude or height changes. Why there was no ripple migration observed 

during these bursts is an obvious question especially as ripples were observed to migrate as 

much as one ripple wavelength in 17 minutes in the Deltafiume under regular waves (Davies 

and Thorne, 2005). This is interpreted to be related to the irregular wave forcing. Farad 

and Foti (2002) showed that the ripple migration rate is influenced by the irregularity of the 

flow and that higher migration rates occur under regular waves. Traykovski et al. (1999) 

found the average onshore migration rate of ripples in a field environment to be 24 cm/day. 

Such migration rates would be unobserved over the length of the bursts considered in these 

experiments, hence the non-migration of the ripples over these timescales is not unexpected. 

The irregularity of the waves also explains why there was little evolution of the ripple geometry 

during the measurement bursts here: under irregular waves, where there is less of a dominant 

orbital length scale than under regular waves, ripples tend to remain in an initial configuration 

or evolve more slowly than under regular waves (Marsh et al., 1999).

Orbital ripples scale with the diameter of orbital motion, do, close to the bed (Clifton, 1976). 

Whilst the ripples observed here lie in the suborbital regime (Wiberg and Harris, 1994), it is 

still useful to compare their wavelength to do, as do has a strong influence on their geometry. 

Miller and Komar (1980) proposed that the wavelength of orbital ripples was A = 0.65do and 

Wiberg and Harris (1994) later reported A = 0.62do. These two results give do/A = 1.5 and

1.6 which is larger than the value of do/A = 1.2 for the initiation of vortex shedding found
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Exp. Am (m) VM (m) Vm / Am Aw (m) Vw (m) Vw/Xw Xs (m) VS (m) Vs/^s
F08 0.35 0.015 0.04 0.12 0.008 0.07 0.12 0.003 0.02
M04 0.43 0.088 0.21 0.40 0.067 0.17 0.35 0.053 0.15
M05 0.45 0.087 0.19 0.36 0.060 0.17 0.32 0.047 0.15
M06 0.45 0.073 0.16 0.31 0.049 0.16 0.29 0.039 0.14

Table 5.4: Predicted ripple dimensions using the formulae of Mogridge et al. (1994), Xm, Vm and 
t}m/Xm, Wiberg and Harris (1994), Aw, r)w and Vw/Xw, and Soulsby and Whitehouse (2005), Xs, rjs 
and tjs/Xs-

here, but is well within the range of values where vortex shedding is expected, according to the 

criteria of Malarkey and Davies (2002). The fact that the parameter d0/X can be used both 
for the prediction of bed morphology (Miller and Komar, 1980; Wiberg and Harris, 1994) and 

the process of sediment entrainment illustrates the inherent link between bed morphology and 

the sediment entrainment process. Furthermore, do/X is inherently linked to the equivalent 

roughness of vortex ripples by equation (5.7).

Comparison with ripple predictions

The bed roughness, which is heavily dependant on the ripple dimensions, is an important con
sideration when modelling boundary layer flows (Davies and Thorne, 2008) and in many cases 

must be predicted from knowledge of the predominant flow conditions and bed sediments. Thus, 

ripple geometry prediction under waves is an active research area and a number of prediction 

schemes and formulae exist, based on parameters such as the orbital diameter characterising 

the flow (e.g. Mogridge et al., 1994; Wiberg and Harris, 1994; Soulsby and Whitehouse, 2005). 

It was interesting therefore to compare the results of such prediction schemes with the di

rect measurements of ripples here, to provide insight into the expected bedform, and sediment 

suspension, conditions under the Deltaflume oscillatory flow.

The suborbital regime defined by Wiberg and Harris (1994) can be expressed as 1800 < 

do/Dm < 5500. Ripples with do/D$q smaller than 1800 or larger than 5500 are therefore 

within the orbital and anorbital regimes respectively. The da/D^o values for the Deltaflume 

experiments are listed in Table 5.1 and show that the flat bed (F08) and rippled beds (M04 — 

MOO) are respectively within the anorbital and suborbital regimes of Wiberg and Harris (1994). 

Using the significant orbital diameters and peak spectral periods from Table 5.1, the prediction 

formulae of Mogridge et al. (1994), Wiberg and Harris (1994) and Soulsby and Whitehouse 

(2005) were applied to the flow conditions during the Deltaflume bursts to find expected values 

for the ripple dimensions, the ripple wavelength, height and steepness. The results are listed 

in Table 5.4. In Table 5.4 Aat, T}m and tjm/Xm are the dimensions of the ripples according 

to the predictor of Mogridge et al. (1994), Xw, Vw and rjw/\w are the dimensions of the 

ripples according to the predictor of Wiberg and Harris (1994) and Xs, rjs and tjs/Xs are the 

dimensions of the ripples according to the predictor of Soulsby and Whitehouse (2005). All 

these predictors are based on large amounts of data, and should therefore be most comparable 
with the spatial and temporal averages of the ripple dimensions measured using the ARP, A,
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77, and 77/A in Table 5.2. However, all the predictions of the ripple height were 1.2 - 3.5 times 

larger than the measured spatial and temporal averages (77, Table 5,2) and all the predictions 

of the ripple steepness were 1.5 - 2.3 times larger than 77/A (Table 5.2). Similarly, for the flow 

conditions during M04 and M05, the predictions of the ripple wavelengths were 1.4 - 2.0 A. 

The predictions of the ripple wavelength during the M06 flow conditions were generally more 

accurate with values ranging from 0.9 - 1.4 A. Finally, Table 5.4 shows the results using the 

flow conditions during F08, where a reasonably plane bed was known to exist. The results all 

predict shallow ripples with heights in the range 0.3 - 1.5 cm, an order of magnitude smaller than 

the ripples known to be present during the rippled bed experiments (M04 - M06). However, 
the wavelengths of 0.12 - 0.35 m were significantly shorter than the long wavelength bedform 

observed in Figure 5.4(a). Overall, the predictor of Soulsby and Whitehouse (2005) predicted 

ripple dimensions most in line with those observed here. The predicted ripple wavelengths were 

0.9 - 1.4 A, the predicted ripple heights were 1.2 - 2.177 and the predicted ripple steepness were 

1.5 — 1.7 77/A. The discrepancy between the predicted and observed ripple dimensions is here 

contributed to the fact that only three rippled beds were examined here and that the significant 

wave orbital diameters and peak spectral wave periods from Table 5.1 are not necessarily the 

best parameterisation of the irregular wave fields. Furthermore, Hanes et al. (2001) found that 

ripple measurements from three field campaigns were approximately within a factor of two of 

those given by ripple prediction schemes.

5.6.2 Timings of peak sediment entrainment

The most striking similarity between the three rippled bed experiments is the ensemble averaged 

intra-wave SSC fields (Figures 5.11(b-d)) and reference concentrations (Figures 5.12(b-d)), in 

terms of timing and magnitude. It is well established that under regular waves and over a 
bed with steep ripples, sediment laden vortices are ejected over the ripple crest around the 

instances of flow reversal and that peaks in the SSC occur at these times above the ripple 

crest (e.g. Davies and Thorne, 2005; Van der Werf et ah, 2007). Therefore, the clear peaks 

observed here, under irregular waves, in the ensemble averaged intra-wave SSC (Figure 5.11) 

and reference concentrations (Figure 5.12) around the instants of flow reversal support the 

concept of the process of vortex shedding taking place under irregular waves.

Whilst peaks in the SSC occurred around flow reversal during each of the rippled bed ex

periments, there are differences in the precise timing of the SSC peaks. The phase at which

< co(0)/co($) > peaks in M04 and M05 compare well and occur between 11 - 24° after 

flow reversal, broadly agreeing with the results of Van der Werf et al. (2007), whereas the

< c0((p) /cq(4>) > peaks in MOO precede flow reversal by 34°. A similar phenomenon was ob

served above the crests of vortex ripples by Block et al. (1994) beneath regular waves in a large 

flume tank (97m long). Block et al. (1994) observed the SSC to peak (i) 10 — 20° after flow 

reversal when 77/A=0.16 and do/X = 1.62 and (ii) 20° before flow reversal when 77/A = 0.11 

and do/X ~ 2.63. This phase shift was attributed to the difference in the do/X parameterisa-
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tion (Block et al., 1994). The phase shift observed here between M04 and M06 is of a similar 
magnitude to that observed by Block et al. (1994), but the ds/A0 value during M06 is smaller 

than that during M04. The ripple measured below the ABS during M06 was larger than the 

majority of ripples present on the bed at the time. The bed morphology was also dominantly 

three-dimensional during M0€ and the bedforms may not have been truly in equilibrium with 

the flow. Perhaps, therefore, the Aq length scale was an inappropriate choice for the case of 

the M06 experiment. Using instead the spatially averaged ripple wavelength, A in Table 5.2, 

produces d,/A = 4.18 which is larger than that during M04 and therefore more consistent with 
the result of Block et al. (1994).

5.6.3 Implications

The occurrence of the process of vortex shedding is well established under regular oscillatory 

flow (e.g. Davies and Thorne, 2005; Van der Werf et al., 2007) but is not well verified under 

irregular waves at field scale. This work verifies that, under field scale irregular waves, the 

process of vortex shedding not only occurs, but can be a dominant mechanism of sediment 

suspension during both onshore and offshore wave half cycles. When modelling sediment fluxes, 

the prediction of the sediment suspension under waves can have a profound effect, i.e. wave 

asymmetry can lead to the process of vortex shedding encouraging an offshore pumping of 

sediment (Bijker et al., 1976; Davies and Thorne, 2008). Such an asymmetry in the intra

wave velocity was observed here contributing to 12% more vortices being generated during the 

onshore wave half cycles beneath irregular waves. Therefore it is important for the process of 

vortex shedding to be considered within models of larger scale sediment transport. Commonly, 

the only readily available information about the hydrodynamic and sediment transport regime 

at a field location is the wave climate which, for simplicity, is often expressed in terms of 

the significant wave height, Hs, and peak spectral period, Tp. Such a modelling approach is 

simplistic, but often necessary in otherwise computationally demanding wide area models. It 

is therefore useful for the relation between Hs and the process of sediment entrainment due to 

vortex shedding to be discussed. Hs can readily be used to estimate an equivalent significant 

velocity amplitude, l/s, (Wiberg and Sherwood, 2008) or significant orbital diameter, ds, close 

to the bed, which in turn can be related to vortex shedding with the parameter ds/A, where A 

is the characteristic ripple wavelength. The dependency of the occurrence of vortex shedding 

on d,/A has been examined here under irregular waves. It has been found that the percentage 

of waves assessed as vortex shedding approximately scales as 26cfg/A over steep vortex ripples. 

Furthermore, da, can be directly related to the significant wave height and peak spectral period 

using a relation based on linear wave theory, equation (5.16). Thus, these observations on the 

frequency of vortex shedding events under irregular waves could serve as a practical assessment 

of vortex shedding within sediment transport models reliant on parameters such as Hs.
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5.7 Conclusions

The results presented here were achieved by making acoustic measurements, on an intra-wave 

timescale, of the sediment suspensions under JONSWAP irregular waves over both plane and 

rippled beds, under different significant wave heights. A striking difference between the intra

wave structure of the suspended sediments over a plane bed and rippled beds was observed. Over 

the rippled beds, the results demonstrate a clear suspended sediment structure consistent with 

lee wake vortex shedding previously observed under regular waves (Davies and Thorne, 2005). 

Even though the significant wave height was different in each rippled bed experiment, the intra

wave structure and magnitudes of the SSC were remarkably similar. This consistency is ascribed 

to the similarity in the bedforms present - namely ripples with 77/A > 0.1 where boundary layer 

separation and vortex shedding can occur - rather than simply the wave forcing. This study 

establishes that vortex shedding occurs under field scale irregular free surface waves, with 

vortex shedding occurring under a percentage of the waves that appears to scale with the ratio 

of significant orbital diameter to ripple wavelength, ds/X, by a factor of ~ 26. Furthermore, it 

was consistently observed that around 12% more vortex shedding events occurred after onshore 

wave half cycles than after offshore wave half cycles. This was due to wave asymmetry, and 

could lead to substantial offshore suspended sediment transport over longer timescales than the 

duration of the experiment. Malarkey and Davies (2002) suggest 1 < cIq/X < 4, equivalently 

expressed as 4.3 < c?o/2A:s < 17.4 using equation (5.4) with ri/X = 0.12 and a = 8, as a 

vortex shedding regime. The lower limit was tested here under irregular waves and a threshold 

value do/A — 1.2, above which vortex shedding was a dominant entrainment process, was found. 

These results could serve as a practical assessment of vortex shedding within sediment transport 

models reliant on parameters such as the significant wave height, which can be related to ds.

The use of acoustics is proving to be a powerful tool in the study of near bed sediment 

dynamics. These conclusions are based on results from one-dimensional, vertical, measurements, 

over ripple crests, of SSC and point measurements of the near bed flow. In recent years, 

acoustic technology has advanced and it is now possible to make detailed, collocated, one

dimensional measurements of the bed, the flow and the suspended sediments at high temporal 

and spatial resolutions (e.g. Thorne et al., 2009b). In the future, these techniques will be 

applied in increasingly more natural environments, such as large scale flumes, as well as the 

field. Further insight will be gained into the complex sediment transport processes occurring 

at small spatial and temporal scales within rough boundary layers predominant in the coastal 

marine environment.
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Chapter 6

Wave groups and the character of 
sediment resuspension over an 
evolving sandy bed

Abstract

High resolution measurements of the suspended sediment concentration and water velocity were 
made using an Acoustic Backscatter System and Acoustic Doppler Velocitmeter under irregular 
free-surface waves. The waves were generated in a large scale flume facility and above a number 
of bedform types. These data are analysed in (i) the frequency domain in order to examine the 
frequency at which sediment suspensions occur within the oscillatory bottom boundary layer 
and the free stream, and (ii) the time domain in order to examine the instantaneous entrainment 
and vertical transport of sediment at intra-wave, wave average and wave group timescales. 
During the course of the experiments the significant wave height was systematically stepped up 
enabling the character of sediment suspensions under a number of flow and bedform regimes 
to be studied. Sediment suspensions within the near bed boundary layer were dominated by 
intra-wave entrainment. In contrast, the free stream sediment suspensions were dominated by 
the vertical advection of sediment at wave group timescales. During wave groups the sediment 
suspension field was characterised by the upward advection of sediment due to the continual 
injection of turbulence under a series of waves (wave pumping). The character of a wave group 
is considered to be an important control over sediment suspensions within the free stream. 
Four distinct types of wave groups were identified and the instantaneous sediment suspension 
field below each type examined. It was found that wave groups characterised by an abrupt 
termination of the group strongly influenced the sediment concentration within the free stream. 
Wave groups are a feature of irregular wave forcing, typical in the field, and efforts must 
therefore be made to further understand their influence on sediment suspensions.

105
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6.1 Introduction

Under irregular waves, the suspended sediment concentration (SSC) changes over a range of 

time scales (Hanes, 1991; Osborne and Greenwood, 1993). These fluctuations occur at high, 

intra-wave, frequencies associated with individual waves (Osborne and Vincent, 1996; Villard 

and Osborne, 2002; O’Hara Murray et al., 2011, and Chapter 5) and also at low, infra-gravity, 

frequencies (Hanes, 1991; Osborne and Greenwood, 1993) associated with wave groups (Larsen, 

1982; Shi and Larsen, 1984). The suspension of sediment is strongly dependant on the hydrody

namics and the type of bedforms present (Ribberink and Al-Salem, 1994; Vincent et al., 1999; 

Grasmeijer and Kleinhans, 2004). Above steep sided two-dimensional ripples flow separation 

can occur during each wave half-cycle, forming a sediment laden vortex, which at flow reversal 

is ejected into higher parts of the flow (Nakato et al., 1977; Hansen et al, 1994; Sleath and 

Wallbridge, 2002). In these conditions, the intra-wave suspension of sediment is a convective 

entrainment process occurring twice in a wave cycle (Davies and Thorne, 2005; Van der Werf 

et al., 2007; Thorne et al., 2009a). When the bed is plane the entrainment of sediment occurs 

when the peaks in the bed shear stress generate turbulence, which occurs just ahead of peak 

free stream velocity (Davies and Thorne, 2008). These intra-wave entrainment processes are 

strongly dependant on the properties of each incident wave: its height, period and asymme

try. During a group of waves, however, the SSC also depends on the properties of antecedent 

waves. For example, at a given height above the bed the SSC is often higher under waves late 

in a group than under similar waves early in a wave group (Hanes, 1991; Villard et al., 2000; 

Vincent and Hanes, 2002). This can be due to wave-pumping, where within each wave cycle 

sediment is entrained to higher elevations before it can settle. If there is a continual injection 

of turbulence under consecutive waves in a wave group, then more sediment will be supported, 

and there will be more vertical advection of turbulence during the passage of a wave group 

than an individual wave (Osborne and Greenwood, 1993). A consequence of the wave-pumping 

process is a time lag between the initial entrainment of sediment at the bed and higher than 

average concentrations at higher elevations (Vincent and Hanes, 2002).

This work examines time-series of SSC up to 0.8m above a number of different bedform types 

that developed in a large scale wave flume as the significant wave height was systematically 

stepped up. Over a variety of bedforms the fluctuations in SSC close to the bed are associated 

with intra-wave entrainment processes. Further away from the bed the SSC variation is solely a 

function of the wave group and is dependant on antecedent waves. This is because the vertical 

extent to which the intra-wave processes dominate is limited by the ripple height (Van Rijn, 

1993; Van der Werf et al., 2006; Thorne et al., 2009a). This work supports the importance 

of considering wave groups when trying to understand sediment entrainment and transport 

processes, and raises the question of how important the character of the wave group is, such as 
the number of waves and distribution of wave heights in a group.
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6.2 Experiments, instrumentation and data analysis

The Deltafiume of Deltares Delft Hydraulics, the Netherlands, is a large scale flume (230m 

long, 5m wide and 7m deep) that enables sediment transport processes to be monitored at field 

scale. Irregular waves with a JONSWAP spectrum (Carter, 1982) were generated for a series 

of significant wave heights during which the bed adopted a number of different morphological 

forms. A series of experiments was conducted over a fine-medium-grained sand bed, referred 

to here as the fine-grained bed, and an upper-medium-grained bed, referred to as the medium

grained bed. Using laser granulometry, the fine and medium-grained sediment beds were found 

to have lognormal grain size distributions with median grain diameters, D^q, of 258/mi and 

375jum respectively. In each case, the bed was 0.7m deep and was laid down in the centre of the 

flume in a 30m long region spanning the width of the flume. Prior to the 25 minute measurement 

burst of each experiment, the irregular waves were run for one hour to allow the bedforms to 

reach equilibrium (Marsh et ah, 1999). Figure 6.1 is a schematic of the instruments deployed 

on a frame in the centre of the sandy bed and at one side of the Deltafiume. The Nortek Vector 

Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) measured the water velocities at one point ~ 0.5m above 

the bed and recorded three components of flow at 1GHz. The cross-sectional and plan-form 

geometry of the bedforms were respectively monitored by the 2.0MHz Acoustic Ripple Profiler 

(ARP) and 1.2MHz Sector Scanning Sonar (SSS). Vertical profiles of the suspended sediment 

concentration, at intra-wave (4Hz) time scales, were measured by the Acoustic Backscatter 

System (ABS). The ABS comprised three transceivers operating at 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 MHz, 

aligned perpendicular to the flow (along-shore). Finally, a number of pumped samples of the 

suspended sediments (Bosnian et ah, 1987) were taken from up to five heights above the bed 

during a number of experiments. These samples were analysed using laser granulometry to 

obtain grain size distributions of the suspended sediment.

In this study, measurements of the wave forcing, bedforms and suspended sediment concen

tration (SSC) made above the medium-grained bed are primarily examined. Wave generated 

bedforms quickly emerged on the medium-grained bed and, as the significant wave height was 
stepped up, exhibited a number of different plan-form and cross-sectional configurations. Thus, 

measurements of the SSC were made above an evolving sandy bed and the response of the SSC 

during the passage of wave groups, and over different bedforms, is examined. In addition, the 

effect of grain size on the SSC during wave groups is discussed by comparing the results from 

the medium-grained bed with those from the fine-grained bed under comparable wave forcing 

conditions but different bed morphology.

6.2.1 Irregular wave forcing and wave groups

For each experiment, the ADV velocity components were despiked using a Phase-Space Thresh

olding Method (Goring and Nikora, 2002) and rotated to correct for any misalignment of the 

instruments with the main flow direction by calculating the principle axis of variation (Emery
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Figure 6.1: A schematic of the instruments deployed on a frame in the Deltaflume showing the 
locations of the Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV). Acoustic Ripple Profiler (ARP), Sector Scanning 
Sonar (SSS) and Acoustic Backscatter System (ABS).
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(/im)

w,
(/im)

Ha
(m)

ua
(m/s)

da
(m)

02.5 A
(m)

V
(m)

rj/X Plan-form 
bedform geometry

M01 375 0.045 0.336 0.217 0.421 0.055 0.227 0.004 0.017 2D
M02 375 0.045 0.435 0.279 0.541 0.080 0.145 0.01 0.0670 2D
M03 375 0.045 0.535 0.344 0.669 0.109 0.211 0.024 0.105 2D
M04 375 0.045 0.638 0.410 0.795 0.141 0.224 0.026 0.109 2D
M05 375 0.046 0.847 0.545 1.059 0.215 0.289 0.029 0.099 q-2D
M06 375 0.046 1.050 0.678 1.316 0.297 0.350 0.032 0.093 q-2D
M07 375 0.047 1.293 0.818 1.589 0.392 0.536 0.045 0.086 3D
M08 375 0.048 1.507 0.960 1.863 0.497 0.609 0.056 0.088 3D
M09 375 0.048 1.635 1.044 2.026 0.562 0.747 0.074 0.107 Hummocks
M10 375 0.048 1.711 1.071 2.079 0.584 0.975 0.084 0.076 Hummocks
Mil 375 0.048 1.634 1.023 1.987 0.546 0.960 0.070 0.075 Hummocks
F01 258 0.032 0.278 0.179 0.347 0.049 - - - Plane
F02 258 0.032 0.371 0.238 0.462 0.075 0.148 0.008 0.053 2D
F03 258 0.033 0.495 0.318 0.617 0.116 0.176 0.012 0.070 2D
F04 258 0.033 0.635 0.410 0.795 0.169 0.193 0.010 0.052 q-2D
F05 258 0.034 0.838 0.538 1.044 0.252 0.644 0.018 0.027 q-2D
F06 258 0.035 1.060 0.669 1.300 0.349 0.950 0.016 0.016 2D
F07 258 0.036 1.276 0.799 1.550 0.453 0.866 0.012 0.014 2D
F08 258 0.037 1.453 0.908 1.762 0.547 - - - Plane
F09 258 0.036 1.353 0.839 1.630 0.488 - . - Plane

Table 6.1: Temporally averaged experimental parameters and bedform conditions for the irregular 
wave Deltaflume experiments.
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and Thompson, 1997). During the series of experiments the significant wave height was system

atically stepped up and down, whereas the peak spectral wave period, Tp, was kept constant at 

6.1s. Therefore, the surface wave steepness increases with the significant wave height. The sig

nificant wave height was calculated for each experiment from the power spectral density (PSD) 

of the horizontal cross-shore velocity component from the ADY using (Wiberg and Sherwood, 

2008)

SiAfiN
^ ^ [27r/i cosh(kiZA)/ sinhfftjft,)]2 ’ (6.1)

where Si and ki are the power spectral density and wavenumber respectively at the frequency 

fi, za is the height of the ADV above the bed, h is the mean water depth, A A = /i+1 — A 

and N is the number of frequency intervals within the range 0.06 < / < 0.4. This frequency 

interval was chosen in order to exclude high frequency contributions due to turbulence and 

those frequencies associated with attenuated wave motions. In a similar manner, the significant 

orbital velocity was calculated using (Wiberg and Sherwood, 2008)

(6.2)

The IIs and Us results from the Deltaflume experiments are listed in Table 6.1 along with 

the significant orbital diameter given by d3 — UsTi>I'k, with Tp—6.1s, and the grain roughness 

Shields parameter given by

@2.1
f2.SU?

(6.3)■6 2(s-l)gDm'

In equation (6.3), s is the ratio of sediment density to water density (s=2.65 for quartz sand was 

used), g is the acceleration due to gravity and A.5 is the grain roughness wave friction factor 

(skin friction) based on the equivalent Nikuradse grain roughness, k3 — 2.5D50, calculated using 

the formula of Soulsby (1997).

Figure 6.2(a) shows extracts of the horizontal cross-shore velocity time-series from the ADV 

for M03, M06 and M09 during which Hs was 0.54m, 1.05m and 1.63m respectively. The 

systematic increase in velocity amplitudes with Hs is clearly observed in Figure 6.2(a). One 

feature in Figure 6.2(a) is the presence of wave groups during each experiment, with two or 

more wave cycles, typically 6-10, growing then shrinking in velocity amplitude. Figure 6.2(a) 

also shows that the timing of the wave groups is consistent across the experiments. This is 

because the JONS WAP algorithm used by the wave paddle differed only by the significant 

wave height for each experiment. Figure 6.2(b) shows the power spectral density (PSD) of the 

25 minute bursts of ADV cross-shore velocity time-series from the same three experiments as in 

Figure 6.2(a). The major peak around 0.2Hz in Figure 6.2(b) corresponds to oscillations at the 

wave frequency and is broad because the waves were irregular. The second, lower frequency, 

peak corresponds to the wave groups and is broad because of the variation in wave group timings 

during each measurement burst.
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Figure 6.2: Example results from the cross-shore velocity recorded by the ADV. (a) Time-series 
extracts from three experiments (M03, M06, M09) where the significant wave height, Hs, was 0.54, 
1.05 and 1.63m. The results in each case are offset in order to distinguish the three results, (b) The 
power spectral density, PSD, from the same three experiments as in (a).
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6.2.2 Bedforms

The ARP scanned a 4m cross-shore transect of the bed approximately once a minute at centime

tre horizontal resolution and sub-centimetre vertical resolution providing cross-sectional profiles 

of the bed. Figure 6.3(a) shows the ARP results from the Deltaflume experiments considered in 

this paper conducted above the medium-grained bed) during which Hs was stepped up, in the 

form of surfaces. Each surface is composed of ~ 10 minutes worth of data. The SSS results were 

rectified from polar to square grid coordinates (Bell and Williams, 2002) to give 5x5m images 

of the bed, enabling the plan-form geometry of the bedforms to be studied. Figures 6.3(b - 

f) show a selection of these results depicting the different ripple plan-form configurations that 

emerged as Hs was increased. The plan-form geometries of the ripples during each experiment 

were classified using the terminology of Pedocchi and Garcia (2009) who described ripples as 

either two-dimensional (2D), quasi-two-dimensional (q-2D) or three-dimensional (3D). These 

plan-form ripple geometries were observed during the Deltaflume experiments and their occur

rence is indicated in Figure 6.3(a). Whilst Hs — 0.34 — 0.64m (M01 - M04) the ripples were 

2D. As Hs increased through 0.85m and 1.05m (M05, M06) the ripples became quasi-2D, and 

then 3D when Hs = 1.29m and 1.51m (M07, M08). When Hs was stepped up further to 1.63 

- 1.71m (MOO - Mil) the 3D ripples became much larger and resembled lunate mega-ripples 

(Vincent and Osborne, 1993; Vincent et ah, 1999) or hummocks (Green and Black, 1999). The 

plan-form geometry classifications for each experiment are listed in Table 6.1.

A turning point analysis was used to extract the nominal dimensions of the ripples during 

each experiment from the ARP cross-sections. A low pass Gaussian filter removed high fre

quency spatial fluctuations and a running average smoothed through spikes due to sediment 

resuspension under large waves. Ripple wavelengths were taken as the horizontal distances 

between adjacent troughs either side of a crest, ripple heights were taken as the mean average 

crest to trough difference either side of the crests and the ripple steepness were taken as the 

height to length ratios. The average ripple wavelengths, A, heights, rj, and steepness, 77/A, are 

listed in Table 6.1 for each experiment.

6.2.3 Suspended sediments

The ABS recorded vertical profiles of root mean square backscatter amplitude at a temporal 

resolution of 4Hz. These 4Hz, 25 minute long, time-series were converted to instantaneous SSC 

profiles at 4Hz using a semi-analytical acoustic inversion, commonly referred to as an implicit 

inversion (Thorne and Hanes, 2002). These acoustic inversions were aided by measurements of 

the suspended sediment size distributions obtained from pumped samples of the sediment laden 

water as described by O’Hara Murray et al. (2011, and Chapter 5), who confirm the veracity 

of this inversion methodology. The bed level directly below the ABS was tracked during each 

ABS time-series through an examination of the near bed backscattered intensity received by 

each transceiver. There were small variations in the nominal bed level due to large entrainment
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Figure 6.3: (a) Acoustic ripple profiler cross-sections and (b - f) sector scanning sonar plan-form 
images, depicting the response of the medium-grained sandy bed to step changes in the significant 
wave height, Hs. In (a) the plan-form geometry classifications given are indicated as either 2D, quasi-
2D, 3D or hummocky. In (b) the direction of wave propagation (—>) and the ARP transect line (------ )
are indicated.
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events under the more energetic waves and changes in the ripple heights over time (Doucette 

and O’Donoghue, 2006).

The median sediment sizes of the pumped samples taken and mean averaged over the approx

imate 0.5m vertical range above the bed were found to vary linearly with the grain roughness 

Shields parameter. ThuSj a linear function was fitted to the available data and was used to 

calculate the median grain size in suspension for each experiment. Table 6.1 lists the result

ing average settling velocities, wS) for each experiment calculated using the formula of Soulsby 

(1997), The settling velocities did not vary considerably between experiments and the mean 

average settling velocity of the fine and medium-grained suspended sediments were 0.034m/s 

and 0.046m/s respectively.

Figure 6.4 shows five time-mean SSC profiles obtained from experiments (a) M02, (b) M04, 

(c) M06, (d) M08 and (e) Mil where Ha ranged from 0.43 - 1.63 m. As IIs was stepped up 

the plan-form bed morphology evolved from having (a) 2D ripples of low steepness, (b) steep 

sided 2D ripples, (c) quasi-2D ripples, (d) 3D ripples to (e) lunate mega-ripples or hummocks. 

For Hs < lm, there is a clear increase in the magnitude of the SSC profiles with Hs. For 

Hs > lm, the near bed SSC remains at approximately 2 kg m-3 close to the bed, z < 0.05m. 

For z > 0.05m, however, the SSC continues to increase with IIs. This change in near bed 

SSC magnitude is most likely connected with the transition from 2D to 3D plan-form bedform 

morphology at the higher wave forcing conditions of IIS > lm.

6.2.4 Wave-averaging the suspended sediment concentration profiles

The timing of each individual wave cycle within a measurement burst was identified from the 

cross-shore ADV velocity time-series. The start of each wave cycle was defined as the time 

of flow reversal from offshore flow to onshore flow. This was done by applying a rectangular 

low-pass filter, in order to remove turbulent fluctuations, and using a zero-crossing analysis 

to identify the times of flow reversal. These filtered time-series were compared with the non- 

filtered time-series confirming that the velocities incurred no significant changes in amplitude 

and phase during the analysis. Having determined the timing of each individual wave cycle 

in a 25 minute measurement burst, cycle-mean profiles of SSC were obtained from the ABS 

time-series of instantaneous SSC.

Figure 6.5 shows a 5 minute time-series from M04 of (a) cross-shore velocity, (b) instanta

neous SSC at 2Hz up to 0.5m above the bed and (c) wave cycle-mean SSC at 5 heights above the 

bed. The first 10 wave cycles, identified by the zero-crossing analysis of the velocity time-series, 

are indicated by the vertical dashed lines in Figure 6.5. During M04, Hs = 0.64m and the 

ripples were 2D with average steepness of r//A = 0.11 (Table 6.1). During the time-series shown 

in Figure 6.5, however, the ABS was above a ripple crest with a wavelength of 0,33m, height 

of 0.047m and steepness of 0.14 (O’Hara Murray et ah, 2011, and Chapter 5). The individual 

peaks in the SSC close to the bed, z < 0.2m, in Figure 6.5(b) occur consistently just after 

flow reversal and can be contributed to the ejection of sediment laden vortices over the ripple
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Figure 6.4: Time-mean suspended sediment concentration, SSC, profiles from (a) M02, (b) M04, (c) 
M06, (d) M08 Eind (e) Mil during which the significant wave height, //„, varied from 0.43 - 1.63m and 
different bedforms were present. The results show the mean taken across the results from the three 
ABS transceivers and the standard error in shown in the cases of (b) M04 and (d) M08 indicating the 
typical uncertainty in the measurements.
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crest (O’Hara Murray et al., 2011, and Chapter 5). This process does not occur after every 

wave half cycle in Figure 6.5, but only when the orbital diameter is greater than the ripple 

wavelength (Malarkey and Davies, 2002; O’Hara Murray et ah, 2011, and Chapter 5), and are 

hence intermittent through the time-series.

6.3 Results

Figure 6.5 shows intermittent sediment suspension events occurring close to the bed, £ < 0.10m, 

at a frequency of one or two times the wave frequency, most likely associated with entrainment 

by vortices. In addition to these high frequency events close to the bed, there are three, 

lower frequency, suspension events in Figure 6.5 that are associated with the passage of wave 

groups. For example, around 175s in Figure 6.5, the orbital velocities were small, with velocity 

amplitudes of ~ 0.07m/s, but increased to velocity amplitudes of ^ 0.75m/s by 200s. For 

£<0,10m, SSC responded quickly to this increase in velocity amplitude, as can be seen in 

Figures 6.5(b) and 6.5(c), and started to increase at around 190s. For z>0.1m, the SSC was 

slower to respond and only started to increase around 200s. Figure 6.5(c) shows that the peak in 

near bed, 3<0.1m, SSC occurred at ~ 200 — 210s, whereas further away from the bed, z>0.2m, 

the SSC pealced at ~ 210 —215s, 2-3 wave cycles later. This response of the SSC to the passage 

of a wave group is due to the wave-pumping effect (Villard et ah, 2000; Vincent and Hanes, 

2002), previously observed in the Deltaflume experiments by Williams and Bell (2006). During 

the third wave group in Figure 6.5, around 200s, the sediment was pumped up to approximately 

0.8m in approximately 10 seconds. Taking the settling velocity as 0.046m/s gives an opposing 

upwards velocity due to pumping of approximately 0.126m/s.

6.3.1 Time scales of sediment entrainment above an evolving bed

The PSD of the instantaneous SSC was calculated for each experiment, to further examine the 

frequencies at which sediment entrainment occurred through the 25 minute bursts. Figure 6.6 

presents the PSD of the instantaneous SSC 0.01m above the bed for experiments M01 - Mil 

and the PSD of the horizontal cross-shore velocity from M04, Hs = 0.64m. The grouping in 

Figure 6.6 is in accordance with the emergence of different plan-form bedform geometries during 

the experimental sequence, and enables the differences in the frequency of sediment entrainment 

above two distinct bedform types to be examined. During M01 - M06 the ripples had 2D or 

quasi-2D plan-form geometries and the PSDs of the SSCs from these experiments are shown in 

Figure 6.6(a). Figure 6.6(b) shows results from M07 - Mil during which the bed was dominated 

by 3D ripples or large hummocks. The velocity PSD in Figure 6.6(c) is shown for comparison 

with the concentration PSD in Figure 6.6(a and b). For each experiment, the concentration 

PSD has a broad peak around 0.05Hz coinciding with the broad peak in the velocity PSD due 

to the wave groups. This peak dominates the near bed concentration PSD in most experiments 

and suggests that the majority of sediment entrainment occurred over the wave group time
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Figure 6.5: A 5 minute time-series from M04 of (a) cross-shore velocity, u, (b) SSC at 2Hz for 
0 < z < 0.5m from the 1MHz ABS and (c) wave cycle-mean suspended sediment concentration, SSC, 
at 5 heights, z, above the bed from the 1MHz ABS. The first 10 wave cycles are indicated with the 
dotted lines in each figure.
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scale. At higher frequencies, there are a number of peaks in the concentration PSDs, the 

amplitude of which are close to an order of magnitude smaller than the broad low frequency 
peaks. In Figure 6.6(a), these secondary peaks are around 0.35Hz, approximately twice the 

wave frequency, and are consistent through M01 - M06. In Figure 6.6(b), the secondary peaks 

in the PSDs are at approximately the wave frequency.

6.3.2 Variations in SSC time scales with height above a rippled bed

Figure 6.7 shows the PSD of the SSC at 7 heights above the bed between 0.01 - 0.30m from M04 

where Hs — 0.64m and the bed was dominated by steep sided 2D ripples (Figure 6.3(a, c)). At 

all these heights there are dominant, primary, peaks at wave group frequencies, and a number 

of smaller, secondary, peaks at higher frequencies. Close to the bed, z<0.10m, these secondary 

peaks are at twice the wave frequency, and are most likely associated with the entrainment of 

sediment-laden vortices, ht z — 0.01m, the magnitude of the secondary peak is of the same 

order of magnitude as the primary peak, indicating that there was a strong vortex shedding 

influence close to the bed. At higher elevations, the magnitude of the secondary peaks relative 

to the primary peaks diminishes somewhat and for 0.1m<^<0.2m the secondary peaks are at 

the frequency of once in a wave cycle. The sediment in this region was likely to be a combination 

of sediment entrained locally and advected after down stream entrainment. For z > 0.2m there 

was comparatively little intra-wave variation in the SSC, and it was only during the passage of 

wave groups that the sediment was pumped to these higher elevations, as shown in Figure 6.5.

6.3.3 Instantaneous SSC above an evolving bed

Figure 6.8 shows 5 minute time-series’ of instantaneous SSC at 1Hz up to 0.5m above the bed for 

five experiments with differing wave forcing and bedform conditions. The experiments shown 

are (a) M02, (b) M04, (c) M06, (d) M08 and (e) Mil where Hs ranged from 0,43 - 1,63 m 

and the bedforms were (a) 2D ripples of low steepness, (b) steep sided 2D ripples, (c) quasi-2D 

ripples, (d) 3D ripples and (e) hummocks, as shown in Figure 6.3. The horizontal velocity times- 

series from the ADV are also shown in Figure 6.8. The timings of the waves and wave groups 

were closely matched though these five experiments. In terms of orbital velocities, the only 

major difference between each experiment was the orbital velocity amplitude of each wave, as 

the sequence of wave periods remained quasi-constant through the experiments. Figure 6.8(a) 
shows results from M02 when Hs — 0.43m and small 2D ripples of low steepness were present on 

the bed. In this case there was little sediment entrainment in the majority of wave cycles, with 

only the orbital velocity amplitudes of the larger waves being sufficient to entrain sediment. On 

two occasions the SSC was > 1 kg m-3 (logic SSC > 0) close to the bed, and this was after 

the largest wave in two wave groups, at approximately 130 and 200 seconds. During these wave 

groups the suspended sediment was pumped upwards, such that after the passage of each wave 

group the SSC was > 0.1 kg m-3 at 2=0.5m and < 0.01 kg m-3 at 2=0.05m. When Hs = 0.64m
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(a) M01 - M06

(b) M07-M11
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Figure 6.6: The power spectral density, PSD, of (a, b) instantaneous suspended sediment concentra
tion, SSC, from the ABS and (c) horizontal cross-shore velocity from the ADV. (a) shows SSC results 
from M01 - M06 when 2D or quasi-2D ripples populated the bed, (b) shows results from M07 - Mil 
when the bed was 3D rippled or hummocky and (c) shows the velocity results from M04.
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z=0.01m
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Figure 6.7: The power spectral density, PSD, of (a) instantaneous suspended sediment concentration, 
SSC, at different heights, z, above the bed, and (b) horizontal cross-shore velocity from M04.
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and steep sided ripples were present on the bed there was a similar underlying structure to the 

SSC field (Figure 6.8(b)) with sediment pumping starting at approximately 130 and 200 seconds. 

There was also some sediment pumping due to a shorter duration wave group starting at 

approximately 90 seconds. There were however increased amounts of intermittent entrainment 

under the smaller orbital velocities associated with vortex entrainment (O’Hara Murray et ah, 

2011, and Chapter 5). The results in Figure 6.8(c) are from M06 when Hs = 1.05m and steep 

sided quasi-2D ripples dominated the bed, and shows enhanced sediment entrainment during the 

three dominate wave groups. The sediment entrainment occurring at wave frequencies occurred 

during most of the wave cycles, however, and successfully entrained sediment to z ~ 0.2m. This 

is because the orbital diameter was greater than the ripple wavelength for most wave cycles 

in this experiment (O’Hara Murray et al., 2011, and Chapter 5). In Figure 6.8(d), showing 

results from when Hs = 1.51m and 3D ripples dominated the bed, the SSC a,t z > 0.3m 

was > 0.1 kg ra-3 during most of the 5 minute time-series. The SSC at z=0.05m was lower 

under the larger waves than when Hs — 1.05m (Figure 6.8(c)). The faces of the quasi-2D 

ripples in M06 were steeper than the 3D ripples in M08 and encouraged flow separation and 

enhanced turbulence production close to the bed. Finally, Figure 6.8(e) shows the SSC field 

when Hs = 1.63m and large hummocks populated the bed. When Hs = 1.63m the SSC was 

generally lower, throughout the water column, than when Hs = 1.51m. This was most likely 

associated with the transition from 3D ripples to hummocks, reducing turbulence production 

and coherent vortex formation and shedding.

6.4 Discussion

Time-series of SSC up to 0.8m above the bed have been examined above an evolving medium

grained sandy bed. The order of bedform development as the significant wave height stepped up 

was: 2D ripples, quasi-2D ripples, 3D ripples and hummocks. Whilst the suspension of sediment 

occurred at a variety of different time scales, a common feature across all the experiments 

was increased sediment suspension during the passage of wave groups. This observation is 

in accordance with previous studies both in wave flumes (Villard et al., 2000; Vincent and 

Hanes, 2002; Williams and Bell, 2006) and in the field (Hanes, 1991; Osborne and Greenwood, 

1993). The existence of high SSC at low wave-group frequencies is evident from both Figure 6.6 

showing the SSC 0.01m above the bed in the frequency domain, and Figure 6.8 showing the 

SSC up to 0.8m above the bed in the time domain. Nevertheless, processes acting at higher, 

intra-wave, frequencies play an important role in the initial resuspension of sediment close to 

the bed. Furthermore, the influence of different bedforms and sediment grain-sizes on SSC is 

discussed by analysing SSC from the fine and medium-grained experiments under the same 

hydrodynamic conditions. Finally, the character of the wave groups and the implications of 

considering groups rather than individual waves in the modelling of coastal sediment transport 
is considered.
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Figure 6.8: Time-series of instantaneous suspended sediment concentration (SSC) at 1Hz up to 0.5m 
above the bed from (a) M02, (b) M04, (c) M06, (d) M08 cind (e) Mil during which the significant wave 
height, and bedform conditions differed. The height above the bed, z, is indicated on the left. The 
horizontal velocity time-series are shown in white with the velocity, u, scale on the right.
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6.4.1 Near bed intra-wave sediment suspension processes over an 

evolving bed

The largest orbital velocities occurred during the passage of wave groups, and it is these high 
near bed velocities that are mainly associated with intra-wave sediment entrainment. For 

example vortex entrainment occurs above ripples when the orbital diameter is between one 

and four times the ripple wavelength (Malarkey and Davies, 2002). Hence, at 0.01m above 

the bed there are dominant peaks in the PSD of SSC at wave group frequencies. There are, 

however, peaks in the PSD of near bed SSC at higher, intra-wave, frequencies. There is a 

striking difference in the frequency of these intermittent intra-wave suspensions above (i) the 2D 

ripples and (ii) the 3D ripples and hummocks. Above the 2D ripples, the intra-wave suspension 

process occurred twice in the wave cycles and are associated with either the peak in shear 

stress occurring close to maximum velocity (Davies and Thorne, 2008) or with the advection 

of sediment-laden vortices over ripple crests around flow reversal (Nakato et al., 1977; Sleath 

and Wallbridge, 2002; Davies and Thome, 2005; Van der Werf et al., 2007). Such intra-wave 

suspensions depend heavily on the orbital velocity and are intermittent under irregular waves 

(O’Hara Murray et al., 2011, and Chapter 5). Thus the peaks at intra-wave frequencies in 

Figure 6.6(a) have lower magnitudes than the broad peaks at wave group frequencies. Above 

the 3D ripples and hummocks the entrainment of sediment at intra-wave frequencies was again 

intermittent due to their dependence on the orbital velocity. Figure 6.6(b) shows these intra- 

wave processes to have occurred at the wave frequency. Vincent et al. (1999) observed a similar 

phenomena above mega-ripples: peak entrainment occurring above the mega-ripple crest at 

the instance of onshore-offshore flow reversal. The SSC remained high through the offshore 

half-cycle, due to the local advection of vortices at flow reversal and the advection of sand from 

other points on the mega-ripple profile (Vincent et al., 1999).

6.4.2 Comparison of wave group sediment resuspension above fine 

and medium-grained beds

Sediment resuspension patterns under wave groups above the medium-grained and fine-grained 

sand beds were compared. During M05, where H3 = 0.85m, the bed was dominated by quasi- 

2D ripples with an average steepness of 0.10. During F05, Hs was comparable (0.84m), but 
the quasi-2D ripples dominating the bed had a lower average steepness of 0.03. The other 

average ripple dimensions during these experiments are listed in Table 6.1. Figures 6.9(a and 

b) show 4 minute time-series of instantaneous SSC at 1Hz up to 0.5m above the medium

grained and fine-grained beds during M05 and F05 respectively, where Hs ~ 0.85m. Also 

shown in Figure 6.9 are the respective bedform cross-sections 1m either side of the ABS on a 

cross-shore line. Figures 6.9(c and d) are discussed later. During these time-series, presented 

in Figures 6.9(a and b), the orbital velocity amplitudes were <lm/s and two groups of higher 

than average orbital velocity amplitudes passed around 1250s and 1390s. During M05 there
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was little sediment entrainment ontside these wave groups. During F05, however, there was 

continual sediment entrainment during most wave cycles, due to the smaller grain size on the 

bed. Under the first wave group around 1250s, intra-wave sediment suspension occurred above 

both the medium and fine-grained beds in the near bed region of ^ < 0,2m. Wave pumping 

then entrained this sediment higher up. Whilst above the fine-grained bed the SSC was higher 
than that of the medium-grained bed for zCO.lm, in the region 0.1m<^<0.2m the SSC was 

generally higher above the medium-grained bed. One reason for this is the steeper ripples on 

the medium-grained bed, above which vortices helped to entrain sediment to these elevations 

at intra-wave time scales. For 2>0.2m, the SSC was higher above the fine-grained bed: the fine 

grains were more efficiently pumped upwards whilst the medium grains settled downwards at a 

higher velocity. High concentrations of the fine-grained sand were maintained for considerably 

longer, ~ 25s, than the medium-grained sand.

Figures 6.9(c and d) show the instantaneous SSC above the medium and fine-grained beds 

during M08 and F08 respectively, where IIs ~ 1.5m. During M08 the medium-grained bed 

was dominated by large 3D ripples, the average dimensions of which are listed in Table 6.1. 

In contrast, during F08 the fine-grained bed was nominally planar. In Figures 6.9(c and d) 

the majority of orbital velocity amplitudes were clm/s and only exceeded Im/s during the 

two wave groups around 1250s and 1390s. During M08, the two wave groups marked periods 

of near bed sediment entrainment under consecutive waves and entrained sediment high above 

the bed, due to wave-pumping. During F08 the bed was planar and sheet flow processes were 

dominant. There was little intra-wave sediment entrainment and yet there were periods of SSC 

~lkg m~3 through the 0.5m shown in Figure 6.9(d). This generally occurred immediately after 

high orbital amplitudes associated with wave groups. During the wave groups themselves, the 

near bed SSC peaked. During the passage of wave groups the SSC confined to the sheet flow 

layer must, therefore, have been extremely high and eventually ‘burst’ from the near bed region 

and quickly pumped upwards by the relatively strong wave forcing. The high SSC through 

the water column in Figure 6.9(d) is the sediment settling out during the later passage of 

smaller waves. This bursting from the bed after the peak in the wave group is similar to the 

‘decay burst’ phenomenon noted by Villard et al. (2000) and Vincent and Hanes (2002) where 

higher than average suspension events occurred toward the end of wave groups, under rapidly 

decreasing wave heights.

There were increased amounts of intra-wave sediment entrainment activity close to the 
bed under waves outside the wave groups during M08 (Figure 6.9(c)) compared with M05 

(Figure 6.9(a)) due to the larger orbital velocities. Whilst the near bed intra-wave events in 

M08 occurred more frequently and typically had higher vertical coherence than in M05, the 

SSC further away from the bed was typically lower in M08 than in M05, even though Hs was 

larger. This is interpreted to be because of the interaction of the hydrodynamics and the steep 

sided ripples present during M05 where coherent vortices entrained significant concentrations 

of sediment (O’Hara Murray et al., 2011, and Chapter 5).
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Figure 6.9: Time-series of instantaneous suspended sediment concentration (SSC) at 1Hz up to 
z = 0.5m above the bed from (a) M04. (b) F04, (c) M08 and (d) F08. The bedform cross-sections from 
the acoustic ripple profiler are shown on the right for each experiment and the median grain diameters 
of the bed sediment, D50, are indicated.
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The wave cycle-mean SSC profiles through a wave group above the medium-grained and 

fine-grained beds are now compared. Figure 6.10(a) shows the horizontal velocity time-series 

of the wave group identified around 1250s in Figure 6.9 with the wave cycles defined to start at 

the zero-up crossings (offshore-onshore flow reversal). Figure 6.10(b) shows the corresponding 

wave cycle-mean SSC profiles above the medium-grained (black solid lines) and fine-grained 

(red dashed lines) rippled beds, together with their wave group mean profiles (fainter lines). 

The cycle-mean SSC profiles changed shape during the passage of the wave group, broadly 

in accordance with changes observed by Villard et al. (2000). This was due to (i) enhanced 

intra-wave suspension during the larger waves and (ii) wave-pumping effects. The medium and 

fine-grained sands broadly follow a similar response, although there are clear differences due to 

the different grain size and ripple geometries, including ripple steepness. During the first two 

waves, the SSC was lower than the wave group mean at all heights above the bed. It is under the 

larger third and fourth waves that the SSC close to the bed approached and increased above 

the group-mean concentration. This near bed concentration remained high during the four 

largest waves and only reduced below the wave group mean concentration during the seventh, 

smaller, wave. Above 0.2m there was a delayed response with the SSC only approaching the 

wave group mean SSC during waves four and five above the fine and medium-grained beds 

respectively. The response of the medium-grained sand was slower due to the larger grain 

sizes. During the final two (fine) and three (medium) waves in the wave group the SSC was 

generally higher for z > 0.2m than for z < 0.2m: the sediment pumped up during the passage of 

the wave group remained in suspension while there was little intra-wave sediment entrainment 

under the final small waves. Under the four largest waves, waves 3-6, the decay of sediment 

concentration with height was approximately exponential up to ~ 0.13m and ~ 0.08m above 

the medium and fine-grained rippled beds respectively, approximately 4.5 times the respective 

ripple heights. The height to which time average SSC profiles are exponential is typically three 

to four times the ripple height (Van Rijn, 1993; Van der Werf et ah, 2006; Thorne et ah, 2009a), 

as was found to be the case in Chapter 5. This region of exponential decay is closely related 

to the vertical extent of turbulence, or boundary layer thickness, due to flow separation and 

the upward propagation of vortices (Villard et al., 2000). The vertical extent of turbulence is 

larger, ~ 4.5 times the ripple height, during the largest waves in the group than during the 

measurement burst on average, ~ 3 times the ripple height. The exponential decay length 

scales, A, of the cycle-mean SSC profiles were roughly constant during waves 3-6, with L = 

0.03 - 0.06m above the medium-grained bed and L = 0.01m above the fine-grained bed. These 

differences in L above the two bed types are associated with the corresponding differences in 

ripple steepness and the extent to which flow separation occurred (see Chapter 5).

During M03 - M06, Hs — 0.54 — 1.05m, the bed was populated by steep sided 2D or quasi-2D 

ripples. The time average SSC profiles from M04 and M06 presented in Figure 6.4 - lines (b) 

and (c) - are similar in form because of the common bedform conditions. In Figure 6.10(b) 

the only cycle-mean profiles that resemble the time average profiles presented in Figure 6.4
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Figure 6.10: Wave cycle mean suspended sediment concentration, SSC, profiles from M05 (black) 
and F05 (red) through a wave group, (a) shows the horizontal velocity time-series from the ADV with 
each wave cycle identified, and (b) shows the cycle mean SSC profiles for each wave. Also shown in (b) 
by the fainter lines are the wave group mean SSC profiles.
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are those from the largest four waves, waves 3-6. This is because during these waves there 

was substantial intra-wave sediment entrainment that contributed to the time average SSC 

profiles. The cycle-mean concentrations during the smaller waves also contribute to the total 

time average SSC, but mainly at elevations of z > 0.2m where SSC are maintained by wave 
pumping.

6.4.3 Importance of considering wave group character

The observation that wave groups entrain more sediment higher into the water column than 

individual waves indicates that the sediment is more susceptible to transport by near surface 

unidirectional currents beneath wave groups. The consideration of wave group character, may 

refine sediment transport models and the experimental design of field data collection. Here, a 

range of wave group types are identified. Wave groups are defined here as two or more waves 

that share similar velocity amplitudes (above and below the mean) that are separated by waves 

and/or wave groups of different, but not necessarily lower, velocities. Four broad types of 

wave groups are postulated and are depicted in Figure 6.11: (i) waxing (increasing velocity 

amplitudes), (ii) waning (decreasing velocity amplitudes), (iii) waxing then waning (increasing 

then decreasing velocity amplitudes) and (iv) constant (short-term regular velocity amplitudes). 

Another important variable in the character of wave groups is the number of waves in a group. 

The type of wave group, and the number of waves in a group, could have a significant impact 

on the height and amount of sediment suspension. One simple hypothesis is that a waxing wave 

group would pump more sediment higher above the bed than a waning wave group with the 

same number of waves. Another hypothesis considering two waxing wave groups with different 

numbers of waves, is that more sediment would be pumped higher under the group with more 

waves.

To start to test these hypotheses of wave group character, wave groups that conform to 

the four types, outlined in Figure 6.11, were identified in the ADV velocity time-series. Fig

ure 6.12 shows the instantaneous SSC time-series during these four wave groups from M05 

where Hs = 0.85m and the bed was populated by quasi-2D vortex shedding ripples. The wave 

groups identified all occurred during a 5 minute period of time, while the ABS was above the 

mid point between the crest and trough of a ripple. There are a number of factors that make 

this comparison difficult including (i) the difference in wave characteristics, including velocity 

amplitudes, across each type of group and (ii) the difference in length of each group. The wave 

groups were chosen in order to minimise such complications. For example, in Figures 6.12(a - c) 

the length of the time-series’ shown are 34 seconds. Unfortunately, the group of approximately 

constant wave heights shown in Figure 6.12(d) is 63 seconds in duration. Despite these differ

ences there are some general observations that can be made. The largest ‘burst’ of sediment to 

z > 0.2m occurred at the end of the waxing wave group shown in Figure 6.12(a), This is an 

example of a ‘decay burst’ occurring when a wave group is terminated by a sudden reduction 

in the orbital velocity amplitude (Villard et al., 2000; Vincent and Hanes, 2002). There are two
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Figure 6.11: Cartoon of four wave group types.

vertical advection events shown in Figure 6.12(d): at the end of the group under the smaller 

velocity amplitudes and under the fifth oscillation, which is marginally smaller in amplitude 

than the other oscillations. This first vertical ‘burst’, at ~ 340s, was relatively short lived and 

is likely to be associated with the high SSC entrained during the previous cycle. At the end 

of the wave group in Figure 6.12(d), there was a time lag of 2 cycles between entrainment at 

the bed and relatively high SSC at 2 ~ 0.4m, typical of the wave-pumping effect. During the 

wave groups shown in Figures 6.12(b and c) there were no upward ‘bursts’ because the wave 

groups were not terminated by a sudden reduction in the velocity amplitude, as was the case 

in Figure 6.12(a).

6.5 Conclusions

Over the large range of bedform and irregular wave forcing conditions observed entrainment 

events occurred throughout the water column at frequencies an order of magnitude smaller than 

the wave frequency. These infra-gravity events were due to the passage of wave groups, where 

higher than average orbital velocities led to repeated intra-wave sediment entrainment. The 

sediment entrained by intra-wave processes was then pumped to higher elevations with each 

subsequent wave cycle within the group at rates higher than the grain settling velocity. Time 

lags of 2 - 3 wave cycles were observed between initial sediment entrainment and peak SSC at 

z > 0.5m above the bed.

Intra-wave sediment suspension processes dominate the lower part of the flow, especially
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Figure 6.12: Examples of suspended sediment concentration, SSC, times-series under wave groups 
that broadly conform to four different types illustrated in Figure 6.11: (a) waxing, (b) waxing then 
waning, (c) waning and (d) constant. The height above the bed, z, is indicated on the left and the 
horizontal velocity time-series are shown in white with the velocity, u, scale on the right.
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when coherent vortices are entrained, as is the case above ripples. This can result in high SSC 

in this near bed region that is arguably the most important to consider when calculating net 

suspended sediment transport (Van der Werf et al., 2006). It is however, important to also 

consider the entrainment of sediment to higher elevations under wave groups. The wave pump

ing effect examined here is a mechanism by which sediment can be entrained to elevations that 

would otherwise be unobtainable under randomly distributed waves with similar characteristics. 

Once at these high elevations the suspended sediments can remain in suspension for a num

ber of wave periods, depending on its settling velocity. This substantially increased suspension 

time can lead to increased cross-shore or long-shore transport, especially in the presence of time 

average currents.

The comparison made of fine and medium-grained sediment suspensions under equivalent 

wave forcing confirmed that once entrained to high elevations via wave pumping, the fine-grained 

sand was more concentrated and remained in suspension for longer than the medium-grained 

sand. This is because of the difference in settling velocity between the two sand grain-sizes. 
The initial intra-wave entrainment of the medium-grained sand reached higher elevations than 

that of fine-grained sand however. This was due to the substantially steeper medium-grained 

ripples which encouraged enhanced turbulence production and vortex formation and shedding 

in some cases. Above both fine and medium-grained sands the wave boundary layer was larger 

under the more energetic waves in a group. It was during these waves that the vertical extent 

of mixing was at a maximum during which substantial sediment was entrained. The vertical 

decay length scales of the largest waves in the group were ~ 4.5 times the ripple height.

It is proposed that the characteristics of the wave group can strongly influence the suspension 

of sediment at elevations of z > 0.2m. Both waxing and constant wave group types are termi

nated by a sudden reduction in the velocity amplitude. Such sudden terminations encourage 

the ‘decay burst’ phenomenon (Villard et al., 2000; Vincent and Hanes, 2002) where substantial 

sediment concentrations can be advected high above the bed. The waning, and waxing then 

waning, wave group types have a more gradual termination. During the wave groups studied 

with these characteristics, there was no substantial vertical advection of sediment observed for 

z > 0.2m.

Wave groups are characteristic of irregular wave forcing, which is typical in the field. The 

simultaneous measurements of velocity and SSC presented here were made in a large scale 

flume facility, offering some reduction in the complexity of the natural world. However, much 

more refined experiments in smaller scale facilities are recommended to further examine the 

importance of irregular waves, and wave group character, on the SSC. Specifically, experiments 

with a strong control over the character of wave groups are recommended in order to reduce the 

uncertainties considered in Section 6.4.3. It is also advised to design experiments where wave 

groups are repeated (such as Villard et al., 2000), enabling stochastic uncertainties in the sus

pension field to be further reduced. The outcome of such detailed studies is important to inform 

numerical modeling workflow, and to refine the design of large scale and field experiments.
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Chapter 7

A stormy inheritance: the interaction of 
irregular wave forcing, bedforms and suspended 
sediment concentrations in an experimental 
waxing and waning hydrodynamic regime

Abstract

The passage of a storm event was simulated in a series of field scale flume experiments by 
systematically stepping up and down the significant wave height of weakly asymmetrical irreg
ular waves. This enabled the interaction of hydrodynamic forcing, bedforms, and suspended 
sediments to be analysed over a variety of sediment transport regimes. At each stage of the 
storm sequence, acoustic measurements were made of the water velocities, plan-form and cross- 
sectional bedform geometries and suspended sediment concentration profiles over a fine-grained 
sand bed and then over a medium-grained sand bed. At weak and intermediate wave forcing, 
suborbital ripples with a variety of different plan-form geometries dominated both the fine and 
medium-grained beds. At the peak in the storm sequence, the fine-grained bed flattened out, 
whereas on the medium-grained bed large hummocks, with dimensions comparable to mega
ripples, formed. During the waning stages of the storm sequence the fine-grained bed exhibited 
a delayed response to the drop in the wave forcing and inherited remnants remained from the 
peak in the storm. In contrast, the medium-grained bed responded relatively quickly to the 
drop in wave forcing and suborbital ripples reformed. The time-mean suspended sediment con
centration profiles were examined in relation to both the wave forcing and bedform conditions 
during the storm sequence. Above ripples, the sediment concentration profiles decayed exponen
tially within a near bed layer that was at least equal in thickness to two times the exponential 
decay length scale. This is because the sediment diffusivity was height-constant close to the 
bed which is indicative of coherent sediment entrainment mechanisms. Within the near bed 
region above all of the rippled beds observed, the exponential decay length scale was found to 
vary with the Shields parameter, the ripple height and equivalent bed roughness that included 
both contributions due to sheet flow and form drag processes above steep sided ripples. Thus 
the bedform dimensions and suspended sediment concentration profiles were united during a 
waxing and waning storm sequence.

133
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7.1 Introduction

The hydrodynamic forcing, the seabed, and the suspension of sediment together form a dynamic 

and interacting sediment transport triad (Thorne and Hanes, 2002). Therefore in a changing 

environment, typical of most near-shore zones, it is important to consider the interaction of all 

three components. There has been much work done on the response of sand ripples to changes 

in the hydrodynamics (Marsh et al., 1999; Traykovski et al., 1999; Doucette and O’Donoghue, 

2006; O’Donoghue et al., 2006; Austin et al., 2007) and the differences in sediment resuspension 

above different bedforms have also received much attention (Ribberink and Al-Salem, 1994; 

Dolphin and Vincent, 2009). Studies have also been made in the field of all three components of 

the triad (e.g. Grasmeijer and Kleinhans, 2004). Such studies, however, involve highly complex 

hydrodynamic forcing due to the interaction of waves and currents as well as numerous other 

complications such as along-shore drift and bioturbation. Large scale facilities bridge the gap 

between the complex natural environment and overly simplified small scale laboratory setting 

and include oscillatory flow tunnels (Ribberink and Al-Salem, 1994; O’Donoghue and Clubb, 

2001; O’Donoghue et al., 2006; Van der Werf et al., 2006, 2007) and wave flumes (Thorne et al., 

2002, 2003; Williams et al., 2004; Davies and Thorne, 2005; Dohmen-Janssen and Hanes, 2005; 

Thorne et al., 2009a). An emerging common goal has been to study all three components of 

the sediment transport triad in such facilities, and to examine the interactions and feedbacks in 

detail. However, detailed measurements made under irregular free surface waves, representing 

a variety of hydrodynamic, bedform and sediment suspension regimes are still uncommon.

This paper presents measurements of the sediment transport triad, including wave forcing, 

bedforms and suspended sediments, taken during an experimental storm sequence generated in 

a large scale flume facility, the Deltaflume of Deltares, Delft Hydraulics, the Netherlands. The 

comprehensive dataset was collected under irregular free surface waves of varying height and 

steepness. Some of this data was used in previous studies focusing on the bedforms (Williams 

et al., 2004; Williams and Bell, 2006) and intra-wave structure of the suspended sediments 

(O’Hara Murray et al., 2011, and Chapter 5). Here, data from all the experiments are used and 

each component of the triad is studied in an integrated manner in order to address (i) how the 

sand bed responds to changes in the wave forcing; (ii) how the suspend sediment concentration, 

SSC, changes in response to the changing flow and bed conditions; (iii) whether relict bedforms 

persist after the peak in the storm sequence; and (iv) whether these relict features strongly 

influence the SSC.

Section 7.2 outlines some background and terminology and Section 7.3 introduces the ex

periments that were performed in the Deltaflume. In Section 7.4 the irregular wave forcing is 

parameterised and measurements of the water elevation and water velocities are compared. The 

response of the bed and SSC to the changing wave forcing is detailed in Sections 7.5 and 7.6 

respectively. Finally, in Section 7.7, the three components of the sediment transport triad are 

brought together with a discussion of (i) inherited bed morphology and the influence it has on
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the suspended sediments during the storm sequence; (ii) the influence of the wave irregularity 

on the bedforms and SSC; and (iii) the connection between the decay of SSC with height above 

the bed and the equivalent bed roughness.

7.2 Theory and terminology

7.2.1 Irregular wave parameterisations

Whether modelling suspend sediment concentration or the dimensions of the ripples on the 

bed it is important to accurately describe the hydrodynamics. The wave height and period of 

regular (monochromatic) waves can be used in conjunction with linear wave theory to calculate 

the regular near bed excursion influencing bedform development and sediment re-suspension. 

However, when the waves are irregular an equivalent regular wave is often used. This equivalent 

regular wave contains no information about the often broad distribution of wave heights and 

periods that induce a broad response from the near bed sediments. It is important, therefore, 
for the equivalent regular wave to describe the waves that are strongly influencing the near 

bed sediments. Many use the peak spectral period and significant wave height to describe this 

equivalent wave (e.g. Green, 1999) and others suggest that the root mean square wave height 

should be used (Fredsoe and Deigaard, 1992; Soulsby, 1997). It has also been suggested that the 

mean of the highest one tenth orbital velocity amplitudes captures the relevant hydrodynamics 

forcing bedform development (O’Donoghue et ah, 2006; Amos et al., 1996).

7.2.2 Wave generated bedform classification

Wave generated bedforms are usually referred to as ripples. However, there are numerous 

types with different plan-form and cross-sectional geometries. Clifton (1976), and more recently 

Wiberg and Harris (1994), defined three kinds of ripples based on their cross-sectional geometric 

characteristics relative to the size of the wave orbital excursion diameter, do, defined beneath 

regular waves as

d0 = UqT/tv, (7.1)

where Uq and T are the wave orbital velocity amplitude and period respectively. The first kind of 

ripples are orbital ripples which have wavelengths, A, that scale with do, for example A = 0.65do 

(Miller and Komar, 1980), and sharp well defined trochoidal shaped crests. The second are 

anorbital ripples which are less steep than orbital ripples and have wavelengths that do not scale 

with do, but that depend on the median diameter of the bed sediment, D^q. An intermediate 

type, suborbital ripples, have wavelengths shorter than those of orbital ripples but still show 

some dependence on do. Clifton and Dingier (1984) proposed the approximate boundaries for 

the transition from orbital to suborbital and suborbital to anorbital as do/D^o — 2000 and 

5000 respectively, with suborbital ripples occurring within this range. This terminology was 

adopted by Pedocchi and Garcia (2009) who also defined round-crested orbital ripples as being
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steep sided ripples with wavelengths that scale with do but, unlike orbital ripples, their crests 

were rounded. Hanes et al. (2001) introduced the terminology of short wave ripples (SWR) with 

A = 0.04—0.25m and long wave ripples (LWR) with A = 0.35 —2m. SWR tend to encompass the 

majority of ripples including orbital, suborbital and anorbital. In contrast, LWR tend to have 

very low steepness, wavelengths larger than do, often have irregular and multimodal wavelength 

distributions and can be superimposed with SWR (Hanes et al., 2001; Williams et al., 2005).

In addition to the cross-sectional geometry, it is important to consider the plan-form ge

ometry of wave ripples. This is because many of the quantitative models (e.g. Nielsen, 1981; 

Mogridge et al., 1994; Wiberg and Harris, 1994; Soulsby and Whitehouse, 2005) imply that the 

ripple crest lines are continuous and aligned perpendicular to the flow. This is not necessarily 

the case in many field settings (Marsh et al., 1999). Boyd et al. (1988) observed a number of 

wave formed ripples with different plan-form geometries on an ocean shore face, and defined six 

bedform types ranging from straight crested to bifurcated ripples. Osborne and Vincent (1993) 

classified wave generated bedforms in terms of their size, the suspension process occurring above 

them, the number of crest dimensions (i.e. their plan-form geometry) and whether the cross- 

sectional profile was symmetric. The terminology followed here for plan-form ripple geometry is 

that adopted by Pedocchi and Garcia (2009) who defined ripples as either (i) two-dimensional 

(2D) with long straight crests perpendicular to the flow, (ii) three-dimensional (3D) with irreg

ular and short crests or (iii) almost two-dimensional (quasi-2D) with crests perpendicular to 

the flow but with shorter and more sinuous crests than those of 2D ripples.

7.2.3 Bedform evolution and inheritance under waves

Many sediment transport models assume the bed to have adjusted to any recent change in the 

hydrodynamics and to be in equilibrium. Often however, the bed is in a continual state of 

change, especially in areas such as the surf zone that experience great change through a tidal 

cycle (Austin et al., 2007). Changes in the wave steepness can have a profound effect on the 

bed, and in turn on the suspended sediments above. Under waves of low steepness, 2D ripples of 

low steepness typically dominate. As the waves steepen these 2D ripples increase in steepness, 

becoming vortex ripples (Davies and Thome, 2008). As the wave steepness increases further, 

the bedforms reduce in steepness and the bed tends towards a transitional state of large, and 

often 3D, washed out ripples and hummocks (Vincent and Osborne, 1993; Green and Black, 

1999). Eventually, under storm conditions, the bed becomes plane and sheet flow dominates.

Smaller bedform features, such as ripples, that form under waves of low steepness can 

generally adapt to new forcing conditions relatively quickly, such as tens of minutes (Traykovski 

et al., 1999). On the other hand, larger bedforms, such as hummocks, that form under more 

energetic waves, take longer to respond to changes in wave forcing. This is especially true if 

there is a reduction in wave forcing, associated with, for example, a waning of a storm. Such 

bedforms could therefore be left as relict forms.
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7.2.4 The vertical distribution of suspended sediment

The suspended sediment concentration, SSC, profile, G(z), can be expressed as

C(z) = Cr $(js) (7.2)

where Gr = C\z=r is the concentration magnitude at a specific near-bed elevation {z = r) and 
is termed the reference concentration and $(z) is the distribution of suspended sediment with 

height, z, above the bed, often termed the shape function. The time average sediment diffusion 

equation
dCwsG + £s-j—= 0., (7-3)az

where ws and es are the sediment settling velocity and sediment diffusivity respectively, rep

resents a balance between the downward sediment flux due to settling, wsC, and the upward 

sediment flux, esdC/dz, due to turbulent diffusion. Assuming the sediment diffusivity to be 

height constant, a solution to equation (7.3) is

C(z) = Co e-*/L, (7.4)

with L = es/ws being the exponential decay length scale and Cq the reference concentration 

taken at z = 0, typically the ripple crest level. Both Nielsen (1992) and Van Rijn (1993) 

suggested that above rippled beds the diffusivity has a constant value within a near bed region 

of approximately three times the height of the ripples, r/. Nielsen (1992) gave

es - QM6ksU0, (7.5a)

where ks is the equivalent bed roughness due to the ripples given by ks — Si] i]/\} and A is the 

ripple wavelength. Van Rijn (1993) gave

ss = 0.004Z?*17o x Sr/, (7.5b)

where C* = D^is — Vjg/v2]1^ is a dimensionless grain size with g, s and v being the acceler

ation due to gravity, the sediment to water density ratio and kinematic viscosity of the water 

respectively. Nielsen (1992) also developed empirical expressions for L, for use above ripples 

and under waves, Ljv, given by

0.075^-r/ ^ < 18
Ln — s (7.6)

( 1.4>) {£ > 18.

The dependence of Ljv on the ripple height illustrates the role that the ripples play in the 

suspension of sediment under waves. For example, when Uq/ws > 18 the ripple height is 

the only control on the decay length scale and the form of the SSC profile remains the same
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regardless of the orbital velocity.

7.2.5 Empirical reference concentration formulae

There are a number of different empirical formulations for the reference concentration, Cr, taken 

at different near-bed elevations and suitable above different bed conditions, such as rippled or 

plane beds. One common approach is to expresses Cr as a function of the grain roughness 

Shields parameter, 62.5, given by

Q — /a.s^o 
25 2(s-l)gDM' (7.7)

where s is the ratio of sediment density to water density (s=2,65 for quartz sand), g is the 

acceleration due to gravity and /2.5 is the grain roughness wave friction factor (skin friction) 

based on the equivalent Nikuradse grain roughness, ks = and can be calculated using,

for example, the formula of Soulsby (1997):

/2.s = 0.237(V5A>o)-°'52 (7.8)

Nielsen (1986) and Green and Black (1999) found that the reference concentration taken at 

bed level, Cq, can be calculated as

Cq = a pJls (7.9)

where ps is the sediment density and a is a constant. Green and Black (1999) found that 

the value of a depends on the type of bedforms present with a = 0.005 for hummocky and 

transitional beds, where sheet flow processes may have occurred, and a = 0.1 for rippled beds. 

Nielsen (1986) found a = 0.005 for plane beds (sheet flow) and rippled beds providing that the 

flow enhancement over the ripple crests was accounted for. This was done by replacing $2.5 in 

equation (7.9) with a ripple modified Shields parameter given by

(1 — 7T 7j/A)2 (7.10)

Lee et al. (2004) developed a formulation for the reference concentration taken at 1cm above 

the bed, Ci, in terms of 02.5) ws and the skin friction shear velocity, 14*2.51

Cl = (2.58 ± 1.17)(02.b u.2.5/m,)(1'45±0 01) (7.11)

The calculation of suspended sediment fluxes depends upon the magnitude of SSC close 

to the bed. Hence the accurate prediction of the reference concentration is important. In 

Section 7.6.4 these simple empirical models are compared with the reference concentrations 

measured during a range of flow and bed conditions.
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7.3 Instrumentation and experimental storm sequence

The Deltaflume of Deltares Delft Hydraulics, the Netherlands, is a large scale flume (230m 

long, 5m wide and 7m deep) that enables sediment transport processes to be monitored at field 

scale. Irregular waves were generated in a series of experiments during which the significant 

wave height, 77s, was systematically stepped up and down in order to simulate the waxing 

and waning of a storm sequence. During the course of the experiments the peak spectral 

wave period, TPi was held constant at ~ 6 seconds such that the surface wave steepness 

increased with Hs. In this paper the systematic stepping up and down of Hs, in approximate 

0.2m step sizes, is termed the experimental sequence. Similarly, the experiments during which 

Hs was stepped up are termed the waxing phase of the storm sequence and the experiments 

during which Hs was stepped down are termed the waning phase of the storm sequence. The 

experimental sequence was conducted twice; first over a fine-medium-grained sand bed and 

then over an upper-medium-grained sand bed. These two sediment beds are here referred 

to as the fine and the medmm-grained beds. Using laser granulometry, the two sediment 

beds were found to have grain size distributions lognormal in form, with the fine-grained bed 

having Dio = 161pm, D50 = 258pm and Dqq — 408pm and the medium-grained bed having 

Dio = 243pm, D50 = 375pm and Dgo = 577pm. In each case, a 0.7m deep sediment bed was 

laid down in the centre of the flume in a 30m long region spanning the width of the flume. 

The sand beds were initially flat and were not flattened between experiments such that each 

experiment inherited the bed morphology formed during the previous experiment (Bell and 

Williams, 2002). Over the fine-grained bed 16 experiments were conducted and are referred 

to here as F01, F02, ..., FI6. Similarly, over the medium-grained bed 17 experiments were 

conducted, referred to here as M01, M02, ..., M17. After each step change in Hs the waves 

were left running for one hour in order for the bedforms to reach an equilibrium state (Marsh 

et ah, 1999), and then measurements were made for 25 minutes.

Figure 7.1 is a schematic of the instruments deployed on a frame aligned to one side of the 

Deltaflume in the centre of the sandy bed. The instrumentation has previously been described 

by Williams et al. (2004, 2005) and O'Hara Murray et al. (2011, and Chapter 5). In this study, 

data from a Nortek Vector Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) were used to measure the water 

velocities. The ADV was mounted at the offshore end of the frame and its measuring volume 

was ~ 0.5m above the bed. The ADV recorded at 16Hz the three components of the flow: 

horizontal along-flume (cross-shore), horizontal across-flume (along-shore) and vertical. The 

ADV velocity components were despiked using a Phase-Space Thresholding Method (Goring 

and Nikora, 2002) and rotated to correct for any misalignment of the instruments with the main 

flow direction by calculating the principle axis of variation (Emery and Thompson, 1997). In this 

study, the horizontal cross-shore velocity component is used. The bedforms were studied using 

a Sector Scanning Sonar (SSS) and an Acoustic Ripple Profiler (ARP) which were respectively 

mounted at the onshore end of the frame ~ 0.6m above the bed and in the centre of the
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1.61m
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5.00m

Figure 7.1: Schematic of the instrument frame deployed in the Deltaflume with the locations of the 
Acoustic Ripple Profiler (ARP), Acoustic Backscatter System (ABS), Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter 
(ADV), Sector Scanning Sonar (SSS) and pumped sampling nozzles indicated.

frame ~ 1.2m above the bed. The 1.2MHz SSS results were rectified from polar to square 

grid coordinates (Bell and Williams, 2002) to give 5x5m images of the bed, enabling the plan- 

form geometry of the bedforms to be studied. The 2.0MHz ARP scanned a 4m across-shore 

transect of the bed approximately once a minute at centimetre horizontal resolution and sub

centimetre vertical resolution providing a cross-sectional profile of the bed. and how it changed 

with time. The suspended sediments were measured using an Acoustic Backscatter System 

(ABS) mounted in the centre of the frame ~ 0.9m above the bed. The ABS comprised three 

transceivers, operating at 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0 MHz. aligned perpendicular to the flow (along-shore) 

and recorded backscatter profiles at 1cm vertical resolution. The ABS collected backscatter 

profiles at 128Hz at each frequency, which were each subsequently block averaged in order to 

improve the statistical reliability of the results to produce backscatter profiles at 4Hz. The ABS 

data, which have previously been studied at intra-wave time scales (O’Hara Murray et al., 2011, 

and Chapter 5), were used to measure the time average SSC. To aid the acoustic inversion of the 

ABS data, pumped samples (Bosman et al., 1987) were taken at up to five heights above the bed 

during each experiment. These samples of the suspended sediment were dry weighed to give the 

SSC and analysed using laser granulometry to obtain grain size distributions. Multiplication 

factors of 1.41 and 1.43 were applied to the fine and medium-grained pumped sampled SSC 

respectively, in order to account for the limited sediment trapping efficiency of the pumped 

sampling system Bosman et al. (1987).
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7.4 Irregular wave forcing

The irregular surface waves generated conformed to JONS WAP spectra (Carter, 1982) with 

peak enhancement factors of 7 = 3,3 (Bell and Williams, 2002). The water surface elevation, 

P, was measured at 25Hz by a wave staff suspended above the flume. The significant wave 

height was calculated from the standard deviation of the water surface elevation, cr(r), for each 
experiment using

Hsr = 4u(P). (7.12)

The peak spectral wave period, Tp, was taken as the inverse of the frequency at which the power 

spectra of V peaked. II5r and Tp are listed in Table 7.1 for all the experiments apart from M10 

and Mil when the wave staff failed to function correctly. In addition to these measurements 

from the water surface elevation, the significant wave heights were calculated from the horizon

tal cross-shore velocity recorded by the ADV. This enabled wave height measurements to be 

made for M10 and Mil, and to provide independent wave height measurements for the other 

experiments. The method outlined by Wiberg and Sherwood (2008) was used to calculate the 
significant wave height from the power spectra of the horizontal cross-shore ADV time-series 
using linear wave theory:

II, Sv.i&fi
N

^ ^ [2TrfiCosh(kiZA)/smh.(kih)]2 (7.13)

where SVti and k-i are the power spectral density and wavenumber respectively at the frequency 

fi, %a is the height of the ADV above the bed, h is the mean water depth, Afi = fi + 1 — fi 

and N is the number of frequency intervals within the range 0.06 < / < 0.4. This frequency 

interval was chosen in order to exclude high frequency contributions due to turbulence and 

those frequencies associated with attenuated wave motions. The Hs measurements are listed 

in Table 7.1. Typically, Hs was within 1 - 2% of Hsr, confirming the veracity of the significant 

wave height measurements. Figure 7.2 shows the waxing and waning of the significant wave 

heights during the course of the experimental storm sequence conducted over the fine and 

medium-grained sand beds. During the course of the experiments the peak spectral wave 

period remained broadly constant with Tp = 5.9 — 6.1s, with the majority of the experiments 
having Tp = 6.1s.

7.4.1 Irregular wave orbital velocities and velocity asymmetry

One method for describing orbital velocities under irregular waves is to calculate the near bed 

orbital velocity amplitude of an equivalent regular wave. Thus, using linear wave theory and 

replacing the wave height and period by and Tp the significant orbital velocity amplitude
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Exp. Hsr (m) Ha (m) rP(s) UsV (m/s) Us (m/s) d3 (m) h.5 #2.5 B
F01 0.289 0.278 6.082 0.192 0.179 0.347 0.013 0.049 -0.033
F02 0.379 0.371 6.068 0.252 0.238 0.462 0.011 0.075 0.020
F03 0.505 0.495 5.851 0.333 0.318 0.617 0.010 0.116 0.009
F04 0.644 0.635 5.851 0.425 0.410 0.795 0.008 0.169 0.000

F05 0.849 0.838 6.026 0.565 0.538 1.044 0.007 0.252 0.006
F06 1.060 1.060 6.111 0.701 0.669 1.300 0.007 0.349 0.037
F07 1.277 1.276 6.111 0.839 0.799 1.550 0.006 0.453 0.074
F08 1.474 1.453 6.111 0.967 0.908 1.762 0.006 0.547 0.067
F09 1.355 1.353 6.111 0.881 0.839 1.630 0.006 0.488 0.069
F10 1.268 1.270 6.111 0.827 0.791 1.535 0.006 0.446 0.061
Fll 1,166 1.180 6.111 0.758 0.729 1.415 0.006 0.396 0.064
F12 1.065 1.077 6.111 0.694 0.667 1.295 0.007 0.347 0.060
F13 0.851 0.870 6.068 0.554 0.540 1.048 0.007 0.254 0.051
F14 0.649 0.658 6.068 0.421 0.408 0.793 0.008 0.168 0.040
F15 0.468 0.462 6.082 0.305 0.294 0.571 0.010 0.103 0.008
F16 0.354 0.352 6.068 0.231 0.220 0.428 0.012 0.067 -0.006
M01 0.350 0.336 6.068 0.234 0.217 0.421 0.014 0.055 0.047
M02 0.450 0.435 6.068 0.300 0.279 0.541 0.012 0.080 0.010
M03 0.548 0.535 6.068 0.367 0.344 0.669 0.011 0.109 0.019
M04 0.653 0.638 6.068 0.436 0.410 0.795 0.010 0.141 -0.009
M05 0.854 0.847 6.068 0.572 0.545 1.059 0.009 0.215 0.009
M06 1.061 1.050 6.111 0.713 0.678 1.316 0.008 0.297 0.011
M07 1.276 1.293 6.111 0.846 0.818 1.589 0.007 0.392 0.042
M08 1.472 1.507 6.111 0.976 0.960 1.863 0.007 0.497 0.034
M09 1.631 1.635 6.111 1.084 1.044 2.026 0.006 0.562 0.042
M10 - 1.711 - - 1.071 2.079 0.006 0.584 0.056
Mil - 1.634 - - 1.023 1.987 0.006 0.546 0.051
M12 1.473 1.498 6.111 0.967 0.940 1.825 0.007 0.482 0.047
M13 1.275 1.277 6.111 0.839 0.803 1.559 0.007 0.382 0.030
M14 1.065 1.098 6.111 0.702 0.692 1.344 0.008 0.306 0.013
M15 0.859 0.887 6.068 0.561 0.556 1.079 0.009 0.221 -0.016
M16 0.652 0.671 6.068 0.427 0.421 0.818 0.010 0.147 -0.040
M17 0.548 0.554 6.068 0.360 0.349 0.677 0.011 0.111 -0.054

Table 7,1: Temporally averaged experimental parameters for the irregular wave Deltaflume experi
ments.
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M01 M02 M03 M04 M05 M06 M07 M08 M09 M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15 M16 M17
Experiment

Figure 7.2: Significant wave height measurements from the water surface elevation, Har, and ADV 
velocities, Hs, for each the experiment during (a) the fine-grained and (b) the medium-grained experi
mental sequences.
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at the top of the wave boundary layer was defined as

7T Hsr .
sT ~ Tpsmh{kph) ^7'14^

where h is the water depth and kp is the wavenumber obtained by solving the dispersion equation 
(27r/Tp)2 — g kp tanh(kph), where g is the acceleration due to gravity. An alternative method 

is to calculate the significant orbital velocity from the spectra of the ADV velocities, Sv, using

UK =
N

N

(7.15)

Equations (7.14) and (7.15) were used to calculate Usp and Us respectively, and the results 

listed in Table 7.1. In general, it was found that Us/Usv ~ 0.96 suggesting a 4% reduction in 

Hsp was necessary when using equation (7.14). This broadly agrees with the findings of Davies 

and Thorne (2005) who reduced the wave heights by 9% beneath regular waves.

The wave staffs failed to operate during M10 and Mil and the Hsr and Usr values do not 
form a complete record through the experimental sequence. In this paper, therefore, Hs and 

t/5, from the ADV velocity time-series, are used to parameterise the irregular waves during 

the course of the experiments. For each experiment the significant wave orbital diameter was 
calculated using

ds = UsT/n (7.16)

with the wave period taken as !r=6.Is and the results are listed in Table 7.1. The U3 and ds 

values in Table 7.1 were used in place of UQ and do in equations (7.7) and (7.8) to calculate #2.5 
and /2.5 for each experiment and the results are included in Table 7.1.

The estimates of orbital velocity in Table 7.1, f7sp and Us, are average parameterisations 

similar to the significant wave height, in that they represent velocity amplitudes associated with 

equivalent regular waves. They do not, however, provide insight into either the distribution of 

near bed orbital velocities present other than to say that they result from a JONS WAP irregular 

wave spectrum; or the asymmetry of the waves present. Therefore, a zero-crossing analysis was 

performed on the horizontal cross-shore ADV velocity time-series, in order to determine the 

onshore and offshore velocity amplitude distributions. First, a rectangular low-pass filter was 

applied in order to remove high frequency turbulent fluctuations. The filtered and unfiltered 

time-series were compared, confirming there were no significant changes in the amplitude and 

phase of the cross-shore velocities as a result of the filtering. In the zero-crossing analysis, 

the zero-up-crossings were taken as the start of each wave and the maximum (positive) and 

minimum (negative) velocities between consecutive zero-up-crossings were taken as the onshore 

and offshore velocity amplitudes respectively. The asymmetry of the orbital velocities were 

assessed by calculating an asymmetry parameter given by

B = (Uon - Uoff)l(lJOTl + UoSS) = C/2/t/i, (7.17)
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where Ui and U2 are the first and second harmonic velocity amplitudes of the equivalent Stokes 

second order wave, associated with the irregular waves generated during each experiment. The 

results are listed in Table 7.1. The asymmetry parameters were generally positive and never 

exceeded 0.074 indicating there was on average a weak onshore dominant velocity asymmetry. 

The variation in B from experiment to experiment broadly followed the variation in significant 

wave heights: experiments with the highest wave forcing had the largest asymmetry parameters. 

Asymmetry in the wave can lead to substantial differences in both the pickup and transport 

of sediment within each wave half cycle, and has significant implications for net cross-shore 

suspended sediment transport (Bijker et ah, 1976; Davies and Thorne, 2008). Wave asymmetry 

can also influence the development of bedforms (Vincent et ah, 1999),

The calculations of the significant wave heights and orbital velocity amplitudes from the 

spectra of ADV velocities, in addition to the calculations based on the water elevations, enabled 

the parameterisation of M10 and Mil when the wave staff failed to operate. It is, however, 

important to note the high level of agreement between the measurements of the free surface 

and of the water velocities. This agreement confirms both the veracity of the data recorded 

and the calculations performed, but also serves to show that there was little interference by the 

flume or instrument frame on the water velocities close to the bed. Finally, it is important to 

accurately parameterise the flow as it underpins both the development of bedforms and pickup 

and transport of sediment.

7.5 Bedforms response to wave forcing

The SSS images and ARP data provided insight into the plan-form and cross-sectional geometry 

of the bedforms respectively. The terminology of Pedocchi and Garcia (2009) has been adopted 

for the description of the bedforms plan-form geometry: 2D, quasi-2D and 3D.

Williams et al. (2004) used a zero down-crossing analysis to extract bedform height and 

wavelength measurements from the ARP profiles, and obtained wavelength estimates from the 

SSS images. The bedform wavelength measurements from the ARP and SSS were found to 

be comparable, confirming that the ARP profiles were representative of the bed as a whole. 

Here, the ARP profiles were first de-trended by subtracting second or third order polynomials 

fitted to the profiles, and a zero-crossing-analysis was then performed. This procedure, however, 

failed to detect small ripples that did not cross the zero-line. For this reason a turning point 

analysis was used for this study. First, a low pass Gaussian filter was used to remove high 

frequency fluctuations from each profile in order to detect the underlying bedform profiles. 

There were occasional spikes in the ARP profiles most likely due to the resuspension of large 

concentrations of sediment under the more energetic waves. In order to smooth through these 

spikes, a temporal running average was performed on the ARP profiles collected during an 

experiment.
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7.5.1 Fine-grained bedforms response to wave forcing

To observe how the plan-form and cross-sectional geometries of the bedforms responded to the 

changing wave forcing the SSS images and ARP profiles were studied together. Figure 7.3 

presents the ARP and SSS results from eight fine-grained experiments: four during the waxing 

phase (F01, F02, F04 and F06), one at peak wave forcing (F08) and three during the waning 

phase (F12, F14 and F16). These show the different bedform types that developed as Hs 

was changed. Figure 7.3(a) presents the ARP results in the form of 4m long cross-sections 

of the bed as surfaces with three axes: cross-shore distance, vertical height and time. Each 

surface is composed of ~ 10 minutes worth of data which show that there was little change in 

the bedform cross-sections during each experiment. An appreciation of the plan-from bedform 

geometry can be gained from the SSS images shown by Figures 7.3(b — i), and interpretative 

drawings obtained by tracing over the dominate crests lines are shown. The variable contrast 

and dark fringes, in Figures 7.3(b - i), are coursed by strong acoustic backscatter from sediment 

resuspension during the most energetic waves and to the SSS beam pattern (Williams et al., 
2004).

During the first experiment over the fine-grained bed (F01) very low amplitude and short 

wavelength ripples, barely within the sensitivity of the ARP were present in the ARP scans 

shown in Figure 7.3(a) at 7/s=0.28m. The SSS image, shown in Figure 7.3(b) does not readily 

resolve these very small ripples. During F02, straight crested 2D ripples, with crest lines aligned 

normal to the flow, were visible in both the ARP cross-sections (Figure 7.3(a) at i7,=0.37in) 

and SSS image (Figure 7.3(c)). As Ha increased the crests of the 2D ripples became more 

sinuous and curved such that by F04 quasi-2D ripples had formed. The ARP cross-sections, in 

Figure 7.3(a) at 7/^=0.64m, from F04 show the ripples to be generally larger in amplitude and 

more spatially variable, in terms of both height and wavelength than during F02 (Figure 7.3(a) 

at 77.,=0.37m). This variability was likely to have been because the profiles were taken over 

ripples the crests of which were curved and less continuous than true 2D ripples. Thus the ARP 

profiles and SSS image (Figure 7.3(d)) together support the inference of quasi-2D ripples during 

F04. Figure 7.3(e) shows that this quasi-2D plan-form bedform geometry was replaced by long 

and straight crested 2D ripples when 77,=1.06m. Figure 7.3(a) at 77a=1.06m shows the ARP 

cross-sections during M06 which confirm the existence of bedforms with ~ 0.9m wavelengths. 

During F08, the wave forcing peaked at 77,=1.45m and the bed flattened out, as can be seen 

in Figure 7.3(f). The ARP cross-sections of the plane bed during F08 in Figure 7.3(a) at 

77.,=1.45m show a large scale, low amplitude, undulation in the bed with ~ 2m wavelength 

broadly conforming to LWR (Hanes et al., 2001).

During the waning phase above the fine-grained bed, the SSS images resembled those from 

the waxing phase at similar Hs values. The SSS images from experiments F09 - F12 suggest 

that long crested 2D ripples with wavelengths similar to those in F06 formed. For example, 

Figure 7.3(e) and Figure 7.3(g), from experiments FOG and F12 respectively, where H3 ~ 1m, 

show a similar plan-form view of the bed. The dominant feature, however, in the ARP cross-
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(b) F01 H =0.28m (e) F06 H =1 06m

£ (f) F08 Hs=1 45m

q Along-shore distance (m)

(g) FI 2 H =1,08m

Figure 7.3: A selection of fine-grained bedform results highlighting the different bedform types that 
developed in response to step changes in the significant wave height, Hs. (a) The response of the ARP 
cross-sections during the waxing (Hs = 0.28 — 1.45m) and waning (//„ = 1.45 — 0.35m) phases of the 
experimental sequence, (b - i) The SSS images taken at the end of each respective experiment and 
interpretative drawings indicating the plan-form geometry.
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sections during F12 shown in Figure 7.3(a) at ifs=1.08m, is a long wavelength ~ 2na (LWR) 

feature. This difference between the ARP and SSS results indicate that ripples did not reform 

over the whole bed during the first few experiments of the waning phase (F09 - F12). By F14 

the ripples were more 2D in plan-form, shown by Figure 7.3(h), and their cross-sections, shown 

by Figure 7.3(a) at i/s=0.66m, resembled those that formed under equivalent wave forcing 

during the waxing phase. There was, however, an underlying undulation reminiscent of the 

LWR present during F08 - FI2. The response of the fine-grained bed to the waning wave 

forcing, with particular reference to the presence of relict structures, is further discussed in 

Section 7.7.

7.5.2 Medium-grained bedforms response to wave forcing

The response of the medium-grained bedforms to the waxing phase of the wave forcing was 

somewhat different to that of the fine-grained bedforms and this is shown in Figure 7.4. Note 

that the vertical scale in Figure 7.4(a) is twice that of Figure 7.3(a) in order to display the 

larger medium-grained bedforms. The initial medium-grained plane bed evolved into a bed of 

round crested ripples with 2D plan-form geometries and reasonably continuous crests by M02, 

as shown in Figure 7.4(b). The ARP cross-sections in Figure 7.4(a) at i7s=0.43m, show the 

ripple wavelengths to be reasonably uniform across the 4m transect. During M03 the ripple 

cross-sections, shown in Figure 7.4(a) at f7a=0.54m, suggest that the ripples increased in size 

and steepness. The ripples were clearly visible in the SSS image and Figure 7.4(c) shows 

the plan-form geometry to be 2D. Round crested quasi-2D ripples, with sinuous crest lines, 

formed during M05, shown by Figure 7.4(d), and the ARP cross-sections, in Figure 7.4(a) at 

f7s=0.85m, show that the ripple wavelengths and heights were more spatially variable across 

the 4m transect. During M07 large ripples with 3D plan-form geometries formed (Figure 7.4(e)) 

and the ARP cross sections, in Figure 7.4(a) at #s=1.29m, indicate low amplitude structures 

between two larger amplitude structures. This spatial variability in the cross-sectional ripple 

geometry is due to the 3D plan-form geometry: the ripple crests were not necessarily parallel 

or perpendicular to the oscillatory flow direction and the ARP transects bisected ripple crests 

at both wide and narrow points. Figure 7.4(f) shows that at peak wave forcing (M10) there 

were bedform structures with 3D geometries similar to the hummocks described by Green and 

Black (1999), but their scale resembled that of lunate mega-ripples (Vincent and Osborne, 1993; 

Vincent et ah, 1999). The cross-sections for these large structures during M10 are shown in 

Figure 7.4(a) at #s=1.71m.

The order of the emergence of different plan-form geometries was broadly reversed during 

the waning of the surface wave forcing above the medium-grained bed. As Hs was stepped down 

from peak forcing, 3D ripples emerged during M12 and M13. The ARP and SSS results from 

M13 are shown in Figure 7.4(a) at #3=1.28m and Figure 7.4(g) respectively. Quasi~2D ripples 

formed during M14 and M15 and the ARP and SSS results for M15 are shown in Figure 7.4(a) 

at #3=0.89m and Figure 7.4(h) respectively. Finally, during M16 and M17, where Hs was
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(f) M10 H =1.71m

q Along-shore distance (m)

Figure 7.4: A selection of medium-grained bedform results highlighting the different bedform types 
that developed in response to step changes in the significant wave height, Hs. (a) The response of the 
ARP cross-sections during the waxing (Hs = 0.43 — 1.71m) and waning (Hs = 1.71 — 0.55m) phases 
of the experimental sequence, (b - i) The SSS images taken at the end of each respective experiment 
and interpretative drawings indicating the plan-form geometry.
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reduced back down to 0.67m and 0.55m respectively, straight crested 2D ripples formed, as 

shown in Figure 7.4(a) at /7s=0.55m and Figure 7.4(i). The response of the medium-grained 

bed to the waning wave forcing and the presence of relict bedforms are discussed in Section 7.7.

7.5.3 Quantifying bedform dimensions

The ARP profiles were used to obtain detailed measurements of the wavelength and height of 

the bedforms dining each experiment using a turning points analysis. The crests and troughs 

of each individual ripple were identified by the turning points in the ARP profiles. The ripple 

wavelengths were taken as the horizontal distance between two troughs either side of a crest. 

The associated ripple heights were taken as the mean of the crest to trough height difference 

on either side of a crest. The steepness of an individual ripple was taken as the height to length 

ratio. To avoid mistakenly detecting ripples where there were small undulations and spikes in 

the ARP profiles, the crest and trough associated with any ripple heights smaller than 1mm 

were excluded from the analysis.

It is important to consider the spatial distribution of ripple cross-sectional dimensions, as 

under irregular oscillatory flow these distributions are potentially broader then under regular 

oscillatory flow (Marsh et ah, 1999). For each experiment distributions of measured bedform 

wavelengths, A, heights, r} and steepness, 17/A, were obtained from the ARP profiles. The mean 

values, A, fj and 77/A, and standard deviations are listed in Table 7.2. Table 7.2 also lists plan- 

form geometry classifications of plane bed (plane), 2D ripples (2D), quasi-2D ripples (q-2D), 

3D ripples (3D) or mega-ripples/hummocks (MR) based on the findings in Sections 7.5.1 and 

7.5.2. The responses of A, fj and 77/A to the surface wave forcing was broadly in agreement with 

the trends previously observed by Williams et al. (2004). The width of the ripple wavelength 

and height distributions generally changed in response to changes in the plan-form bedform 

geometries. To illustrate this, Figure 7.5 shows a selection of the distributions of A, 77 and 

77/A from a number of experiments during which the plan-form bedform geometries differed, 

both during the waxing and waning phases. Figure 7.5(a - f) shows the fine-grained bedform 

dimensions and Figure 7.5 (g - m) shows the medium-grained bedform dimensions. For each ex

periment shown in Figure 7.5 the plan-form geometry classification and significant wave height 

is indicated. The 2D rippled beds, shown by Figures 7.5(a, c, f, g, m), have relatively narrow 

A and 77 distributions. As the crests lines became more sinuous and the plan-form geometries 

progressed through quasi-2D, in Figures 7.5(b, e, h, 1), to 3D, in Figures 7.5(i, k), the A and 77 

distributions broadened. The narrow distributions of A and 77 occurred when the cross-sectional 

geometry was spatially continuous across the 4m transect and this is consistent with the in

ference of 2D ripples. By comparison, the 3D rippled beds, shown by Figures 7.5(i, k), have 

broad and multi-modal distributions. This is because the ripple crest lines were not necessarily 

parallel or perpendicular to the oscillatory flow direction. Similarly, in Figure 7.5(j) the A and 

77 distributions are broader still and distinctly bi-modal corresponding to the presence of 3D 

mega-ripples. Above the fine-grained plane bed in Figure 7.5(d) the wavelength distribution
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Exp. Hs (m> Plan-form
geometry

Figure 7.5: A selection of the distributions of A, r] and 77/A from a number of experiments during 
the experimental sequence during which different plan-form bedform geometries were observed, (a — f) 
show distributions of fine-grained ripples and (g - m) show distributions of medium-grained ripples.
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Exp A (m) cr(A) (m) 7) (m) <r(v) (m) rj/\ Plan-form geometry
F01 0.173 0.095 0.005 0.002 0.032 0.016 plane
F02 0.148 0.052 0.008 0.003 0.053 0.017 2D
F03 0.176 0.093 0.012 0.006 0.070 0.020 2D
F04 0.193 0.093 0.010 0.006 0.052 0.020 q-2D
F05 0.644 0.316 0.018 0.010 0.027 0.006 q-2D
F06 0.950 0.170 0.016 0.005 0.016 0.005 2D
F07 0.866 0.185 0.012 0.004 0.014 0.004 2D
F08 1.031 0.579 0.007 0.004 0.006 0.002 plane
F09 0.966 0.619 0.008 0.005 0.007 0.003 plane
F10 0.831 0.591 0.006 0.005 0.007 0.003 plane
FIX 0.839 0.572 0.006 0.005 0.007 0.003 plane
F12 0.734 0.479 0.007 0.005 0.008 0.003 plane
F13 0.345 0.196 0.012 0.009 0.036 0.016 q-2D
F14 0.212 0.101 0.011 0.007 0.055 0.029 q-2D
F15 0.167 0.072 0.012 0.007 0.070 0.030 2D
F16 0.166 0.064 0.013 0.005 0.083 0.029 2D
M01 0.227 0.187 0.004 0.002 0.017 0.007 2D
M02 0.145 0.052 0.010 0.005 0.067 0.026 2D
M03 0.211 0.079 0.024 0.013 0.105 0.033 2D
M04 0.224 0.105 0.026 0.016 0.109 0.041 2D
M05 0.289 0.093 0.029 0.013 0.099 0.033 q-2D
M06 0.350 0.175 0.032 0.017 0.093 0.029 q-2D
M07 0.536 0.386 0.045 0.031 0.086 0.035 3D
M08 0.609 0.301 0.056 0.035 0.088 0.025 3D
M09 0.747 0.742 0.074 0.066 0.107 0.017 MR
M10 0.975 0.774 0.084 0.078 0.076 0.018 MR
Mil 0.960 0.541 0.070 0.041 0.075 0.027 MR
M12 0.665 0.377 0.051 0.026 0.077 0.024 3D
M13 0.578 0.302 0.044 0.027 0.072 0.023 3D
M14 0.433 0.169 0.034 0.019 0.074 0.030 q-2D
M15 0.260 0.095 0.022 0.010 0.084 0.031 q-2D
M16 0.194 0.073 0.020 0.012 0.095 0.040 2D
M17 0,226 0.077 0.028 0.014 0.121 0.040 2D

Table 7.2: Mean ripple wavelength, A, height, fj, and steepness, tj/X, measurements from the ARP 
results and classification of plan-form ripple geometry as either plane bed (plane), 2D ripples (2D), 
quasi-2D ripples (q-2D), 3D ripples (3D) or mega-ripples/hummocks (MR).
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is very broad and multi-modal with A ranging from 0 - 2m. The successfully extracted wave

length measurements are those modes in the distribution at A ~ 2m, whereas the other modes 

correspond to higher frequency, and extremely low amplitude, undulations detected in error. 

The values for r/ and rj/X in Figure 7.5(d) are tightly distributed and do not exceed 0.02m and 

0.02 respectively, supporting the inference that the bed was relatively planar.

7.5.4 Bedform dimensions response to wave forcing and comparison 

with ripple prediction formulae

There are a number of formulae employed in the prediction of ripple height, wavelength and 

steepness which require the input of different dynamic variables. For example, Nielsen (1981) 

argued that the mobility number was the most suitable dynamic variable that captured all the 

information regarding the flow and bed sediment necessary for the prediction of ripples. In 

order to compare the results of many ripple prediction schemes, it is necessary to present the 

results in terms of a suitable parameter. For the experiments conducted here, the peak spectral 

wave period was held constant throughout all the experiments, and the only two variables were 

the significant wave orbital diameter and the bed sediment, Thus the results presented here 

are in terms of the non-dimensional variable ds/Dso, using the ds values in Table 7.1.

Figure 7.6 shows the spatial and temporal mean ripple wavelength. A, height, fj, and steep

ness, 77/A, measurements, with A and fj non-dimensionalised by from the ARP results 

plotted against ds/D^q, The widths of the A, 77 and 77/A distributions, a selection of which are 

shown in Figure 7.5, are indicated in Figure 7.6 by the vertical error bars showing two stan

dard deviations about the mean of the respective parameters. The fine and medium-grained 

bedforms are indicated with squares and circles respectively. The bedforms classified as 2D 

are shown as solid symbols, the fine-grained plane bed conditions as open squares and the 3D 

medium-grained ripples as open circles. Finally in Figure 7,6, the ripple predictors of Wiberg 

and Harris (1994) and Soulsby and Whitehouse (2005) are shown for comparison.

Figure 7.6(a) shows A/D50 broadly increasing proportionally with ds/DSo and there is no 

separation of results associated with differences in ripple wavelength during the waxing and 

waning phases. The orbital, sub-orbital and anorbital regimes (Wiberg and Harris, 1994) are 

indicated in Figure 7.6(a). The ripple wavelength predictions of Wiberg and Harris (1994) and 

Soulsby and Whitehouse (2005) both increase with ds/D5Q within the orbital regime, reach 

a maximum and start to decrease within the sub-orbital regime and tend towards plane bed 

conditions in the anorbital regime. In contrast to these trends the observed wavelengths continue 

to broadly increase with dsjD§Q through all the regimes such that within the anorbital regime 

the wavelengths are much more in agreement with A — 0.62(4, the orbital wavelength predictor 

of Wiberg and Harris (1994). This suggests that even within the anorbital ripple regime, 

dg/Dso > 5 x 103, the bedform wavelengths are still being influenced by orbital excursions near 

the bed. This was found to be the case by Vincent et al. (1999) who observed 3D mega-ripples 

with ~ 0.8m wavelengths under asymmetric waves.
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■ Fine 2D ripples • Medium 2D ripples 
□ Fine plane bed o Medium 3D ripples

Orbital Sub-orbital Anorbital

Figure 7.6: Average (a) ripple wavelength, A, and (b) ripple height, fj, non-dimensionalised by the 
median grain size of the bed sediment, D50, and (c) average ripple steepness, 77/A, plotted against 
the ratio of significant orbital diameter, ds, and D50. The results from the fine and medium-grained 
beds are distinguished by squares and circles respectively. The nominally plane bed (open squares) 
and 3D rippled (open circles) beds are indicated. The closed symbols indicate nominally 2D rippled 
bed conditions. The predictors of Wiberg and Harris (1994), —, and Soulsby and Whitehouse (2005),
------- , are shown and the orbital and anorbital boundaries of Wiberg and Harris (1994) are indicated
in (a). Also shown in (a) is the line A = 0.62da, — • —, defining the orbital wavelength of Wiberg and 
Harris (1994).
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Figure 7.6(b) shows a difference in fj during the waxing and waning phases. This is most 

evident in the results from the fine-grained bed (squares) at peak wave forcing within the 

anorobital regime of ds/^50 > 5 x 103. In order to show the response of the ripple height and 
steepness to step changes in dg/D^o, the results in Figures 7.6(b and c) have been linked by 

dotted lines during the waxing phases and solid lines during the waning phases. In Figure 7.6(c), 
the fine-grained plane bed conditions (open squares), where rj/X < 0.01, appeared first at the 

peak wave forcing conditions of ds/D^Q ^ 7 x 103 but persisted well into the waning phase 

where ripples with steepness rj/X > 0.02 were previously present. During the waning phase, 

suborbital ripples eventually reformed over the fine-grained bed, but not until ds/D$q < 4x 103. 

The reformed ripples were marginally steeper than the those that formed during similar wave 

forcing conditions during the waxing phase. In contrast to this, the medium-grained ripples 

(circles) that formed during the waning phase (linked by solid lines) were marginally less steep 

than the medium-grained ripples of the waxing phase.

In Figures 7.6(b and c) fj/D^Q and 77/A diverge at ds/D-j0 ~ 4 x 103, with the results for 

the fine-grained sand bed (squares) being an order of magnitude smaller than the results for 

the medium-grained sand bed (circles). This divergence is associated with the fine-grained bed 

flattening out during peak flow conditions and the large 3D structures forming on the medium

grained bed. Within the orbital and sub-orbital regimes, ds/D$Q < 5 x 103, the fj/D^o and 77/A 

measurements are smaller than the predictions of Wiberg and Harris (1994) and Soulsby and 

Whitehouse (2005). The steepness measurements of the medium-grained ripples are typically 

around one half of the predicted values (Figure 7.6(c)). The fine-grained ripple steepnesses 

are between 4-10 times smaller, mainly due to their large orbital scale wavelengths. Within 

the anorbital regime, the height of the medium-grained 3D structures shown in Figure 7.6(b) 

is reasonably well predicted by the formula of Soulsby and Whitehouse (2005) whereas their 

steepness in Figure 7.6(c) is still overestimated in comparison with the measurements. This is 

due to the occurrence of larger wavelengths than predicted.

7.6 Suspended sediment concentration measurements

The time-series of near bed mean backscatter signal from each ABS transceiver was examined 

in order to accurately identify the bed level for each burst. These signals were then root mean 

square (RMS) time averaged over each experimental measurement burst of 25 minutes. There 

is uncertainty as to the precise position of the ABS on the cross-sectional profile of the ripple 

below. The ABS and ARP were mounted on an along-shore line but were separated by ~ 0.15m. 

Thus, the precise position of the ABS relative to, say, the ripple crest, increased in uncertainty 

with the sinuosity of the ripple crests lines.
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Cp (kg rtf3)

Figure 7.7: Comparison of the time average suspended sediment concentrations obtained from the 
ABS, C,t, and the pumped samples, Cp, for all the available pumped sampled data. The lines corre
sponding to Ca = Cp ( —) and Ca = 2Cp and Ca = 0.5Cp (• • •) are shown. The error bars show ± 
the standard error of the mean of the three ABS frequencies for Ca and ±20% for Cp.

7.6.1 Acoustic inversion and validation

The RMS backscatter profiles were converted to time-mean SSC profiles using an explicit acous

tic inversion (Lee and Hanes, 1995; Thorne and Hanes. 2002). This inversion relied on mea

surements of the SSC obtained from the pumped samples taken approximately 0.07 - 0.17m 

above the bed during each experiment. The suspended sediment size distributions were ob

tained from the pumped samples using laser grain size analysis, and these were used to aid the 

accuracy of the acoustic inversions. These height average size distributions were lognormal in 

form with mean sizes and widths that varied linearly as a function of #2.5 for each experiment. 

Thus a linear function was fitted to the available data and this was used to calculate the size 

distribution for each experiment. The median suspended sediment diameter varied between 

Daso = 215 — 273/im and Ds$o = 262 — 373/xm during the course of the experiments conducted 

above the fine and medium-grained beds, respectively.

The result of the inversion was an SSC profile from each of the three ABS transceivers, for
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each of the experimental bursts. The mean of the SSC profiles across the three results was taken, 

yielding a single time-mean SSC profile, at 1cm vertical resolution, for each experiment. This 

increased the statistical reliability and provided uncertainty estimates on the SSC. Figure 7.7 

shows a comparison between the time-mean sediment concentrations obtained from the ABS, 

Chi, and the pumped samples, Cp, for all of the available pumped sampled results from the five 

heights, z, above the bed. The error on Cp indicated is ±20%, which is the typical error found 

by Moate and Thorne (2009). The majority of the results from the ABS and pumped samples 

are well within a factor of two, which is the typical accuracy of ABS (Vincent, 2007).

7.6.2 Suspended sediment concentration profiles response to wave 

forcing

Figure 7.8 shows the SSC profiles obtained from the ABS measurements above the fine-grained 

bed. Figures 7.8(a, b) show the SSC profiles obtained during the waxing phase of the ex

perimental sequence, and Figures 7.8(c, d) show the SSC profiles obtained during the waning 

phase. The results shown are the mean of the results from the three ABS transceivers and 

the associated standard error is indicated for F03, F07, F12 and F15 to give an indication of 

the typical uncertainties. The four plots in Figure 7.8 show the SSC profiles obtained during 

different bed conditions. Figure 7.8(a) presents the first five profiles obtained during the ex

perimental sequence, when the bed was plane or 2D/quasi-2D rippled. Figure 7.8(b) shows 

the SSC profiles obtained during experiments when the ripples had long and straight crests 

with ~ 0.9m wavelengths. Figure 7.8(c) shows five SSC profiles measured after the bed had 

flattened out under the strong wave forcing of 1.45m. Finally, Figure 7.8(d) presents the 

SSC profiles measured dming the waning phase when 2D and quasi-2D ripples were present on 

the bed. The results in Figure 7.8 broadly show an increase or decrease in the concentration 

magnitude in accordance with the value of Hs.

From the groupings of the SSC profiles in Figure 7.8 it is apparent that there are distinct 

differences in the shapes of the SSC profiles above the different bedform types. During F01 the 

bed is plane and there is little in the way of suspended sediment due to the low wave forcing of 

0.28m. During F02 - F05, when the bed was rippled, there was a substantial increase in the 

near bed SSC. The SSC profile during F02 (Figure 7.8(a), i7s=0.37m) is upward concave in form 

on the log C, linear z axes. By comparison, the SSC profiles during F03 - F05 (Figure 7.8(a), 

Hs = 0.50 - 0.84m) are straight lines within the bottom 0.08 - 0.10m. On the log (7, linear z 

axes, straight lines correspond to an exponential decay of the concentration profile with height 

above the bed. The distinct change in shape from upward concave to exponential between 

F02 and F03 is likely to be associated with the increase in ripple height from fj — 0.008m 

to fj = 0.012m that occurred between these experiments. The steeper ripples were likely to 

encourage flow separation, enhancing coherent vortex mixing, during each wave half cycle. 

Figure 7.8(b) shows the SSC profiles from F06 and FQ7, during which large ripples of low 

steepness and ~ 0.9m wavelength were present on the bed, to be more upward concave in form,
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(a) F01 - F05 (b) F06 - F07
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Figure 7.8: The suspended sediment concentration profiles, C(z) where z is height above the bed, 
obtained above the fine-grained bed during (a, b) the waxing wave conditions and (c, d) the waning 
wave conditions. The results shown are the mean of the results from the three ABS transceivers and 
the associated standard errors are shown for F03, F07, F12 and F15.

at least within the bottom 0.10m. Figure 7.8(c) shows the SSC profiles from F08 - F12, when 

the bed was plane, to have approximate exponential forms within the range 0.01 < z < 0.05m 

and to be nominally uniform for z > 0.05m. Finally, Figure 7.8(d) shows the SSC profiles from 

F13 - F16. where ripples were re-established on the bed, to have exponential forms within about 

the bottom 0.05 — 0.10m above the bed.

Figures 7.9(a, b) and 7.9(c, d) show the SSC profiles obtained from the ABS measurements 

above the medium-grained bed during the waxing and waning phases of the experimental se

quence respectively. The organisation of results in Figure 7.9 broadly follows the occurrence of 

different medium-grained bed conditions. Figure 7.9(a) shows the SSC results from the start of 

the waxing phase during which 2D or quasi-2D ripples were present on the bed. Figure 7.9(b) 

shows results from the end of the waxing phase when the beds were dominated by 3D ripples
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or large hummocks.

(a) M01 - M06

O 0.85

(b) M07- M10

(c) M11 - M13 (d) M14 - M17

B 0.15

C(z)(kg m C(z) (kg m )

Figure 7.9: The suspended sediment concentration profiles, C(z) where z is height above the bed, 
obtained above the medium-grained bed during (a, b) the waxing wave conditions and (c, d) the waning 
wave conditions. The results shown are the mean of the results from the three ABS transceivers and 
the associated standard errors are shown for M05, M09, M12 and M16.

Figure 7.9(c) shows results from the start of the waning phase and Figure 7.9(d) shows 

results from the end of the waning phase when 2D or quasi-2D ripples were present. When the 

bed was dominated by 2D or quasi-2D ripples (Figure 7.9(a, d)) there were changes in the SSC 

magnitudes associated with changes in Hs. Above the 3D ripples and mega-ripple features, the 

SSC profiles are of a similar magnitude (of the order 1 kg m-3 at 2 ~ 0.01m) even though Hs 

varied between 1.29 — 1.71m. The majority of SSC profiles in Figure 7.9 exhibit exponential 

decays within the bottom 0.10 — 0.15m, with some profiles continuing to decay exponentially 

beyond 0.15m. The exceptions are M01 and M02 in Figure 7.9(a) which are upward concave in 

form on the log C, linear z axes.
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7.6.3 Near bed decay of suspended sediment concentration and ref
erence concentrations

The majority of the SSC profiles presented in Figures 7.8 and 7.9 exhibit exponential decay 

close to the bed, indicative of a height constant diffusivity in this near bed region. Exponential 

functions of the form given by equation (7.4) were fitted to the SSC profiles from each experiment 

within 0.01m < z < 0.05m by performing a linear regression on log C and z. This was done for 

the SSC profiles obtained from each ABS transceiver, and the mean and standard deviation for 

the three results were taken for each experiment in order to increase the statistical reliability 

and provide uncertainty estimates. The results from these regressions are listed in Table 7.3 

along with the associated correlation coefficients, R^. For the majority of SSC profiles, there 

was a high correlation between the regressions made and the data, with > 0.98 in the 

majority of cases. The exceptions include F01, F02 and M01 where Hs < 0.37m and the bed 

was either plane or the ripples present had very low amplitudes and steepness. During F06 and 

F07 ripples having low steepness and ~ 0.9m wavelengths were present, resulting in R% — 0.95 

and 0.90 respectively. During M10 the wave forcing was at its peak above the medium-grained 

bed, large hummocks were present on the bed, resulting in R^ = 0.95.

Above the fine-grained bed the exponential decay length scales of the fitted SSC profiles 

above the 2D and quasi-2D rippled beds (F02 - F07, F13 - F16) were between L — 0.012 — 

0.034m, and are listed in Table 7.3. Above the medium-grained 2D and quasi-2D rippled beds, 

L was somewhat larger with L = 0.034 —0.068m. The medium-grained ripples were both larger 

in amplitude and steepness than the fine-grained ripples, and thus were more likely to encourage 

the entrainment of sediment via vortices. This is most likely why the decay lengths above the 

medium-grained ripples were larger than those above the fine-grained ripples. At peak wave 

forcing above the fine-grained plane beds L = 0.020 — 0.029m and above the medium-grained 

hummocks and 3D ripples L — 0.047 — 0.088m.

The two equations of Nielsen (1992), equation (7.6), were calculated with Lni = 0.075Uotj/ws 

and Ln2 ~ with Uq = Us and tj — fj. The settling velocity, wa, was calculated using the 

formula of Soulsby (1997) with Ds5q obtained from the pumped samples. Figure 7.10 shows 

a comparison between the measured decay length scales, L, and (a) Ljvi, (b) Ljv2 and (c) 

Ln = Lni or Ljv2 depending on whether Us/ws was < 18 or > 18 (Nielsen, 1992). The pre

dicted decay lengths that most agree with L are Ln2 = l-4f? with many more of L^i being 

less than L. For the majority of experiments Us/ws < 18 such that Figure 7.10(a) and Fig

ure 7.10(c) differ little. Figure 7.10(d) shows a comparison between L and es/w3, where £„ is 

the sediment diffusivity calculated using the formulae of Nielsen (1992), equation (7.5a) with 

black circles, and Van Rijn (1993), equation (7.5b) with white circles, with Uq — Us. The for

mula of Nielsen (1992) consistently under predicts L whereas that of Van Rijn (1993) performs 

somewhat better.

The fact that L agrees more closely with than Ln\ in Figure 7.10(b) suggests that the
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Exp Cq (kg m-3) o'(Co) (kg m"3) L (m) o-(L) (m) Rl
F01 0.003 0.002 -0.012 -0.034 0.81
F02 0.162 0.133 -1.841 -1.855 0.71
F03 0.510 0.245 0.034 0.004 1.00
F04 5.571 3.178 0.014 0.002 1.00
F05 1.049 0.481 0.018 0.001 1.00
F06 0.420 0.304 0.017 0.004 0.95
F07 0.488 0.351 0.019 0.004 0.90
F08 0.414 0.230 0.029 0.002 1.00
F09 0.663 0.334 0.022 0.001 1.00
F10 0.425 0.235 0.022 0.001 1.00
Fll 0.285 0.163 0.023 0.001 1.00
F12 0.273 0,167 0.020 0.001 1.00
F13 2.787 0.726 0.012 0.001 0.99
F14 0.311 0.227 0.019 0.002 0.98
F15 0.133 0.078 0.020 0.001 1.00
F16 0.063 0.028 0.033 0.003 0.99
M01 0.002 0.002 0.144 0.092 0.73
M02 0.105 0.041 0.034 0.018 1.00
M03 0.978 0.227 0.050 0.004 0.99
M04 0.908 0.129 0.057 0.004 1.00
M05 1.671 0.061 0.052 0.006 1.00
M06 2.525 0.405 0.049 0.006 1.00
M07 1.481 0.057 0.066 0.004 1.00
M08 2.354 0.133 0.071 0.007 1.00
M09 3.834 0.957 0.046 0.009 0.98
M10 1.243 0.373 0.088 0.025 0.95
Mil 0.877 0.085 0.063 0.001 1.00
Ml 2 1.682 0.544 0.057 0.015 0.98
M13 2.177 1.062 0.047 0.013 1.00
M14 1.481 0.414 0.044 0.008 1.00
M15 1.460 0.546 0.039 0.008 1.00
M16 1.199 0.192 0.036 0.005 0.99
M17 0.409 0.033 0.068 0.004 0.99

Table 7.3: Results from regressions made to the near bed, z < 0.05m, ABS measured SSC profiles 
including the reference concentration taken at bed level, Co, the decay length scale, L, their associated 
standard deviations, a, and mean correlation coefficients, R^-
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Figure 7.10: Comparison between the measured exponential decay length scales, L, and those pre
dicted by the expressions of Nielsen (1992), (a) L/vi and (b) Ln2, and (c) Ln = Ln\ or Ln2- In (d) 
the decay length scale predicted using the expressions for the diffusivity of Nielsen (1992), equation 
(7.5a) closed circles, and van Rijn (1993) open circles, are compared with L. The lines depicting perfect 
agreement (—) and agreement within a factor of two are shown (--------) in each plot.

dominant control over the exponential decay lengths are the ripple dimensions, in particular 

the ripple height. In Figure 7.10(d) the formula of van Rijn performed best, which included a 

dependence on the grain size, D^q. These relationships were examined more closely through 

dimensional analysis considering all the physical parameters at play. A strong correlation 

between L/fj and tj/X, the inverse grain roughness Shields parameter and average ripple 

steepness in Tables 7.1 and 7.2 respectively, was found for the experiments where 2D and quasi- 

2D ripples were present. However, L/f) did not correlate well with 625 Tl/^ during the times of 

peak wave forcing above the medium-grained hummocks. A stronger correlation was found by 

replacing tj/X with k9/fj, where ks is an enhanced bed roughness given by (Nielsen, 1992)

ks = Srj T]/X -I- 17OA>o\/02.5 ~ 0.05. (7.18)
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This expression for ks includes both contributions from the form drag above the ripples, first 

term, and the moving sand layer under the more energetic conditions, second term. Figure 7.11 

shows L/fj plotted against ks/{02.hV) for all the experiments, both fine and medium-grained, 

where either 2D, quasi-2D or 3D ripples or hummocks were present along with the result from 

a linear regression on the data,

L/f] = (0.12 ± O.O3)A;a/(02.5f7) + (0.64 ± 0.25) (7.19)

with R2 = 0.78. This result suggests that during the times of relatively strong wave forcing, 

where large 3D ripples and hummocks populated the medium-grained bed, the roughness con

tribution from the moving sand layer strongly contributed towards the exponential decay length 

scale, L. Conversely, when the waves were less steep and the bed was populated by 2D ripples, 

L was strongly controlled by the ripple steepness, 77/A.

■ Fine-grained 2D ripples 
• Medium-grained 2D ripples 
o Medium-grained 3D ripples/hummocks

Figure 7.11: The measured exponential decay length scales, L, divided by the average ripple height, 
77, plotted against ka/{62.5V), where ks is an enhanced roughness including contributions from ripple 
form drag and a moving sand layer and 62.5 is the grain roughness Shields parameter.
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7.6.4 Comparison between reference concentrations and empirical mod
els

The measured reference concentrations for the SSC profiles from each experiment were compared 

with the empirical models of Nielsen (1986), Green and Black (1999) and Lee et al. (2004). The 

Nielsen (1986) and Green and Black (1999) equations predict the reference concentration taken 

at bed level, Cq, and were compared with the measured values listed in Table 7.3. The equation 

of Lee et al. (2004) predicts the reference concentration at 0.01m above the bed, Ci, and was 

compared with the mean ABS result for each experiment at z=0.01m. Figure 7.12 shows the 

reference concentrations from all the experiments through the experimental sequence plotted 

against (a) the grain roughness Shields parameter (b) the ripple modified Shields parameter 

(c) the parameter of Lee et al. (2004), 62.5 ^*2.5/w3, and (d) a ripple modified version of the 

parameter of Lee et al. (2004), 6r u^.d/Wg. The standard deviations of the means over the 

results from the three ABS transceivers are shown and are generally small indicating good 

agreement between the three ABS results. For these results, the skin friction shear velocity was 
calculated using

and equation (7.7) with t/0 = Us was used for the Shields parameter. For the calculation of (9r, 

the ripple steepness values presented in Figure 7.6(c) were used. The settling velocity, ws, was 
calculated using the formula of Soulsby (1997) with Ds50 obtained from the pumped samples. 

In Figure 7.12, the reference concentration values obtained above the 2D and quasi-2D rippled 

beds are shown by the black symbols. The measurements made above the fine-grained plane 

beds and medium-grained 3D rippled beds are shown by the white squares and white circles 
respectively.

Figure 7.12 shows that most of the reference concentration measurements were between 0.1 

- 10 kg m-3, with those values < 0.1 kg m-3 occurring at small values of the abscissa. In 

Figure 7.12(a) there is a clear separation of the measurements made above (i) the 2D rippled 

beds (black symbols) and (ii) the fine-grained plane beds and medium-grained 3D bedforms 

shown by white squares and circles respectively. With the modification of the Shields pa

rameter in Figure 7.12(b), this separation is reduced somewhat but the two groups are still 

distinct. There is no distinguishable separation in the results obtained above the fine (squares) 

and medium-grained (circles) 2D rippled beds in Figure 7.12. This suggests that the Shields 

parameter’s dependence on D50 adequately accounts for any difference in suspended sediment 
concentrations above the two bed sediment sizes.

The reference concentration prediction schemes of Nielsen (1986) and Green and Black 

(1999), given by equation (7.9) with a=0.1 and q=0.005, are plotted in Figures 7.12(a and 

b) and that of Lee et al. (2004), equation (7.11), is plotted in Figures 7.12(c and d). In Fig

ure 7.12(a) the predictor of Green and Black (1999) for rippled beds, Cq = 0.1 ps^2.5> compares 

well with the 2D rippled bed data. The data corresponding to plane bed conditions (open
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■ Fine 2D ripples • Medium 2D ripples 
□ Fine plane bed o Medium 3D ripples

a = 0.005
- - a = 0.1

a = 0.005
- - a = 0.1

2.5 *2.5 r *2.5

Figure 7.12: The reference concentration taken at either the bed level, Co, or 1cm above the bed. Ci, 
mean averaged over the results from the three ABS transceivers plotted against (a) the grain roughness 
Shields parameter, 02.5, (b) the ripple modified Shields parameter, 9r, (c) the parameter of Lee et al. 
(2004), 02.5U«2.5/ws where u»2.5 and wa are the friction and settling velocities respectively and (d) the 
ripple modified parameter of Lee et al. (2004). The vertical error bars show the standard deviation of 
the mean values taken across the results from the three ABS transceivers. The results from the fine and 
medium-grained beds are distinguished by squares and circles respectively. The nominally plane bed 
(open squares) and 3D rippled (open circles) beds are indicated. The closed symbols indicate nominally 
2D rippled bed conditions.
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squares) and beds where the bedforms had 3D plan-form geometries (open circles) compare 

best with the predictor of Nielsen (1986), Cq = 0.005 psO^.s- In Figure 7.12(b), where &r 

is used, the equation of Nielsen (1986) over predicts Co above plane (open squares) and 3D 

rippled (open circles) beds and generally under predicts Cq above the 2D rippled beds. The 

equation of Lee et al. (2004) in Figure 7.12(c) generally performs poorly, although Ci is pre

dicted reasonably well above the 3D rippled beds. Modifying equation (7.11) by replacing 62,5 

with 8r generally improves the prediction, as shown by Figure 7.12(d), and there is less scatter 

in the data. Overall, the equations most able to predict the reference concentration across all 

the different bed and wave forcing conditions are those of Nielsen (1986) and Lee et al. (2004) 

as long as the ripple modified Shields parameter is used.

7.7 Discussion

The analysis of the data collected in this experimental sequence permitted the interplay of the 

flow, bedforms, and sediment suspension processes under irregular waves during a simulated 

passing of a storm to be investigated. The response of the bedforms and the time average SSC 

profiles to the changing wave forcing were presented in Sections 7.5 and 7.6 respectively. The 

discussion begins here, in Section 7.7.1, by considering the difference in bedform morphology 

during experiments with comparable wave forcing but which were conducted before and after the 

peak forcing. Whether relict structures influence the time-mean SSC profiles is also considered. 

Section 7.7.2 discusses the connection between the irregular wave forcing and the observed 

three-dimensionality of the bedforms. Finally, in Section 7.7.3 a connection is made between 

(i) the exponential decay lengths of time-mean SSC profiles above 2D and 3D ripples; (ii) the 

bed roughness; and (iii) the height to which the SSC profiles are exponential.

7.7.1 Inherited bed and SSC

Figures 7.3 and 7.4 present the different bedform configurations that existed during the ex

perimental sequence. The response of the fine-grained bed to the waning wave conditions was 

somewhat different to its response to the waxing wave phase at similar water velocities. Under 

comparable wave forcing conditions the ARP results show clear differences in the bed morphol

ogy before and after the peak in the wave forcing. The most notable difference is that the 2D 

bedforms that formed during F06 and F07, where Hs = 1.06 and 1.28m, were not as clearly 

observed in the ARP results from F10 - F12, where Hs — 1.08 - 1.27m. The results from the 

turning points analysis of the ARP profiles presented in Table 7.2 show that during F06 and 

F07, A = 0.95 and 0.87m, fj = 0.016 and 0.012m and 17/A = 0.016 and 0.014. During F10 - F12, 

however, the average wavelength results were A = 0.73 — 0.83m suggesting that there were rip

ples present. The uncertainties on these measurements from F10 — F12 of (7(A) = 0.48 — 0.60m 

are, however, large and the corresponding ripple height measurements of fj = 0.006 — 0.007m 

are very small suggesting that the bed was in fact planar.
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Figures 7.13(a and b) presents the ARP cross-sections from F06 and F12, when Hs ~ 1m, 

which show the bed during F12 to be nominally plane. There was however a large undulation 

present, shown in Figure 7.13(b), the wavelength of which was undetectable through the turning 

points analysis, The time-mean SSC profiles from FOG and F12 are presented in Figure 7.13(c) 

and are similar in terms of shape and magnitude, even though the bed morphology below the 

ABS was somewhat different. This suggests that the entrainment of sediment in these exper

iments is mainly associated with sheet flow processes starting to occur rather than processes 

associated with the ripples.

As the significant wave height was reduced further from Hs = 1.08m during F12, 2D ripples 

formed that were similar to those that formed during the waxing phase. Figures 7.13(d and e) 

show the ARP cross-sections from F04 and F14 where Ha ~ 0.65m. During F14 the ripples are 

a little more disorganised, compared with those during F04, and show some limited evidence 

of evolution processes, such as ripple splitting and merging (Hansen et ah, 2001; Doucette and 

O’Donoghue, 2006). This suggests that during F14 the ripples were not fully developed and 

were not fully in equilibrium with the flow despite the fact that the Hs = 0,66m wave conditions 

had run for one hour prior to the F14 measurement burst. The primary difference between the 

F04 and F14 bed configurations is that the 2D ripples in F14 are superimposed on relict long 

wavelength features with A ~ 1.5m comparable with LWR (Hanes et ah, 2001). This LWR 

feature is most likely to be a relict of the long ~ 2m undulation present during the nominally 

plane bed conditions (F08 - Fll). The time-mean SSC profiles from F04 and F14 are presented 

in Figure 7.13(f) and show a distinct difference in the magnitude of the near bed, z < 0.1m, 

SSC between the two experiments. The near bed exponential decay length scale, L, is also 

smaller during F04 than F14, as shown in Table 7.3. Further away from the bed, z > 0.1m, 

and considering the uncertainty in the measurements during F04 indicated in Figure 7.13(f), 

the SSC is similar during F04 and F14 and is of the order 0.01kg m-3. The striking difference 

in time-mean near bed SSC is most likely associated with the difference in the position of the 

ABS relative to the cross-sectional profile of the ripple below. This is consistent with the notion 

that the entrainment of sediment in these experiments was mainly associated with rippled bed 

entrainment processes (vortex entrainment).

In the case of the medium-grained bed, there is less of a substantial difference between 

the bed states before and after the peak in wave forcing. Figures 7.13(g and h) show the ARP 

cross-sections from M04 and M16 during which Hs ~ 0.65m. Both rippled beds have reasonably 

steep sided ripples with 77/A = 0.109 and 0.095 for M04 and M16 respectively. Figure 7.13(i) 

presents the time-mean SSC profiles from M04 and M16 and shows the SSC magnitudes to 

be similar close to the bed, z < 0.05m, but larger during M04 for z > 0.05m. The near bed 

exponential decay length scale, A, is a factor 1.6 larger during M04 than M16, as shown in Table 

7.3. This is considered to be due to the difference between the ripples directly below the ABS, 

and hence their influence on this local sediment suspension field, during the two experiments. 

Figure 7.13(g) shows that the crest of a relatively large and steep sided ripple was above the
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(h) M16 Hs=0 65m

Cross-shore distance (m) q m'3)

Figure 7.13: Examples of fine (a - d) and medium-grained (e - f) bedforms that emerged during 
similar wave forcing conditions but under waxing (a, c, e) and waning (b, d, f) phases of the experimental 
storm sequence. In (g - i) the time-mean SSC profiles above the bedforms presented in (a - f) are 
shown with those measurements taken during the waxing and waning phases shown by closed (•) and 
open (o) circles respectively.
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origin of the cross-shore distance axis, where the ABS was positioned, during M04. Conversely, 

Figure 7.13(h) shows that a much smaller and shallower ripple was at this cross-shore location 

during M16.

7.T.2 Wave irregularity and bedform three-dimensionality

The examination of both cross-sectional and plan-form ripple geometry has shown many of 

the rippled beds to have a high degree of ripple three-dimensionality. Marsh et al. (1999) 

and O’Donoghue et al. (2006) compared the dimensions of ripples generated under regular 

and irregular oscillatory flow with a number of ripple prediction formulae, including that of 

Wiberg and Harris (1994) examined in Section 7.5.4 here. They generally found poor agreement 

between their measurements and the prediction formulae, especially in the case of irregular flow. 

Marsh et al, (1999) contributed this to the lack of a dominate near bed orbital length scale. 

O’Donoghue et al. (2006) found that the degree of ripple three-dimensionality was similar for 

regular and irregular flows, with the irregular flow characterised by the mean of the highest 

one tenth orbital velocity amplitudes. However, the degree of ripple three-dimensionality under 

irregular waves was larger than under regular waves, for large orbital velocity amplitudes. The 

irregular nature of the waves was therefore a likely cause of the ripple three-dimensionality and 

the failure of the ripple prediction formulae examined in Section 7.5.4.

7.7.3 SSC profiles above rippled beds

In Section 7.6.3 exponential profiles were fitted to the near bed SSC profiles measured by the 

ABS during each experiment. In general there were high correlations between the regressions 

made and the data, especially when ripples were present on the bed. In order to further examine 

the degree of agreement between the measurements and the theoretical profile given by equation 

(7.4), the SSC profiles were normalised by the regression coefficients, Cq and L, listed in Table 

7.3. The results are presented in Figure 7.14 showing all the SSC profiles obtained during 

experiments, both fine and medium-grained, where 2D or 3D ripples were present on the bed. 

The line C/Cq — e~z/L is shown in Figure 7.14 and indicates a perfect agreement between the 

data and the theoretical exponential profile (equation (7.4)). Figure 7.14 shows that the data 

are always exponential in form for z < 2L and starts to deviate from the exponential decay 

for z > 2L. Van der Werf et al. (2006) observed this same phenomenon and contributed it to 

enhanced sand mixing above 2 = 2L.

An exponential SSC profile is a solution to the steady state sediment diffusion equation 

with a height constant diffusivity. The deviation of the SSC profiles in Figure 7.14 from the 

exponential profile, can be associated with the diffusivity starting to increase with .2 for £ > 2L. 

Thorne et al. (2009a) made measurements of time average sediment diffusivity above ripples 

under weakly asymmetric regular waves in the Deltaflume. The results showed that above 

steep sided, vortex, ripples the sediment diffusivity was constant within the near bed region
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Figure 7.14: The SSC profiles, C, normalised by the reference concentration Co, obtained during 
experiments where 2D or 3D ripples were present. The height above the bed, z, is normalised by the 
measured exponential decay length scales, L. The solid line shows C/Co = e~z.
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approximately equal in thickness to 1,3 x 25?)(?'//A), where 77 and 77/A are respectively the ripple 

height and steepness, or 377 - 477. Above this near bed region the sediment diffusivity increased 

linearly with height above the bed (Thorne et ah, 2009a). Van Rijn (1993) proposed a three 

layer structure with a height constant diffusivity within a near bed region of thickness 377 given 

by equation (7.5b). Figure 7.14 implies that the thickness of the near bed layers observed here, 

in which the sediment diffusivity was height constant, LZ) are at least Lz = 2L. Using equation 

(7.19) to give L/77 for each of the rippled bed experiments here gives Lz — 2L = (3.3 ± 1.2)77 

which broadly agrees with the findings of others (Nielsen, 1992; Van Rijn, 1993; Thorne et ah, 

2009a).

Above steep sided, vortex shedding, ripples, Nielsen (1992) related the exponential decay 

length scale, L, to the orbital velocity, settling velocity and ripple height, 77, equation (7.6). 

Here, Ljr\ was found to be strongly controlled by the parameter /Cs/(#2.577) over a broader 
range of bed conditions including 2D, quasi-2D and 3D ripples and hummocks. Crucially, the 

equivalent roughness, equation (7.18), comprises two terms. The first is the contribution from 

the form drag over the ripples and dominates when the ripples are steep sided and/or high. 

The second term is the contribution from the moving sand layer that only dominates under the 

more vigorous flow conditions when ripple steepness is small.

7.8 Conclusions

Acoustic measurements have been presented on the hydrodynamics, bedforms and suspended 

sediment concentration profiles, the interacting sediments triad, under weakly asymmetrical 

irregular waves during a simulated passing of a storm event. Measurements were made after 

step changes in the significant wave height, forming the experimental storm sequence, over both 

fine and medium-grained beds. Whilst the responses of the fine and medium-grained beds to the 

changes in the wave forcing were somewhat different, there were certain similarities. Over both 

bed types, 2D ripples emerged which at first increased in steepness with Hs and then decreased 

in steepness and became quasi-2D as H& continued to increase. This is where the similarities 

during the waxing phases end. As Hs continued to increase, the fine-grained bed developed 

long-crested 2D ripples with long ~ 0.9m wavelengths, whereas the plan-form geometry of 

the medium-grained ripples became increasingly 3D. At peak wave forcing the fine-grained bed 

became plane while large hummocks developed on the medium-grained bed. During the waning 

phases, the fine-grained bed remained plane and the long-crested 2D ripples observed during 

the waning phase failed to fully reform. Quasi-2D and 2D ripples eventually reformed on the 

fine-grained bed and were at first superimposed on LWRs (Hanes et ah, 2001). In contrast, the 

response of the medium-grained bed to the waning wave forcing was broadly the reverse of that 

observed during the waxing phase. There is, however, evidence to suggest that the 2D rippled 

beds took longer to reform and were less steep than those during the waxing phase.

The SSC profiles and reference concentrations were examined in relation to both the wave
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forcing and bedform conditions during the storm sequence. Whenever ripples were present on 

the bed, the time-mean SSC decayed exponentially within a near bed layer the thickness of 

which, Lz, is roughly equal to two times the exponential decay length scale, L (Figure 7.14). 

Furthermore, Figure 7.11 shows that L/r] can be related to ksj(92.5V) by equation (7.19), where 

tj is the ripple height, and this enables Lz to be predicted using Lz = 2L. The exponential decay 

of sediment is a solution to the sediment diffusivity equation with a height constant diffusivity. 

Thorne et al. (2009a) observed the sediment diffusivity to be height constant within a layer 

of thickness equal to three to four times the ripple height, beneath weakly asymmetric regular 

waves and above steep sided 2D ripples. The results obtained here, beneath irregular waves and 

over a greater range of ripple types, agree with these findings and suggest that the thickness 

of the near bed layer was on average 3.3 ±1.2 times the ripple height during the course of the 

experimental sequence.
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Chapter 8

Discussion and conclusions

Much of what is novel about this thesis is the examination of bedforms and suspended sedi

ment concentrations in a large scale controlled environment beneath irregular waves, the more 

common mode of wave hydrodynamics in the field. The discussion starts, therefore, with a 

comparison of rippled beds and sediment suspensions beneath regular and irregular waves in 

the Deltafiume, in order to highlight some of the striking differences in sediment transport 
processes between these two distinct hydrodynamic regimes. The original research questions 

posed in Chapter 1 are then addressed, and recommendations of future work are presented.

8.1 A comparison with regular waves

Four years prior to the experiments studied here, a series of experiments were conducted in 
the Deltafiume using similar acoustic technology. Data from one regular wave experiment, 

previously examined by Thorne et al. (2003) was reanalysed for this discussion using the same 

techniques outlined in the previous chapters. These results are here compared with the irregular 

wave results from M04. In this analysis IT is either the wave height or significant wave height for 

the regular and irregular wave experiments respectively. Similarly, in the case of irregular waves 

T refers to the peak spectral period, Uq the significant orbital velocity amplitude and do the 

significant orbital diameter. The Shields parameter, 02.5, was calculated using equation (2.7) 

with the significant values of do and Uq used in the case of the irregular wave experiment. These 

parameters are listed in Table 8.1, along with the mean cross-sectional ripple dimensions, for 

the regular and irregular wave experiments examined. Whilst the height of the regular waves 

was 1.7 times larger than the significant height of the irregular waves, the orbital diameter 

values were similar. This was because the irregular waves had, on average, longer periods. The 

orbital diameter is arguably the dominate control over ripple formation and entrainment via 

vortices, and whilst do was 1.18 times larger during the regular wave experiment, the do/A 

values both fall within the criteria of Malarkey and Davies (2002) for vortex shedding. These 

two experiments are therefore examined, and compared, on the grounds that the dominant

173
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Exp. H (m) T(s) U0 (m/s) d0 (m) #2.5 A (m) V (m) 77/A
Regular 1.06 5.00 0.59 0.94 0.29 0.39 0.054 0.14
Irregular 0.64 6.10 0.41 0.80 0.14 0.26 0.027 0.10

Table 8.1: Experimental parameters for the regular and irregular wave experiments considered.

sediment entrainment process was the same in both cases.

8.1.1 Bedforms

Figure 8.1 shows a comparison of the ripples present on the bed during (a) the regular wave and 

(b) the irregular wave experiments. There is a clear difference in terms of the amplitude and 

wavelength of the ripples present with the regular wave ripples being larger. This is in part due 

to the larger orbital diameters during the regular wave experiment with c?o = 0.94m, whereas 

do = 0.80m in the irregular wave experiment. What is striking though is the spatial variance in 

cross-sectional geometry in Figure 8.1(b) relative to that in Figure 8.1(a). This is emphasised 

by Figure 8.2 which shows histograms of the cross-sectional measurements obtained using a 

turning point analysis on both datasets. The mean wavelength, A, height, 77, and steepness, 

Tj/X, shown by the x in each figure, are listed in Table 8.1. In general the distributions of 

regular wave ripple dimensions (Figure 8.2(a - c)) have sharp well defined peaks. In the case of 

the regular wave experiment, the A and 77/A distributions are normally distributed, whereas the 

rj distribution is positively skewed, indicating that the mean size of 5.4cm is perhaps not the 

most appropriate choice. The median regular wave ripple height is 5.9cm. In comparison, the 

distributions of irregular wave ripple dimensions (Figure 8.2(d - f)) have less well defined peaks 

and are generally negatively skewed. This is especially evident in the case of the ripple height 

distribution (Figure 8.2(d)). These broader, less well defined, distributions are to some extent 

associated with the curvature of the ripple crest lines, as discussed in Chapter 7. The character 

of these irregular wave distributions of ripple dimensions is, however, also associated with the 

distribution of orbital forcing by the irregular oscillatory flow. The orbital length scale in the 

irregular wave experiment, is less well defined than in the regular wave experiment (Marsh et ah, 

1999). In summary, the ripple dimensions are smaller and more broadly distributed during the 

irregular wave experiment than the regular wave experiment. This is due to (i) the increased 

variation in orbital forcing and (ii) the curvature of the along-shore ripple crest lines.

Implications on paleoenvironmental reconstruction

These findings have some relevance in the interpretation of ancient wave forcing conditions, 

specifically the degree of wave irregularity, from preserved ripples. For example, the preservation 

of a number of adjacent trocoidal shaped ripples with the same (or closely matching) cross- 

sectional dimensions would have been more likely to occur during periods of prolonged forcing 

by a wave field with a narrow, rather than a broad, spectrum. In contrast to this, the inference
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Cross-shore distance (m)

Figure 8.1: Results from the Acoustic Ripple Profiler for (a) regular wave and (b) irregular wave 
experiments.
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Figure 8.2: The spatial distribution of ripple wavelengths, A, heights, rj, and steepneess, rj/X, from (a 
- c) regular wave and (d - f) irregular wave experiments.
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of a broad wave spectrum can be made from the preservation of ripples with a broad distribution 
of cross-sectional dimensions. On the coast, the wave spectrum is likely to be narrower on an 

open shore face than an enclosed shore face with substantial wave refections and interactions. 

It may therefore be possible, for example, to distinguish between these two paleoenvironments 
through an examination of the distribution of cross-sectional ripple dimensions.

8.1.2 Suspended sediment concentration time-series

Figure 8.3 shows time-series of suspended sediment concentration (SSC) above the rippled 

beds presented in Figure 8.1, under the (a) regular and (b) irregular wave experiments. The 

most striking feature of Figure 8.3(a) is the repeatability of the SSC field due to the regular 

wave forcing. There are differences from cycle-to-cycle, associated with the stochastic nature 

of sediment suspensions, but entrainment consistently occurs twice in every cycle. The whole 

water column is also in a state of equilibrium with a rhythmic variation in SSC at all heights 

above the bed. In contrast, Figure 8.3(b) shows the response of the SSC to the passing of a 

wave group during a sequence of irregular waves. Either side of the wave group the orbital 

velocities are relatively small and there is no intra-wave entrainment from the bed. The larger 

waves of the group induce vortices which entrain sediment over the ripple crest at flow reversal, 

as shown in Chapter 5. The water column beneath the irregular waves is out of equilibrium 

and the SSC at every height above the bed responds to the changing wave forcing. Close to 

the bed, the SSC responds to the increase in orbital velocity rapidly whereas further away from 

the bed there is a dependence on antecedent waves, as was show in Chapter 6. At a height of 

z ~ 0.6m the peak SSC occurs when the orbital velocity is relatively small. This is because of 

wave pumping of sediment and the decay burst phenomena (Villard et ah, 2000) discussed in 

Chapter 6. Finally, it is of interest that because of the decay burst shown in Figure 8.3(b) the 

peak SSC at £ ~ 0.6m is an order of magnitude larger than that at the same height in Figure 

3.3(a). This is a striking difference which shows that despite the significant wave height of the 

irregular wave experiment being smaller than the wave height of the regular wave experiment, 

and the irregular ripple heights being smaller than the regular wave ripple heights, the SSC 

high above the bed can be larger. This has implications in terms of the net flux of suspended 
sediment under irregular waves.

8.2 Responses to initial research questions posed

Question 1. Can the sediment entrainment process of vortex formation and shed

ding be identified under irregular waves and how does it contribute to the intra-wave 
sediment suspension field?

When ripples are steep sided, the oscillatory bottom boundary layer can separate in the lee 

of the ripple and form a vortex which can be ejected over the crest of the ripple at flow 

reversal. The ripple steepness is typically assessed by the ripple height to wavelength ratio,
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Figure 8.3: Time-series of suspended sediment concentration, SSC, from the Acoustic Backscatter 
System situated above a ripple crest for (a) regular wave and (b) irregular wave experiments. The 
orbital velocity time-series, u, from the ADV is also shown
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TjfX. Malarkey and Davies (2004) considered 0.13 < t?/A < 0.2 to define the vortex shedding 

regime, although it is commonly accepted that vortex shedding can start when 77/A > 0.1 

(Davies and Thorne, 2005). In addition to this cross-sectional geometric requirement of the 

ripples, vortex coherency was considered to be highest when the ripples had two-dimensional 

(2D) plan-form geometries. Thus, in Chapter 5 the Deltaflume experiments where the ripples 

had 2D or quasi-2D plan-form geometries and 17/A > 0.1 were considered for an investigation 

into the intra-wave sediment suspension process of vortex formation and shedding. Under the 

irregular waves generated in the Deltaflume, there were typically broad spatial distributions 

of ripple cross-sectional measurements. Thus, it was important to consider both the spatially 

averaged ripple steepness and that of the ripple inducing local boundary layer flow separation.

Intra-wave sediment entrainment processes depend on the characteristics of each wave, which 

fluctuate from wave-to-wave under irregular waves. Intra-wave processes are also inherently 

stochastic in nature, due to the turbulent character of boundary layer flow. In Chapter 5, 

therefore, between 50 - 100 wave cycles were phase ensemble averaged over in order to examine 

the underlying sediment suspension field above the crest of steep 2D ripples. What emerged was 

consistent with the entrainment of sediment in vortices during each wave half cycle, previously 

observed in a large scale flume under regular waves (Davies and Thorne, 2005), with peak 

sediment pickup concentrations above the ripple crest occurring around flow reversal. This 

was shown by Figure 5.11 where the phase ensemble averaged SSC field above crests of 2D or 

quasi-2D ripples were contrasted with that above a plane bed. These results represented the 

SSC field on average. Whilst this effectively removed the effects of stochastic variability in the 

process, how the process differed from wave-to-wave was also effectively removed.

The intermittent nature of vortex formation and shedding beneath irregular waves was 

perhaps best illustrated in Chapter 6 where time-series of SSC were examined above ripples, 

e.g. Figure 6,5. This is because of the variability in the properties of each half cycle, namely their 

orbital velocity amplitude and half period. Figure 8.3 here compares time-series of SSC above 

ripples under regular and irregular waves. Whilst entrainment events occur consistently twice 

every wave cycle beneath regular waves, they only occur under the stronger waves beneath 

irregular waves. In order to examine in more detail the intra-wave entrainment processes 

it is important to remove some of the stochastic variability inherent in turbulent boundary 

layers. Therefore, in Chapter 5 discrete distributions of orbital diameters during sequences 

of irregular waves were examined. Each discrete class contained a number of half cycles and 

the instantaneous reference concentrations within each class were phase ensemble averaged to 

remove stochastic effects from the analysis. The orbital diameter, do, is a function of both the 

wave half period and velocity amplitude, and therefore captures a great deal of information 

regarding the wave half cycle. Physically, do is the horizontal distance moved by the near bed 

fluid particles during each half cycle. The results, shown in Figure 5.14, demonstrate that the 

advection of sediment via vortex formation and shedding only occurred when do > 1.2A where 

A is the wavelength of the ripple inducing flow separation.
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For the three rippled bed experiments considered in Chapter 5, do was on average > 1.2A 

during 70% of onshore half cycles and 58% of offshore half cycles. This was due to a weak wave 

asymmetry where, on average, the orbital excursions of the onshore half cycle where greater 

than those during the offshore half cycle, mainly associated with a velocity asymmetry rather 
than an asymmetry in the half wave period.

Only two clear peaks during the wave cycle were observed in the SSC above the ripple crest 

in Chapter 5. This is consistent with the advection of a locally induced vortex at flow reversal. 

There was no evidence to suggest that the advection of vortices induced by upstream ripples were 
contributing to the local SSC field. This lack of horizontal vortex advection beneath irregular 

waves is due to (i) the vortices being incoherent over temporal scales longer than a wave cycle 

and (ii) the spatial rarity of steep sided ripples. If irregular waves are the more common mode 

of nearshore hydrodynamics then this spatial rarity of steep ripples has implications concerning 

the prediction of net sediment transport. For example, models that assume vortex shedding 

occurs at all points on a bed when rj/X >0.1 are likely to be inconsistent with the average 
sediment suspension and transport in the field.

In conclusion, the vortex entrainment of sediment has been identified beneath irregular 

waves. Under the irregular' wave forcing the occurrence of this process was, however, limited 

by (i) the steepness of the ripples, (ii) the plan-form geometry of the ripples, (iii) the spatial 

distribution of ripple cross-sectional and plan-form geometries and (iv) the irregular occurrence 

of the process related to <1q/X. Locally, above a steep sided ripple this process can contribute 

significantly to the SSC field and this contribution can differ between onshore and offshore 

half cycles, depending on the wave asymmetry. It was found in Chapter 5 that the percentage 
of waves where vortex formation and shedding dominate scales approximately with ds/X by a 
factor of 26, where ds is the significant orbital diameter.

Question 2. What is the character of the sediment suspensions under wave groups?

Figure 8.3 highlights a striking difference between a sediment suspension in equilibrium with 

the regular wave forcing and a sediment suspension beneath a wave group. How much of the 

suspension field in Figure 8.3(b) is due to (i) the presence of ripples and (ii) the character of the 

wave group? This question was addressed in Chapter 6 where time-series of instantaneous SSC 

were examined under a number of flow and bedform regimes. Whilst close to the bed the initial 

entrainment of sediment was an intra-wave process occurring intermittently, as discussed above, 

wave groups strongly influenced suspensions higher above the bed. The enhanced sediment 

suspensions during wave groups strongly characterised the whole time-series of SSC under 
irregular waves, at all heights above the bed.

Chapter 6 showed that the character of sediment suspensions under wave groups varied with 

the time average wave forcing and bedform conditions. This is because the availability of near 

bed suspended sediment to be pumped to high elevations beneath wave groups depends on the 

activity of intra-wave entrainment. Chapter 6 showed that the SSC above 0.3m from the bed
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was higher and more sustained when Hs — 1.51m than when Hs = 1.63m. This was due to 

the enhanced intra-wave entrainment and turbulence production above the 3D ripples when 

IIs ~ 1.51m than above the hummocks when Hs = 1.63m.

The character of sediment suspensions beneath wave groups is also strongly dependent on 

the wave group characteristics. In Chapter 6, four different wave group types were identified 

and their associated sediment suspensions examined. Wave groups terminating with an abrupt 

decrease in orbital velocity amplitude, the waxing and constant types identified, strongly in

fluenced the sediment suspensions high above the bed with decay bursts (Villard et al., 2000; 

Vincent and Hanes, 2002). A similar phenomenon was observed to occur above the fine-medium

grained plane bed where sheet flow processes were likely to be in operation. Wave pumping 

did not play a large role in this regime, as the suspended sediment was confined to a near bed 

sheet flow layer. After larger than average orbital velocities, however, the near bed confined 

sediment ‘burst’ upwards.

Question 3. How do sandy beds respond to changes in wave forcing and what is 
the influence of inherited bedforms ?

Chapter 7 studied the development of bedforms, on fine-medium-grained (fine-grained) and 

upper-medium-grained (medium-grained) sand beds, under step changes in the significant wave 

height. The changes in hydrodynamic forcing can be tracked on a bedform phase diagram for 

oscillatory flows, such as that of Allen (1979) (Figure 2.2), and are discussed in the context of this 

paradigm. The fact that the experiments were conducted twice, on beds with differing median 

grain diameters, enables two vertical lines to be examined on the bedform phase diagram of 

Allen (1979). The bedform phase diagram of Allen was compiled primarily using wave tank and 

oscillatory water tunnel data, but also field measurements taken on the continental shelf (west 

coast of North America). Figure 8.4 shows the bedform phase diagram with the results from 

the Deltaflume experiments shown as symbols. The separation on the abscissa, of ~ 120/im, in 

the results suggests there should be a small difference in the response of the two beds to the 

changing hydrodynamics. They should, however, broadly show the same response of lower-stage 

plane bed, low-steepness ripples, vortex ripples, low-steepness ripples and upper-stage plane 

bed. This was broadly the case, when considering the cross-section dimensions of the ripples, 

as shown by Figure 7.6. There was, however, a strong difference in the development of the two 

beds, when considering the plan-form ripple geometries. The plan-form ripple geometries, using 

the classification developed in Chapter 7, which broadly follows that of Pedocchi and Garcia 

(2009), are indicated in Figure 8.4. The 2D and quasi-2D ripples mainly populate the region of 

steep vortex ripples in Allen’s diagram. The exceptions are the two long wavelength 2D results 

from the fine-grained bed. These are broadly within the low-steepness ripples regime. The 

fine-grained plane bed at Uq = 0.18m/s is within the vortex shedding regime. This is likely to 

be because there had not been adequate orbital oscillations of 0.18m/s to form ripples during 

the experimental run time. The upper-stage plane bed results fall within the sheet flow regime,
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Figure 8.4: The oscillatory bedform phase diagram of Allen (1979) with the results from the irregular 
wave Deltaflume experiments indicated. The 3D plan-form geometry of the ripples present in each 
case are indicated. Also shown are the orbital-anorbital boundaries of Clifton (1979) (—), and the 
suggested boundary for Hummock formation of Kleinhans (2005) (----- ), for a wave period of 6 seconds.

but also the low-steepness ripple regime. The results within the low-steepness ripple regime 

are inherited beds from previous, stronger, flows that existed during the waning stage of the 

storm sequence, as discussed in Chapter 7. The medium-grained bed did not flatten out and the 

results within the low-steepness ripple and sheet flow regimes are 3D ripples and hummocks. 

This broadly conforms to the bedform phase diagram of Allen (1979), as the 3D ripples had 

low steepness and Chapter 7 suggested that sheet flow processes operated while the bed was 
populated by 3D ripples and hummocks.

Under step changes in the significant wave height, sandy beds broadly respond in a way 

depicted by the bedform phase of Allen (1979). There are, however, deviations at the edge of 

boundaries associated with the irregular nature of the flow. The bedform phase diagram of 

Allen (1979) shows both bedform physicality and process. The ripple regimes are described
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in terms of ripple steepness, or form-index, and the plane bed regimes are described in terms 

of process, with the lower-stage bed described as no sediment movement and the upper-stage 

described as sheet flow. The process description, which could be considered to be inconsistent 

with the ripple descriptions, allows for low steepness, three-dimensional, bedforms to broadly 

fit within this paradigm. This paradigm, depicted by the bedform phase diagram, is lacking 
in that it does not include plan-from ripple geometry which formed a distinct difference in the 

response of the two beds.

The bedform phase diagram of Allen (1979) is lacking in that it does not include hummocks. 

This is because hummocks and mega ripples had not been widely reported in 1979, and they 

are typically considered to be features that form under combined wave and current flows (e.g. 

Swift et al., 1983). Since the development of Allen’s diagram for waves only, there have been 

many bedform phase diagrams developed for combined waves and currents (e.g. Amos et al., 

1996; Arnott and Southard, 1990) incorporating hummocks and mega ripples. Kleinhans (2005) 

developed a new bedform phase diagram for waves, bringing together results from a number of 

workers. Kleinhans argued that the boundary between ripples and dunes developed by Allen 

and Leeder (1980) for currents, could be used as a boundary beneath waves for the transition 

from ripples to hummocks. This was because Southard et al. (1990) found hummocks to occur 

under purely oscillatory flow as well as under combined waves and currents. This boundary is 

shown in Figure 8.4 by the red line (—>—), and predicts the hummocks that formed on the 

medium-grained Deltaflume bed well. This boundary adds information about the plan-form 

nature of the bed to the diagram of Allen (1979) and complements its transition to sheet flow, 

suggesting that sheet flow processes occur over hummocks.

Another paradigm which can be used to discuss the development of ripples during a storm 

sequence is that first developed by Clifton (1976) where the ripples are classified as orbital, 

sub-orbital or anorbital, and this was done in Chapter 7. Here, this paradigm is compared 

with that of the bedform phase diagram. It is possible here to consider the results from the 

Deltaflume because the peak spectral period was held constant. Thus, taking the wave period 

as 6 seconds, the approximate regime boundaries of Clifton (1976), and more recently Wiberg 

and Harris (1994), are shown in Figure 8.4 by the dashed lines. The majority of data fall within 

the sub-orbital regime. Only data from the fine-grained bed fall within the anorbital regime, 

and this is where the plane bed conditions were observed. Considering these boundaries and 

the bedform phase diagram shows that within the sheet flow regime depicted in Figure 8.4 the 

oscillatory orbital excursions can still influence the formation of sub-orbital ripples, as was the 

case on the medium-grained bed.

The bedform-phase diagram of Allen (1979) does not consider the presence of relict bed- 

forms. In Chapter 7 the ripple cross-sectional dimensions were seen to vary with the ratio of 

significant orbital diameter, ds, to median bed sediment diameter, Dso- The variation of mean 

ripple steepness, t?/A, with ds/D5Q is presented in Figure 8.5(a), and as a function of the order 

in which the measurements were collected. Figure 8.5(a) shows that during the waning phases
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the ripple steepness failed to reach that of the waxing phases for some time after the peak in 

the flow. This was physically most distinguishable on the fine-grained bed (squares) where the 

bed remained planar through experiments 8 - 12. Ripples did reform in experiment 13, which 

were on average steeper, but were superimposed with long wavelength features that formed in 

the nominally plane bed conditions (see Chapter 7). In terms of mean steepness, there is a 
large difference between those measurements taken during the waxing and waning phases on 

the medium-grained bed (circles). Figure 8.5(a) illustrates that (i) there is a time-lag in the 

response of bedforms in a waning scenario and (ii) relict bedforms can prevail for long periods 

after the flow regimes have changed. This behaviour is analogous to that observed by Allen 

(1973) in a unidirectional flow setting shown in Figure 8.5(b).

Figure 8.5(a) shows that the hummocks formed at the peak in the storm sequence, confirming 

that they are typically constructed during the early waning stages of storms (Amos et ah, 1996). 

During the waxing and peak phases of storms there is typically considerable reworking of the 

bedforms with large amounts of sediment entrained. This large sediment volume is typically 

deposited during the waning stages of a storm, where there are still large orbital excursions, 

forming large bedforms and hummocks (Amos et ah, 1996). As the storm abates there is still 

deposition, but the orbital excursions have lessened and there is little reworking of the bedforms. 

This is why there is a time lag in Figure 8.5(a). This has implications for bedform preservation 

since there is substantial deposition, but little reworking of bedforms during the waning phase. 
Hence hummocks are often preserved as hummocky cross-stratification (Arnott and Southard, 

1990; Southard et al., 1990). This also supports the notion of preferential preservation after 

extreme events.

Question 4. How do time average suspended sediment concentration profiles re

spond to changes in the wave forcing and bed conditions?

Suspended sediment concentration (SSC) profiles are characterised by their shape and magni

tude, or reference concentration, and are strongly dependant on the strength of the oscillatory 

flow and the type of bedforms present (Ribberink and Al-Salem, 1994; Vincent et al., 1999; 

Grasmeijer and Kleinhans, 2004). In Chapter 7, these two characteristics of time average SSC 

profiles were examined during the simulated passing of a storm event. The systematic stepping 

up and down of the wave forcing allowed the SSC profiles to be studied during a number of 

hydrodynamic and bedform conditions. Both the rate at which the SSC profiles decayed and 

their reference concentrations were found to vary with the flow and bedform dimensions. In 

the case of the reference concentration the parameter most able to parameterise the magnitude 

of the suspensions over the range of flow and bed conditions was the ripple modified Shields 

parameter proposed by Nielsen (1986), as discussed in Chapter 7.

It was found that above ripples the shape of the SSC profile is exponential within a near 

bed mixing layer approximately equal in thickness to two times the exponential decay length 

scale, the mixing length, as shown by Figure 7.14. This exponential decay supports the concept
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Figure 8.5: (a) Variation in mean ripple steepness, 77/A, with the ratio of significant orbital diameter, 
d», and median bed sediment diameter, D50, for oscillatory flow above fine-grained (squares) and 
medium-grained (circles and diamonds) sand. The order that the measurements were taken and whether 
they were taken during the waxing (• • •) or waning (—) phases are indicated, (b) Variation in mean 
dune wavelength with discharge of unidirectional flow and as a function of time (from Allen, 1973).
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of the sediment diffusivity above ripples being height constant within the near bed mixing layer 

(Nielsen, 1992; Van Rijn, 1993; Thorne et ah, 2009a). Figure 7.14 shows that above this near 

bed region the mixing length increases with height suggesting that the sediment diffusivity 

increases with height, as was found to be the case by Thorne et al. (2009a). The exponential 

mixing length, which is proportional to the sediment diffusivity, has previously been related to 

the oscillatory flow and the ripple dimensions (e.g. Nielsen, 1992; Van Rijn, 1993). This was 

confirmed in Chapter 7 where, for the case of 2D ripples, the mixing length was related to the 

ripple height and steepness and the grain roughness Shields parameter. This relationship did 

not hold for the 3D ripples and hummocks. Replacing the ripple steepness with the ratio of 

hydraulic bed roughness to ripple height yielded an expression for the mixing length for all the 

bedform conditions observed. The expression for the hydraulic roughness included contributions 

due to ripple form drag and sheet flow processes. In the majority of conditions observed the 

roughness was dominated by the contribution of the ripples. In the most energetic conditions, 

however, when large 3D ripples and hummocks formed, the sheet flow contribution dominated 

the roughness.

These results confirm that both the flow and the bedforms control the magnitude and 

vertical distribution of time averaged sediment suspensions. There are, however, a wide range 

of bedform and flow conditions in nature and a common goal is to unite the different processes 

occurring, at different temporal and spatial scales, in these varied condition within a common 

framework. The work in Chapter 7 attempts to do this with the use of an enhanced bed 

roughness.

Question 5. Over what timescales do sediment suspension processes operate under 
irregular waves and what implications does this have for future observations and 
modelling?

In the nearshore zone and continental shelf, steep-sided wave formed ripples are common bed- 

forms and the suspension of sediment can be dominated by vortex formation and shedding. 

Chapter 5 shows that this coherent and repeatable sediment entrainment process can occur, 

and can strongly contribute to the intra-wave sediment suspension field, beneath irregular waves. 

It does not, however, have the same repeatability under irregular waves as it does under regular 

waves, as Figure 8.3 highlights. This initial entrainment process, acting on small spatial and 

temporal scales, can strongly influence sediment suspensions over larger spatial and temporal 

scales. Chapter 6 shows that the influence wave groups have on sediment suspensions depends 

on the availability of entrained sediment within the boundary layer, and this is a function of the 

bedforms and entrainment process as well as the wave forcing. Chapter 7 shows that the initial 

entrainment process can influence sediment suspensions over longer timescales still. The near 

bed mixing length and thickness of the near bed layer were shown to be strongly dependent on 

a hydraulic roughness with contributions from vortex ripple and sheet flow processes.

Small scale entrainment processes strongly influence the SSC close to the bed under irregular
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waves, both instantaneously and in a time average sense. Because there is no true equilibrium 

under irregular waves, as discussed in Section 8.1, the suspension of sediment at higher elevations 
is strongly controlled by processes acting at lower frequencies than the wave frequency. Chapter 

7 shows that wave groups can lead to the entrainment of sediment to heights >0.8m above the 

bed. The current related net transport of sediment, at these heights above the bed, could 

therefore be larger beneath a grouped wave field than a wave field with a higher significant 

wave height but fewer groups. The time average SSC profile is therefore a function of intra

wave processes close to the bed and lower frequency, wave-group, processes higher up. This 

goes someway to further explain the scatter above the near bed mixing layer in Figure 7.14, as 

it depends on the character of the wave groups influencing the time mean SSC profile.

In conclusion, sediment suspensions operate at a variety of different timescales from intra

wave entrainment to sediment-pumping at a frequency associated with wave groups. In terms 

of experimental design and modelling, it is important to be clear as to the purpose. To truly 

understand the process of entrainment it is necessary to measure at the smallest scales. This 

can therefore be fed back into complex process based research model development. A great 

deal can, however, be inferred about the entrainment process and the sediment transport triad 
as a whole from time average observations, such as Chapter 7. Finally, the spectral width and 

character of wave groups can influence the sediment suspensions at intermediate timescales 

at the order or minutes. It is, therefore, important not only to accurately model intra-wave 

processes but to consider the wave spectra and the vertical advection of sediment at wave group 
frequencies.

8.3 Future work

The response to the initial research questions in the previous section raised a number of impli

cations and issues within which there is scope for further research. Some of these points are 

discussed in more detail below.

Observations of intra-wave sediment entrainment at other points on the ripple 

cross-sectional profile

In Chapter 5 measurements were made of the SSC field above ripple crests. As outlined in the 

response to Question 1, it was hard to distinguish whether the advection of vortices induced 

upstream were contributing to the local SSC field above the crest. With measurements taken at 

only one point on the ripple cross-sectional profile, it is also challenging to interpret the spatial 

structure and motion of vortices and small scale turbulent structures. This has previously been 

addressed by aligning three ABS transceivers across-shore, perpendicular to the ripple crest 

lines, so that three points on the ripple cross-sectional profile were monitored simultaneously 

(e.g. Osborne and Vincent, 1996). Others (e.g. Thorne et al., 2003; Van der Werf et al., 2007) 

have taken continual measurements above a migrating ripple. Assuming the waves to be regular
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Figure 8.6: Phase ensemble averaged intra-wave suspended sediment concentration, SSC, field above 
(a) the ripple crest and (b) the ripple trough. The phase ensemble averaged intra-wave velocity and 
reference concentration are shown in (c) and (d) respectively.

so that the flow is in equilibrium, as in Figure 8.3(a), an impression of the ensemble average 

spatial structure can be built up. This approach is challenging in the case of irregular waves 

however.

In the case of the irregular wave Deltaflume experiments studied here, the ABS was mounted 

on a sliding platform which was periodically moved cross-shore. Figure 8.6 shows the phase 

ensemble averaged SSC field obtained from the ABS approximately positioned above (a) the 

ripple crest and (b) the ripple trough. The ABS was in each of these two positions for approx

imately 10 minutes, approximately 100 wave cycles, beneath irregular waves with Hs = 0.64m. 

The ensemble average reference concentrations are also shown in Figure 8.6(d). Above the rip

ple crest there are two peaks in the SSC during the wave cycle associated with the advection of 

vortices at flow reversal. Above the ripple trough, however, there is one major peak at ~ 235° 

and two minor peaks at ~ 95° and ~ 130°. The major peak is associated with the generation of 

a vortex in the ripple lee during the onshore phase of the wave cycle, and the two smaller peaks 

are most likely associated with the local generation of a vortex in the lee of a neighbouring 

ripple and the advection of a vortex generated upstream.

As acoustic technology becomes more reliable and robust and the technology to support 

such hardware, such as batteries, develops further, the number of transceivers within Acoustic 

Backscatter Systems will increase. This will allow for high frequency observations to be made 

over a large surface area of the bed simultaneously, allowing for the tracking of individual vortex 

structures and entrainment events in three dimensions.
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Collocated measurements of sediment concentration and velocity profiles beneath 

irregular waves

Sediment dynamics is inherently linked to the velocity field within turbulent boundary layers. 

Whilst turbulence has a stochastic and anisotropic nature, it was shown here that the periodicity 

within the oscillatory boundary layer can impose some order with the generation of vortices. 

Making detailed measurements of the velocity field in addition to the SSC field is a crucial 

further development. It is now possible to make such measurements using Particle Image 

Velocimetry or Acoustic Doppler Velocity Profilers in conjunction with ABS (e.g. Thorne et al., 

2009b). The measurement of the velocity field would enable accurate calculations of sediment 

flux to be made, such those made by Van der Werf et al. (2007) under regular oscillatory flow.

Net sediment flux calculations above vortex ripples under irregular waves

Van der Werf et al. (2007) made detailed measurements of the near bed velocity field and SSC 

above vortex ripples. This enabled the cross-shore flux of near bed suspended sediment, due to 

vortex shedding, to be calculated. These measurements were made under weakly asymmetrical 

regular oscillatory flow. It is possible to combine such results with those in Chapter 5 here, 

in order to arrive at estimates of net cross-shore sediment transport due to vortex shedding. 

One approach might be to take the cross-shore flux of sediment due to vortex shedding beneath 

regular waves, with orbital diameter do, and scale it by 26ds/X. This approach is limited by 

the fact that this work is based on measurements made beneath JONSWAP irregular waves 

with a peak enhancement factor of 7 = 3.3. Other future work might be to make measurements 
beneath a range of wave spectra.

Resolving the vertical flux of sediment beneath wave groups

In Chapter 6 the vertical transport of sediment was examined over wave group timescales using 

the results from the ABS. The evidence was consistent with the wave pumping phenomena 

previously observed (Villard et al., 2000; Vincent and Hanes, 2002). It is possible that this 

vertical transport of sediment laden water over wave group timescales could be resolved in the 

vertical velocity component of the ADV, uz. uz was dominated by turbulence, and it was 

considered beyond the scope of this study to examine the detailed structure of uz. If there 

is a residual component to uz on wave group timescale then it could provide an important 

quantitative assessment of sediment transport due to wave groups.

Unification of ripple prediction schemes

As outlined in the response to Question 3, there are a number of schemes that can be used 

to predict the development of ripples including that of the bedform phase diagram (e.g. Allen, 

1979) and how the ripple wavelength compares with the orbital diameter (e.g. Clifton, 1976). 

These schemes are informative in terms of ripple physicality and the processes of sediment
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suspension and ripple development. In recent years there has been a surge in the development 

of schemes to predict the cross-sectional dimensions of ripples (e.g. Wiberg and Harris, 1994; 

Soulsby and Whitehouse, 2005; Mogridge et al., 1994). There is also some progress towards 
the prediction of plan-form ripple geometry (e.g. Pedocchi and Garcia, 2009). Integrating these 

different methodologies into a unified model and classification scheme is the next challenge. Such 

unification would have an application, not just in coastal science and engineering, but also in the 

interpretation of preserved ripples. For example, trocoidal shaped ripples with linear plan-form 

geometry form in different oscillatory-flow and grain size conditions than ripples with curved 

crests and three-dimensional plan-form geometry. At present, such ripples would fall within the 

same region on the bedform phase diagram.

Is there merit in the use of one-dimensional vertical models based on regular waves 

for irregular wave applications?

Modelling the time average, vertical, one-dimensional distribution of suspended sediment is 

both practical and can reveal some of the underlying physical processes. Examples of such 

models for use above rippled beds are the convection-diffusion model of Nielsen (1992), based 

on equation (2.12), and the 1DV rippled bed model of Davies and Thorne (2005). The model 

of Nielsen (1992) operates in a truly time average sense whereas that of Davies and Thorne 

(2005) models the intra-wave processes occurring above steep sided ripples under regular waves. 

Both models require the wave forcing to be parameterised by a regular wave. When using such 

models to predict sediment suspensions beneath irregular waves it is a valid question to ask 

what equivalent regular wave should be used. Figure 8.7 shows results from these two models 

where the equivalent regular waves are parameterised by the peak spectral period and (i) the 

significant wave height (solid lines), (ii) the mean wave height (dotted lines) and (iii) the mean 

average height of the top 1/10 waves (dashed lines). The time mean SSC profiles above steep 

ripples on the medium-grained bed (Figure S.7(a and b)) and shallow ripples on the fine-grained 

bed (Figure 8.7(c and d)) were modelled. The 1DV rippled bed model performs well for the 

case of the steep ripples (Figure 8.7(b)) and poorly in the case of the shallow ripples (Figure 

8.7(d)). This is because it accurately describes the process of vortex formation and shedding 

in the case of steep ripples, but not the processes occurring above shallow ripples. In contrast, 

the convection-diffusion model performs well in both conditions, but to a lesser degree than 

the 1DV rippled bed model above the steep ripples. Whilst not representing the process of 

vortex formation and shedding explicitly, the convection-diffusion appears to perform well in 

the two different conditions. This is most likely due to the representation of both diffusive and 

convective processes within the model.

Figure 8.7 suggests that there is merit in modelling the time mean SSC profiles under ir

regular waves with models that require a regular wave parameterisation. There are questions, 

however, regarding the exact parameterisation and whether there is merit in modelling the 

intra-wave processes in detail. Nonetheless, the further development of 1DV modelling tech-
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Convection-diffusion model 1DV rippled bed model

C(z)/C0 C(z)/C0

Figure 8.7i The time mean distribution of sediment concentration, C(z), with height above the bed, 
z, normalised by the reference concentrations at bed level, Co, from irregular waves experiments where 
H3 = 0.64m and bed sediment was (a, b) upper-medium-grained and (c, d) fine-medium-grained. The 
lines show results from (a, c) the convection-diffusion model of Nielsen (1992) and (b, d) the 1DV model 
of Davies and Thorne (2005). The waves were parameterised by the significant wave height (—), mean 
wave height (- ■ ■) and mean of the top 1/10 wave heights (--------).
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niques, and well-designed and instrumented field and flume data collection, will lead to improved 

understanding of sediment transport across different timescales in the coastal zone.
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